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Nothing more impresses a stranger in
Germany than the way in which the memory of her great men. is cherished. Leav-

—

Terms: —$2.00 per year, if
* vance; $2.20 if paid within

ing Halle for the Thuringian Forest,a few
days were spentin the towns or cities
that lie along the nothern side, Jena,
Weimar, Erfurt, Eisenach. It was one
| long gallery filled with the names and

“strictly in adthe first thizey days,
!
;

and $2.50 if not.
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Are there‘ loo many Ministers? The Rev. J.
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Temperance.

Seyah.

noe. Prof. R. C. Stanley.
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see how heavy rains had flooded the cornfields in.the valley and how much grain

316

uncut still stood on each side the river
wailing for brighter weather. Jena stands
in a valley upon which from the north-

Association—The Elmira Church—CenSctntion Noses Megting, he
tral Associa
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ished of his poems, is now used as a

There is an empty space.
The whispering throngs divide and stir:—
*Tis he! 'uis the King’s Messenger !

Or &tifle or ignore;

We hardly lift » wearied eye;

4

‘When rising death-mists chiniige and blot
”
=
Familiar features near;
When we can give nor word nor sign,
Nor what they utter hear;
:

When mother’s téirs no more are shed.
For little fuces round the bed;

or

When Sclence folds her hands and sighs,

ie

And

ds.

or

That,

seems

nought

Before the enormous This;

could we see that hour go by
Whilst youthful pulses stir,

We

scarce could bear the sight, and live!

~—Thou who for us hast suffer’d death,
Remember we are men;

Thou from the King our pardon bear,

And be Thyself his Messenger.
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There are upwards ofone hundred ministers’tn the Church of England whe sare. converted Jews, and there are several thousand

wi]

Jews in London who

yas

Rev. Dr. Newman

Christ-

embraced

have

:

ianity.

fife

successfully

Smyth has

passed the ordealdf a Congregational Council:
installed as pas-

at New Haven, and has beén
tor of the
that city.

og.
Jae.

Centre

church

Congregational
i

The death is announced of Dr. Edward

ith

the

Pusey,

['S !

celebrated

Romaniziog

of

B.

episcopal

pi

clergyman of England. Born with the century, he graduated at Oxford, and became proHe never left the
fessor of Hebrew ‘here.
English Charch.
:
The revision of Luther's Bible, begun in

lars
i

nal members of the revision committee, but 14
The work
live to seé the revision completed.

titled
NG
S
= by

Of the 30 origi-

1863, has just been finished.

dat.

fs.

is now to be printed and submitted to the Uni-

fine

versity

cent
Aig

ie
5a

faculties for criticism.

It will proba-

bly be ready for the public in about two years.
Ata meeting of the Kensington Auxiliary of

rir]
nr

ntly, the remarkby\P. A. Bevan that

the London City Missi
able assertion was made

only 2 per cent. of the workingmen of London
# are in the habit of attending any place of wor-

ship, and that there are only 450 city mission:

TC.

aries engaged

in house

and in out-

visitation

door operations all over London.

ate,

In France the Salvation Army has expanded

age

into

a salvation

fleet.

A

cutter

taking

the

name of * The Sailor’s Bethel” has sailed down

the Seine from Honfleur to Rouen, It is
manned by three clergyman and a pilot, who
is said to be a converted

seaman.

The cargo

is made up of tracts and Bibles in French. As
the crew are musical, they give sacred con-

certs at the points where they touch.
The Mohammedans in some parts of Turkey
tre sald to be growing more and more intolerant. They throw all the obstacles they can. in

the way of evangelical labors.

Recently the

officials in Mezereh, near Harpoot, ordered
that the bell en the school-house, which is also

used ag 8 church, should be rung no more, and
that the school be closed. It is affirmed that
this order came

from Constantinople.

The

3 -Sapnd of Christian bells seems to be pecullarly
,

Offensive to a Moslem,

The North American, Review says: “ Dur-

ing the century just passed the population of
the United States has increased eleven-fold, and
churchies have increased thirty-seven fold, and

while a hundred years ago there was one
church to every 1,700 inhabitants, there is now
ne for every 629.” Tais does not afford much

encouragement to Col. Ingersoll in his crusade
of the Bible.

‘against the God

It looks very

much as if Christianity might survive some of
emies who are still alive, having outgrown
any who are now dead.— Observer.
.

laws.

The issue

has. been

go

sitting of the Wesleyan

held

at Leeds,

England,

it

be saved.

Hardly a letter comes to us

from India but what sounds the piteous cry,
was stated that eighty young men .who *‘ more men.” India, China, Japan, and
had passed through the colleges of that ‘even Africa areas proper ** fields” upon
body

and were ready for work, were

provided

with

circuits.

Or,

un-

in

‘which to lookas any portion of

New Eng-

words, there were no churches for them.

many men who havé been duly trained,

and hope because they have no flock uander their pastoral charge. Even Mr.
Spurgeon, in the last report of his college,

declared that just new

be

must

train

vice, but use her wealth for the extension

of Christ's Kingdom on the earth, the
question which heads this article could

never again be asked.
HBILLSDALE

}
{\The

OOLLEGE

AND TEMPER-

-ANQE.
heading of this communication

‘The other party as

friends of California is evident. : May the
elections !— Standard. .

thousand mourners will follow their. remains to the grave, and with no common

There is a style in some Sundayschools, perhaps we might say in many,”
which is well illustrated by the following:
“In those days came John the Bapt
preaching,” et¢. What times were they
of which the text speaks? . Those Days!
Ah, yes, those days, those days, ‘hose
days! Well, what person is spoken of

mourning ; for a drunkard’s end is'not

be compared with a natural death.

to

Can

the Government afford, for nine cents a
head, to continue all this and ten times

One of the

worst fea-

vided he can pay for it, and provided,
also, he can secure his bondsmen, and

where is the man too mean for that?
And now, what is to be done? On the
way out of the difficulty four steps are to
be taken. The first, the submission to
the voters of the question of an amend-

a

cle

“The art of ‘teaching is. one of the fine

arts,

in those days?
John.
Ah, yes, John—
John—very true; remember that it was

John. Well, what John was this? John
the Baptist. Yes, right—dJohn the Baptist
—John The Baptist —youn see that it was
John-The-Baptist.
Well, next, what did
John the Baptist do? He came. True,
true, ke came, you see. He wasn't
there,

and he camethere ; and did h& do

anything

else? Yes he came preaching.
That's
right, preaching, preaching, Preaching.
—Zion’s Advocate.
‘

ment, is a very short one.

The decision
These days are decisive of the fate of’
at the polls in favor of the amendment is many girls and boys whose parents ought
scarcely a longer one; but the third step to send them to seminary or college.
is a critical one, and of urgent importance, ‘Three things are worth special mention:
1st. It is often of doubtful use tosend the
‘namely, the election of a legislature that careless and unwilling ; it is never safe to
will enact laws, such as will carry the keep the willing and anxious ones at
amendment into effect. The final and heme. The first class may only learn bad
even more ctitical step is the election of habits away from home ; the second may
lose all their life by being deprived of
officers that will enforce the laws. This good
education. 2d. The
boy who
must not be left entirely to officers elected wants to go to college may, in his disapfor other purposes as well ; it must be en- pointment, if he does not go, fall a prey
trusted to men held accountable for that, to temptations of a dangerous sort during
this year of mental idleness. 3d. The
and for that alone.
Finally; it will be a
fatal mistake to rely upon any political
party to effect these results. They must

eee
$00
b——————

Sabbath desecration.

explicitly defends the regulations. *The
sland werthy of beiug taken by the best.

be brought about by the people, not by a
party.

best place to put your

money

is

in

your

children’s-heads and hearts. Send them
to college; but do not forget their hearts
in your choice of an institution of learring
— Methodzst.

|
young men with a view to foreign, rather
Such, in substance, are some of the
At this season, it is a good idea to overthan home work. The ery there raised
house has perished and a bust nd inscrip- that the world is getting overstocked with
vould be a trifle more accurate perhaps points made in the address, which ocecupi- haul the church machinery. Perhaps it
tion only mark the spot where night after ministers is piteous enough; while the” "it were ** Professor Dunn and Temper-' ved over am hour, and which stated the has grown rnsty from little use, A cog
may be out of place, a screw loose, a joint
night,under the still canopy of stars,‘ the. “fact that many who have taken their full mee,” But the professor has been so matter so plainly and so forcibly that it may
have started; a spring may have lost
- toil-worn but devoted soul offered up the college course can find no church desirous long and so closely Identified with the ‘deserves a wider hearing.
SEYAHL
its tension.
Possibly it enly needs to be
well oiled.
Or it may have become so gn- .
troubled moments of existence on the of their labor must be discouraging to spirit and work of Hillsdale College, thut
>
tiguated that the substitution of a new and
altar of Eternity.” Goethe lived near the those contemplating the ministry as their in this case it is by no means inapproPfmproved form is necessary. But a church,

Garden, and

the house

looks

where famous students or professors once

T. Palgrave.

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

oh

can

old churches, two or three statues and
monuments ‘to distinguished men, but
specially the number of tablets indicating

;

Have mercy on us then;

wi

the last century

one marks the new University,one or two

Thou on the right hand of the throne,
®

REV. J. J. HALL.

future sphere

of life.

The case is not

prite, especially since his sentiments

and

nearly as bad in the United States; and opinions on this subject are shared alike
yet from the many applicants for SAlmost. by the rest of the professors, and the
‘by its tablet that there also the great poet every vacant pulpit, and -the large num- ‘great body of the students, wn - had resided. For in his earlier years, as ber of ordained men who are without any
It is generally known that an effort
later, Goethe loved the flow and music of pastoral charge,we must admit there is was made last year on the part of the temrushigg waters.
Walking through Jena
erance men and women of Michigan to
something wrong even here. Where shall

Withall our future to forgive,
_

Carlyle, of which

‘pleasant and
attractive still, but the
chamber of an inn neéarthe bridge shows

Behind his Messenger!
—(

At a recent
Conference,

Jena during the most active and fruitful
period of his life is variously indicated.
The garden where he wrote * Wallen-

Botanic

Then face to face to meet the King

sin

THE

and are anxious to be engaged in active
minidterial service, but are losing heart

says

Sunday

.made ‘that the Christian abd anti-Christian
forces seem definitely arrayed against

¥H

All days, all deeds, all passions past
Shrunk to a pin’s point in the vast: —

rick
a

BY

boast, is still a garden, but the summer

life,

seem’d

once

which

ARE THERE T00 MANY MINISTERS? |

ance of the landlord that the knight was
Martin himself. Schiller’s residence at

work,

OPINIONS.

The people of the State of California are
stirred to the heart on the question of the

die to-day a drunkards death ; to-morrow,
reckoning five to eac
:

granted to the meanest man in town, pro-

4-0

in

dramatic

source.

on, nor for a good living and an easy
gé in some city where the churches are
ot. more than one third filled on the Sabbath day, but on the fields, even where
there are no churchesfbut plenty of souls

as [ walked silently away.

hotel

stein,” the greatest

a

tures of this infamous license law is that
it admits of no restrictions; it must be

er.

The day at last will come on us
When day will come no more :
When on tke spaces of the sky

such

greater misery?

what Switzerland thought of the reformThe knight drank beer with the

|

PRESS

Three thousand menin our country will apirit of sanctified patriotism rule in the

Eternity i oir were heeded to *‘ Look on the fields"
not for the best positions in a denomi-

bar-

stands near, where-the Swiss students

secure its revenues from

the invisible world. My spirit seemed supply of ministers if the words of the Sav-

students, paid their bill, and was known to
them only by the scarcely-credited assur-

The Black Bear

Paliry economy! But were the saving
ever so great, the State ean not afford to

emptied of Time and filled with

search of Luther met-him dressed as a
knight and were questioned by him as to

——We may perforce buy of the thought,

yet many think there could be no over-

realities of

other land. The great West calls for more laborers, and so does the South. Could
A similar lament was heard at the As- men come to the work more in the spirit
sembly of the United Methodist Free of Him who though so -poor that ¢¢ he
Church. . The Congregational and Baptist had not where to lay his head—" yet
Year-books of England reveal a like state “¢ went about doing good ;” and were the
of things in connection with these denom- Church to keep back no longer from the
inations there. The Episcopal church has Lord what of right belongs to his ser-

rack for soldiers.

nd

amid the infinite and august

the famous battle-field opposite and the
long windings of the valley between.
The Schloss where Goethe devised his
«¢ Hermann and Dorothea,” the
most fin-

KING'S MESSENGER.

And ean not bridge the abysss

but

:

ngland a wise way to bridge over the

think of anything after visiting this sacred [ ‘might do far more good as laymen than
and awful spot saveof that which lies they can ever accomplish in the ministry,

itself affords, whence the eye sweeps over

A veil is o'er his face;

gh-

built,

a silent,|

the trumpet-call of the angel of eternal ing young men to commence a theological
judgment! It was impossible to speakor | course, and believing that many persons

equal to that which the corner of the hill

320
320

Yet where but once his eyes are turn'd

LJ

been

of them,

Goethe and Schiller, the poet of cultare ‘While admitting the great need of more
and the poet of humanity, alike awaiting discrimination being used in encourag-

On the

the view from it, though extensive, is not

320
320

Rs

o

surroundings.

central hill 4 tower has

He goes in silence through the crowd ;

i

picturesque

generations

resent difficulty. But what about other
solemn congregation of the dead, and
not so well adapted to find
amongst them, in large square oaken’[4 nominations
coffins,
covered
with = wreaths
of § ork for their surplus ministers? Aad
laurel, the noblest sleepers of them all, vhat about the over-supply for the future?

down,

5B

.

Farm and Home
The Markets.

looks

819
319

818

Book TABLE
MISCELLANY.

table-land

and on the eas: three long ridges of hills.
At the ends of these hills towards Jena
there is a splendid view of the town and

30
T ¢

~ Religious Viewsof Our Presidents.
Sd...
ch.
.
.
i.
TEMPERANCE.

nd

west an elevated

38

cea

ea

vee
Ministers and Churches. .
PEBARE
.
.
Quarterly Meetings, ete. .
FAMILY CIRCLE :—Sky-clearing. Jhoety) A.
© W. A~To-day (
)
Sel.—A Sls
Earle.~Toter’s Influence. II
wards the North Pole. G. B. G.—The

1.)
nd

or four

of

The journey from Halle to Jena is along
the banks of the Saale. It was pitiful to

sion—The Indiana Yearly Meeting
Maine Central Yearly Meeting—Union

bd

German

rem embrance

the great and distinguished to perish from
the land of the living.

|
1

—Religion ahd the Schools—Notes.
.
CORRFSPONDENCE
: —Northwestern Notes—
Mrs. J. L. Phillipe’s Letter—Our Mis-

J

who will not suffer the

313

Cures—The India Report

EDITORIAL

fg

y

313
"ns

.

ogoy

pride and piety ‘of the modern

Page.

he King’s Messenger (poetry). Sel.
.
.
Weimar. Pres. Thomas Goadby,
{oo a

|

nA
So-B-O

each other. We learn by private corre_spbndence that many who have not preber-vanlt beneath the church of the its actual conditions without which no- them steal.” But how much does the viously been interested in politics are enlisting on the side of right and order in
Triedhof.
Here lay great dukes and’ ministry can be a living power. This Government make out of this tax? Why, this campaign. One party has favored
duchesses in long hexagonal coffins, three : therefore seems for. the Methodists of the princely sum of nine cents .per -head. the repeal of the existing laws against

memorials of the illustrious dead.
We
could not but be touched with the nobie

CONTENTS. .

and management of the schoel.”—Gen.
Bapt. Magazine.

lived. It would seem that almost every
mighty spirit of the close of the last and
the beginning of the present century
studied or taught at Jena: the Schlegels
and ‘Humboldts, Eichhorn, Griesbach,

we look for an ‘&xplanation of this state

induce the

of things? And are we no longer to
¢t pray the Lord of the harvest to send
forth more laborers?” It can not be that

question

there is any superabundance of the

right

legislature

of

a

to

submit the

constitutional

amend-

mentto the people, and that a motion to
that effect

was

lost

There is little doubt,

by a single

vote.

however, that dur-

kind of ministers. The population is in- ing the next session, the legislature will
creasing wonderfully, and willing hearers vote to submit the question to the people,
can nearly always be found, if thetruth be for many of the liquor dealers themselves
faithfully proclaimed. Every indication, dre so confident that a.majority will negaeven in the religious world, tells of advance itive the proposed amendment that they
Baumgarten-crusius,
Fichte,
Hegel,
and of multiplied openings. And for all are not likely to make a very determined
Schelling, Oken, Fries, Paulin, Tieck;
of these men are needed. There may be opposition to its submission to the popuand even the ‘¢ god-intoxicated Novalis” to many ministers of a certain kind. It lar vote. The fact is, there are serious
has his tablet, with 1 know not how many is sometimes declared that there are too fears in the minds of--some of the most
beside.
many who, having received the very kind earnest advocates of Temperance, lest
Weimar, the German Athens of last advice of some friend, looked away from ‘the public sentiment of the State is not
century,is a small and,at first sight,not at business to the theological school and the Pet ripe for the enforcement of such an
all striking city. But its charm grows ministry of the gospel, and possessing no amendment, should it be obtained. The
upon you as you linger in it. Here natural adaptation for the vocation are laws on the statute books, prohibiting the
Goethe, Herder, Wieland spent the great- now trying to make ends meet from sale of intoxicating liquors to minors,
er or more important part of their lives, month to month, while their churches are and to all others after ten o’clock pr. M.,
and Schiller his last years. The city as weak as the sermons preached to and on the Sabbath day, are little more
with'its surroundings is full of rich poetic them. But the Church is not wholly free than dead letters, in most localities. In
memories. My first visit was te the Mufrom blame in this matter, for she has yet a city not a hundred miles from Hillsdale,
gseum where a fina marble sculpture of to learn the'best means, of utilizing the the police officials themselves are parties
to the violation of those very laws,the enGoethe and Psyche meets you as you en- resources at her disposal.
"
ter, and Cranach’s oil paintings and PrelIt seems that the question, What shall forcing of which is their duty, but those
ler's Homeric wall.pictures are well we do with these young men who are who are aroused to indignation by such a
worth seeing.
Herder's
statue,
his awaiting churches? called out diversified istate of things are so small a minority
dwelling-house and his grave with its theories from those present at the Con- that they can not .prevent the renominasimple but appropriate inscription “Light, ference to which I have alluded; One sion of those same officers in a Republief
Love, Life,” next take my attention. | speaker proposed that the eighty young ean caucus.
‘Tn view of this indifference of the genThe church in which Herder’s grave is men should be sent out without purse or
scrip, and left to make their own way, to eral public and even of the church-going
found contains a picture of the crucifixion
by Cranach, in which are fine portraits of gink or swim, according to their ability. class toward the whole subject of temperartist A rather apostolic method, when
the ance, Professor Dunn, on Sabbath mornLuther, his friend, and of the
ing, September 24, sent around to the
church
being
few
in
numbers,
and
with
the
to
way
my
himself. Wending
but. little of this world’s goods had but a various pulpits of the city—as he has done
Schloss, almost immediate admittance:
more than once in previous years—a nosecured, and the ** Poets’ chambers” are small, if any, responsibility in such a
traversed with all too hasty foot. Four
rooms, dedicatedto the memory of the

four Weimar

poets,

are

covered

with

frescoes by Jager, Neher and Preller, representing the immortal works of Herder,

“Sohiller, Goethe-and
can well exceed the

Wieland.
charm

and

Nothing

fascina-

tion of these chambers; it is a splendid
art.
and
fairy world of imagination
Wieland's house and monument; Schiller's home with its relics ; Goéthe’s house,

where his repose was broken- by the
thunder of artillery at the battle of Jena
and the tumult of retreating Germans and

matter.

But the president, Mr.

Garrett,

than whom there isno worthier person in

tise that in the afternoon at three o'clock

he would speak in the court-house on
*¢ The Liquor Tax Law, and the Duty of

that goodly body of noble -men, proposed
another and a better way. In a letter to Christians and Politicians in Relation to
the Methodist, he says: ‘1 should-like to it.” At the time appointed, so large an auemploy them all in evangelistic work, dience, composed of citizens and students,
sending them to help weak aod poor cir- bad assembled that some were obliged to
cuits, and to Opep Shvieres of labor in ‘stand throughout the whole address.
some of the Hpiritually destitute parts of ff The professor commenced by saying
the country. ' This would be of immense Ahat évery drunkard was once a moderate

benefit to the young men,

and at the

drinker,

and “that moderate

drinkers,

same time, make them a great blessing to therefore, are responsible for making
others.” To enable him to do: this, the the stream tipon’ which every drunkard
president appeals for necessary funds, floats to destruction. If, then, drunken-

and, judging of the well known liberality Dess is an abominable evil—as all acGoethe-Schiller monument, representing | of the great body of Wesleyans in Eng- knowledge—scarcely less so is the habit
together the majestic form of Goethe with land,it is not likely he will appealin vain. of moderate drinking. Now, an evil is
To us the scheme seems not only a safe, made worse by making it respectable,and
his calm, noble aspect and the more mopursuing

and

wictorious

French; the

bile figure of his eager, restless and

pas-

sionate friend ; the magnificent Park with
ite deep, shady groves, long avenues,
winding streams and luxurious glory of
summer foliage ; and deep in the very

a

but an eminently

wise

one.

If these

eighty young men are Tairly efficient, it
will be of great benefit to the churches
and to many needy districts if they are
sent forth with the warm zeal and vigor

it is just this which the Michigan, tax
does for liquor selling and’so

law

for moderate

drinking. The crime of drunkard-making,
the only crime taxed, has no more claim
to be made thus respectable by being

THE ROMAN OATHOLIOS IN INDIA.

The Roman Catholics, crippled in Rome,
are very active in other parts ~of the
world. Especially is this the case in

is sometimes very tenacious of its old instruments, and it will often insist on
patching up year after year an old method
instead of adopting something that is obvously better.— Chris. Register.

heathen lands where Protestant missions
are attended with success.
In Orissa, for

|-

example, the priests and nuns are displaying great activity in disseminating their
delusive and destructive doctrines. Although the enemies of education, and

the

extinguishers of holy light in Italy and
wheresoever they possess absolute power,
they can, nevertheless, become the professed friends of education, and assume the
form of angels of light, when. by so doing,
they can acomplish their covert purposes.

When ove

has

count, we would

passed
be the

to his

ac-

the decisions of the great and final Judge.
But if we judge from the published works
of Mr. Emerson, and the known sayings
and actions of his life, we hesitate not to say
that he was rather a civilized pagan, ora
devout deist than, in any sense, a Christian teacher;

used

and

that his talents were so

as to unsettle al

love as the

ion.

It is well

ministry

that we revere and

essence of

of the

the Christian

known

that

Unitarians

relig-

he left

because

the

he

scouted the sacrament of the Lord’s SupSo far as-we know, he never reAs educators they are now very active in “per.
tracted these views, and his personal inIndia; and, professedly for the diffusion
fluence, as well as his writings, was, to the
.of knowledge, which they hate, but really end, substantially in accordance with them.

for

the

spread of Popery, which they

desire, they are obtaining grants of mon| ey from the public treasury. That intelligent legislators and professed Protestants can be so beguiled as to encourage
Popery is as surprising as it is painful;

for, if history teaches anything, it teaches
that Popery, in all lands, and throughout
all ages, has proved itself an enemy of
God, a curse to man, and a scourge to the

very earth on whichhe treads. What is
it but Popery that, at the present time, is
the chief cause of trouble in Ireland?

And

He was every

way moral, and

highly

ecul-

tivated, and possessed an intellect of unquestioned fertility and power; but all this
was true of Theodore Parker. And if his
views, as Mr. Alcott would intimate, were
modified near the close of his days, it was
never so known as to modify his un-Christian influence.— National Baptist.

The Catholic Review thinks that the
only way to make our Public Schools
really free is to permit such religious instruction in them as all denominations
might prefer.
It insists, however, that so
far as Catholics are concerned
¢‘it is

hopeless to dream of. common

ground

in

should the people of India ever come under
the power of the priests, and, in spiritual
matters acknowledge an emperium in.am-

the matter of religious instruction,” and,
therefore, demands that special opportuni-

perio, similar, if not worse, troubles

This privilege conceded, our contempora-

may

be expected in India to what are now experienced in Ireland. Aud yet, strange to
say, not a few in high places seem blind
to the teachings of history in regard to
Popery, and are the abettors of a system,
which,-given' the opportunity, would produce the same evil fruits in the future
as it has done in the past. As an illustration as to the manner in which Popery
works and is encouraged in India, let our
readers note the following. In a private
letter Dr. Buckley writes :
A few days ago we heard that the Government had sanctioned Rs 10,000 for the

convent school here.
be entirely

opposed

It seems'to

me to

to the Rules

under

whieh-grants are made for school building, but the authorities are infatuated so
far as Roman Catholics are concerned.
It is practically the same thing as giving
the money

to build

a convent,

because

ties shall be given to Catholic to teach
thé&ir dogmas and conduct their devotions.

ry intimates, Catholics would cease to be
hostileto our common schools. This is
certainly
a natural inference from the
editor’s.language: _
ke

‘It is for the highest interest of the na-

tion that the * public. schools

be

thrown

open for Catholic and other religious instruction during certain school hours, or,’
if necessary, after school hours. Let. those
who do not wish such instruction go. Let
those who wish it stay. Nobody will be
hurt; but many will be improved.”
If this is all that is needed to reconcile

Catholics to our public school system, we
can not see what they have to object to in
the present arrangement. To the giving
religious instruction ¢ after school hours”
no one has ever objected, dnd if Protestants

or

Catholics

desire

to undertake

this, let them do it. Of course it could
not, without great confusion, be conducted in the school-houses; hut ample accommodation is afforded in the churches,

and the school cannot be septhis is the light in which it
to. the people. whatever specmay be employed,” ‘The fol-

and 1pithe children be required to repair

ial building grants :
5
:
*« Before a building grant is sénctioned,
the site, plans, estimates, specifications,

‘‘ For my part, I am content to seek my
ancestors in the garden ‘called Eden, let
others, if they choose, look for theirs in the
garden called Zoological,”—Dean Burjgon.

the convent
arated ; and
will appear
ial pleading

lowing are the published rules of the Educational Department in relations to spéc-

to these, “* after school hours,” to receive
such instruction as their religious guides
may deem important and proper.— Baptist
Weekly.
bd
ain

title ang trust deed, must be approved by

the Commissioner of the division. The
trust deed must declare the building to be
granted in trust for school purposes and
Jor no other purposes

whatever.

It must

also provide for the legal ownership of
the premises, for the proper maintenance
of
the building, and for the inspection

\

“Once to every man and nation
Comes the moment to decide,
In the strife of truth
with falsehood,
For. the
or evil Mde.
Then it is
brave man chooses,
While the coward stands aside,
Doubting in his abject sprit,
Till his Lord is crucified.”

)

xX

final

last to foreshadow

Rapa

:

heart of it, in front of an open glade and of their youth to help pastors already classed among reputable kinds of busia rich meadow of green grass along | over-burdened with work,and to break up ness than the crime of thieving. Nor is
whose margin flows the water of the Im,
resh ground and prepare the way for there any more reason and justice in the
Goethe's famous garden house, his most | manore churches. And as an additional defense of sucha tax, than there would
loved and cherished retreat; what & raining for their fature work, such tem- be in such a conclusion as this,—¢ Oh!
memorable day it was that brought meg rary occupation would be of incalcula- there always have been thieves, and there
face to face with such suggestive objects ‘ble benefit to the young men themselves, always will be; it is in the very nature of
and scenes! But, most memorable of all Fg ving them, as no college training could | men to steal, and they will steal ; now let
do, that knowledge of human the government make something out of
was the visit to the Fiirstengruft, the [possibly
sepulchre of the Princes, the vast cham- | nature and of hnman needs, and of life in this propensity, so just tax them, and let

JENA AND WEIMAR.
BY PRESIDENT THOMAS GOADBY, D. D.
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in their attempts to break down the ocon-

THE RIGHT ATTITUDE OF RELIGION
TOWARD SCIENCE.

clusions of true Science.

meet faultfinding with its own weapons.

Aug. 9, by Prof. R.C. Stanley, and published by rer

counsel or this work be of men,it will come
to nought; bat if it be of God, ye can not
overthrow it, lest haply ye be found even

vice of Gamaliel

see

is to

It

how far the faultfinding has justification;
it is to find and do our own duty se that
its whole justification msy be taken away.

let them alone; for if this

to fight against God.”

a better method.

We have

+! +*And now I say unto you, Refrain from
__ these men, and

to

But it is not my purpose, to-day,

[A sermon
reached before the Theological School
of Bates Collége. June 25, and also at
Ocean Park,
quest.)

-

discovered new products, useful in every to be already conclusively proved. Leyj’
asa fact,andTcay
for the present hold fast to the belief household. It has opened new industries be proved and accepted
not
believe
that
any
essential
part of re.
which
give
employment
and
support
to
whichwe can draw from the Bible. And

ing which supports this doctrine, —we may

proved. No truth of nature or science
can ever be proved so conclusively that
it can overthrow a truth of morals or religion. All thatcan be done inthis direction is to show some things untrue

thousands:of people. Its new processes
the doctrine of evolution, in all its excheapen
almost every manufactured artic
other.
treme phases, stands ‘beside the
cle.
A
single
discovery, like that of Le
interold
our
all
at
So far as it touches
+
Blanc
or
Bessemer,
carries its fruits over
pretations, it is not yet proven.
~~~

which some men had taken for truth, as
that the hare, as stated ip the Jewish law

In this judicial attitude, we show our
fairness as truly by suspending judgment

of food, chews the cud. But if these things

We admit that there have been times are taken away by truth, and the truth
and ways in which Religion has been un- takes their place, it will be only a sifting

This was the ad- just to Science.

to an excited assembly

the

We read with shame

history of Galileo's persecution for hold-

of Jewish rulers sitting in judgment upen the Christian religion as preached by

ing views in astronomy which are now
held universally by the devout and faithless alike. We are not proud of the zeal
of those godly men who counted chemistry akin to witchcraft, and pronounce

the

with respect to a doctrine not proved, as its improved methods of surgery, in the

to harsh judgment of other men’s honest

opinions. . It applies to ' scientists who
fight against religion, and equally to
religionists

who

fight

against

science.

to Science.
claim the courtesies due
truths have that
Only demonstrative
We should bear this in mind
right.

who professes loyaltyto the truth.
It seems to me, therefore, well fitted to

introduce a discussion of The Right attitude

whenever, in the name of Science, we. are

of Religion toward Science. I need not
justify the choice of such a theme,because
* inquiries concerning it hold a prominent
place in many thoughtful minds.
‘There

invited to adopt any new belief or to give
up any old one. A man who can not
bring every reasonable proof of his doctrine has no more rightto challenge us

is in our day a remarkable scientifi¢ ac-

Old theo-

enee of the last generation is antiquated
and almost superseded. Historical ques. tions which the past century settled are
made to yield a new answer to the sharp
investigation of modern scholarship. It is,
hy pre-eminence, an iconoclast age. The
ground which thought traverses is strown
everywhere with the fragments of broken
idols. One who should have slept fifty

by receiving the evidence

it, and what he left to the fallibility of
the human: instrument. The Protestant

strenuous to~~"Tnaintain this prerogative

name

3

teachers, should

be, first of all, an

all his cherished beliefs in philosophy and
politics gone like the old friends of Rip
Van Winkle.
In these directions there
have been convulsions as great and real
as those which in geological history
folded the Palzozoic strata. And in reJigion there have been modifications of all
our creeds by curtailments here and enlargements there, by a strengthening on
one side and a weakening on the other,
until earnest and/'watchful men are con-

atti-

eonscience and rea-

will prevail, all that will live of

can truth fear from

truth?” ‘What

has Alp to fear from its sister Alp, since
they both tower heavenward from the
same immovable everlasting foundations?
The past history of Religion in its relation to Science ought to give us confidence without the slightest change in its
fandamental or characteristic teachings.
It has passed through repeated overturnings of the philosophical and scientific
opinions of men. Systems of astronomy
and chemistry, theories of the physical
forces and of mental phenomena, have

with science, along every path of human
place to other
progress. But while some are ready to risen and fallen and given
theories, but the essential
and
systems
Jeap into the ** imminent breach” and deChristianity are the same 1t0- |
fend every merest outpost and watoh-sta- )doctrines of

a great multitude, who scarcely know
what attitude to take toward the great
army of scientific inquirers who, in every
land and zone, are seeking the conquest
of nature.
It is with the hope of helping to find the
irue way of duty some loyal souls who are
eonfused by the noise and flashing lights
of this tumultuous age,

that

discuss 80 large a theme.

I venture to

We

who

be-:

lieve in the Bible and in the religion of
Christ are charged with intolerance and
bigotry toward those who seek truth in
other fields than our own. We are told
that Religion is jealous of Scienee, that
its followers are not open to conviction of

other truth, that, out of prejudice toward

day as @hrist and the apostles taught. Ptole-

my has ceased to be a scientific authority.
a
has become
Hermes Trismegistus
-prethe
but
myth in chemical history,
cepts and parables of the Gospel teach
sound doctrine and right conduct as fully
to the nineteenth century as to the first.
The downfall of Christianity has been
predicted again and again by those who
desiréd that downfall; but in” spite of
‘this, it has continued to grow, and as a
system of pure teaching, and as the best
way of life, it has a firmer hold upon the
world to-day than ever before.
The interpretation of the Bible in a
few points has changed. We do not
now count the earth immovable, or believe that the sun revolves around it.

_ our own opinions, we look upon any cen-

trary opinion

and moves around

a

as either weak or wicked.

if these charges hold against any body of
Christians, I do not think they are true of
those who best exemplify the religion
they profess. I do not think they should
be true of any man who has taken upon
him the name of Christ.
If the charges are true, we might answer them with counter ebarges of the
same character against many who call
themselves the friends of Science... If we
admit intolerance in some who bear the

not diminish, at all, our conBut thatdoes

fidence in the truth, or in the inspiration

It

of the Bible.
teach Science.

nowhere

professes

to

It concerns itself with re-

him.

vealing God and our duty toward
In respect to scientific subjects

which

it

rises and sets, the earth is established
forever, and the hills are everlasting.

Jf the Bible had spoken with scientific
Christian name, we should also find it accuracy, it never would have been what
needful to admit intolerance, not. less bit: it was meant to be, the book of the peoter, against Christian opinions, from men ple. There may be changes in the interwho glory in rejecting the name of Christ. pretation of the Bible in years to come. It
The Voltaires, the Paines, the Ingersolls, may be found not to contain thingswhich

the Huxleys, are no more inclined to we think we find in it, as the chronolo-

eharity toward those who differ from their

gy of the world and a method of creation.

its teaching.

God, are simply men's interpretationof

of it, which
beliefs than the men who believe the It may be found that parts
Bible are toward those who reject to we think inspired as absolute truth of
Whenever Religion has at-

tacked Bcience, 80 called, it has usually
been to repel a previous at
, or to
forestall -a threatened one, od partial

the divine teaching.

But we may rest

absolute confidence

that nothingin ‘the

‘pretended science has been as often
foiled
and baffled in its unreasonable attempts to

that, in the life recommended by the
Bible, nothing which is good will ever
be superseded, and that nothing which

in

Bible which is {rue will ever be removed,

overthrow or weaken true Religion, as

unwise and bigoted religionists have heen

we

ong

to

believe will

ever

be

dis-

opinion in science. goes for nothing;

au-

The

everything.

ultra scientists

deride

us for our alleged respect to authority in

Religion, and at the same time they rail
upon us because we will not accept the
wildest theories upon the mere authority

of men ambitious of scientific notoriety.
Bat let none of these things move us.
We are put in trust of a great legacy of
precious truth ; let us sqander no jot of it.
And if there should be some donbtfal
coins mingled with the treasure, let us
hold them

al), until we know

which

are

the doubtful ones, and until we can replace them with something better, something which will more truly represent

the sun, but if I were

compelled to choose between my belief
in the facts and laws of modern astronomy, and my belief in the existence of
God and our obligations toward him, I
should have to say with Paul upon
grounds of strictest logic, *“ Let God be
true, and every man,” Copernicus, Her-

of established

The truth we will accept,

laws, all

pretense

name of science, we are bound

in

the

to reject

and oppose.
ThELad
OC
And this judicial attitude regards carefully the bearings of scientific conclusions.
It looks to see

just what

is proved, and

just what of previous belief it takes away,

schel and LaPlace with the rest,be deceiv-

and will not let a conclusion cover anything except its own ground, or a demou-

ers.
But, secondly, the attitude of religion
toward science should be a judicial attitude. I chose this word advisedly. Science

stration of one thing be put forthe

onstration of another different thing.

dem-

ing with respect to its conclusions; as in no God, or in some way makes it unneca court of law; but it is to be a hear-if essary to believe in one. ‘There could

ing wherein the evidence which it has to

present is to be weighed and sifted, to the
utmost, by all rules of logic and principles of philosophy. And when this is
done, religion is to accept or reject the

love whose founder claimed

to be,

was the Truth whatever the

science

that,

in his view,

generation would

proving

spontaneous

disprove the doctrine

of a supernatural Creator and of a future
life. Ineed not say he was notin judi-

cial attitude. - Spontaneous generation is
the change of dead matter having no
"germ of life into a living being. Religion
and Science alike admit there was once
such a change to people the earth.
You

may prove it now and show. it a hundred

times over, but

unless from

your

sealed

vials you can surely shut God out, I shall

and

curing disease, has been a true servant of

humanity, in its place and measure like
him whom we call the Great Physician.

We can not find a science from which
there has not come something to enrich,
adorn, or ameliorate

human life.

As co-

become science by and by,as men see

ion, in its judicial capacity, is not to
such tentative conclusions, but simply
to dismiss the claim to recognition with
the quaint old Scotch verdict of ‘ not
proven.”
The doctrine of the very great antiqui-

ty of man upon the earth stands, I think,

in exactly this position before the Chris-

tation of a Creator.

best, seek trath for the same end—its use
for the well-being of men:

In part they

regard different interests of men, and
different worlds. But Godliness does

not overlook the present, and true Science
can not be wholly forgetfal of the fature ;
and whether for the present world or the
world to come, they are both laboring in
the service of the same humanity. They
should be, then, heartiest mutual helpers.

tian world to-day. We have been told
repeatedly that Science has’ demonstrated 4
this doctrine. I confess there was a time ‘Oar austere Puritan fathers believed
when I thought it proved. But as fur- them so. They called geod learning
ther investigation brings out the counter “the handmaid of Religion” and so everyevidence; as we see that beneath fossils | where planted the school-house beside:
which were claimed to be ‘very ancient the church, and set the voice of the cdlare found others which are almost mod- lege bell ** crying in the wilderness.”
~And Science has done mnch for the
ern; as we~ learn that the Nile delta,
which, in Lyell's opinion, gave

some of

world, enough to , merit

men’s

grati-

the geological records themselves,
But even if all the pre-historic portion

of the Bible must be given up, there jy
left unscathed, untouched, an immovable

basis of historical fact. It is the life of

a nation, a body of prophecy, a wonder.
working son of God, a resurrection of

Sas,

Ww

»

Christ from the dead, a Christian chureh

bp

established in the face of persecution,

work done; through all the ages, for thy ~~

j

temporal good and the salvation of men

¥

workers, - therefore, for the elevation of And upon this foundation, by logical io
mankind,as twin pillars of civilization, "ductive reasoning of the same character
as representatives of God's working, the and strength as that which Science. relies

a

for human welfare, there can be no occa-

L

one-in Providence and the other in Grace,

sion, betweén Science and Religion, to
bandy unseemly epithets.
It is a mistakeif not worse, for devout

Christians~-to- call the science which
works so many beneficent ministries,
Godless-science.
thing. - Godless

There can be no such
men may study: science,

and mky try to read into it the theories
which they wish to believe. They may try
to nse

its

discoveries

as

weapons

with

which to overthrow the religious belief
of the unlearned, but itis the men, and

not the science, who

are in fault.

It is

against these godless men and their fulse
reasonings

Religion

should

draw blade,

and not against Science which they
understand and misapply.

both

For it there is a God, the Creator and
Ruler of the universe, the truth, true Sci-

bear witness
ence can not anywhere
against him. It would be absurd, as we
admit, to speak of godless geometry, or
But
an atheistic multiplication table.

8

:

upon in every department,’s system of

br

belief can be built up, as firmly knit a

every joint, as consecutive, as rational, as
that which makes the body of the best es-

tablished science.
of religious

Here then is a soience

belief,

founded

upon facts

and built up by impregoable reasoning.

de

;

which not only deserves a place with oth.

a

er sciences, but which by its dignity and
beneficence

is queen

among

and which,
as I believe,

94

them all,

is in no

more:

B

danger of being overthrown by any sister

;

science, than geometry is in danger from

26

chemistry.

:

:

What, then, in conclusion, is our work,
and the work of all who love Religion,

and

who

seek

its honor?

It is simply

n

-

28

this, to be loyal to our religion in belief
and life.

’

While we regard

"

every

field of re-

;

search, to see that only truth in each gets
the ear and

the heart

of

men, ‘we

"

must

give most devout and assiduous care to
the watch-guard and cultivation of our

’

own field.” We have a special treasure

botany and chemistry, so far committed, it is true, to earthen vessels,
as they havea claim to be called sci- but in itself priceless and needful to all
ence, so far as they have a solid basis of
fact to rest upon, and can support their
conclusions by logical demonstration, are

the world.
Let us make its care, its distribution, its transmission unimpaired,

these

We are

a4

not to dispute the truths of science, on the
one hand, and on the other, we are not to
substitute, anywhere, the -trath of Science

Po
a0
pre

no

wore godless

or atheistic than

simpler sciences which the very beginnings of scholarship accept. And the time
will surely come, I trust it is

pot far dis-

tant, when these subtler sciences will no
more stand in the way of a simple Christian faith than the mathematics does.
We must not expect every science to
teach Christianity: Revelation has done
that. Each science has its own field, its
basis of classified facts, and its superstructure of sound principles and conclusions, with which it is specially concerned. In this view, Religion is itself a

Of uny points of belief, in any of our

creeds, which the mosttimid souls think are
threatened, this can be said, We can spare
them out of our creeds if they are not
true, just as we have found a way to
spare the doctrine that slavery was justified by inspired teaching, just as the
church, a hundred
years ago, found

a way to spare the doctrine that heretics
must be destroyed by fire and sword.
Suppose we are led, by reliable scientific

investigation, to change one orft#o points
in our belief founded on the early chap-

ters of the Pentateuch, does that compel us

the great business of our lives.

.

for the trnth of the Gospel. The burden of
all the messages of the church, and of
Christian workers, te the world, is not
geology or natural history of astron-

wi
h
2

omy,

crv-

an

must re-state and re-argue

ins

cified.

but

Jesus Christ

We

the great

fundamental

and

him

|

truths of Chris-

tiafity in the light of each new. age.

wl

We

the

must keep them
ré: men's minds, and
must show their reasons to every man's
conviction. But, especially, we must try

be
wi
dis

stopped, his host saic he hoped he would
avoid saying anything in his sermon 10

bo
re

to
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offend the Spirtualists, as there were many
in‘the town who attended ‘thelr church.
Walking down street, another leading light
of the church was met, who hoped bé
would not say anything te offend the Universalists, as mahy of them attended their
church. Just as he was entering the pul-

fra
bw
ul

pit, one of the deacons

Dutton-holed hiw

pre

town is here in his pew; I hope you Wil

ure

not find it necessary to referto that busi: |
ness.” . The perplexed clergyman then i’

1
ard

and sald: “ The largest tquor dealer io

to reject the inspiration of the Bible,to deny’ quired:

“What

will I preach

about?”

the divine authority of Christ, and to shut « Oh,” said the deacon, * give it to the
got a friendin town."
our hearts against the beauty of the life Jews; they ‘haven't
It
would
be
well
if
this experience Wer®
which he lived and which he taught us to

get
the
bar

we

hin
cay

her
© to (

imitate? - For my part, I think it may yet

limited to the candidate;. but, unfortunate:

tho

be found that thére is some mistake in the
‘accepted chronology as drawn from the
books of Moses. Men may. lave been

warnings.— Ez.

had

the most important tokens of this great tade. Astronomy has not only weighed
antiquity, has been wholly made within the planets and traced their courses,but has upon the earth more than the sik or seven
the limits of Bible chronology; and as told ‘the mariner bis way upon the sea, thousand years which that chronology allogically trained and careful men have ‘and made shorter and safer every voyage lows, ‘This, by some devout Christians
shown some grave mistakes in the reason- of every ship that floats. ‘Chemistry has with whitn I do not qu'te agree,is thought

LRTLY

ki

still, in my view, be as worthy of beliefa

And how the spon-

author by contradicting the knowledge
given by Revelation.
And both Religion and Science, at their

=

An jp.

disproves the existence of God, which tries to do. We must: bring its - motives into
to
show that benevolence is a sin, that men's lives. We must lead them to seek
monstrates,so that to.doubt it. would be like taneous generation of a mieroscopic anidoubting the law of gravitation; so that mal, endowed with but the infinitesimal.| repentance for wrong doing is an injury that best of all proofof its truth and pow-er, the proof from experience. And if
the conclusion is supported by evidence starting point of life, ean break down. all
clearly and largely superior to that which the hopes of men by which Wé look be- esty and prayerfulness are vices, and that through our persuasions’men will take up
supports the belief assailed. Religion is yond the grave, is,d confess, a mystery purity of heart and motive is a thing to the practical duties of Christianity and
to accept that conclusion, even though too wonderful for me. And since the be denounced, —till then, we may not stig- will take on the spirit of Christ, we need
not fear that false science will harm them,
it requires the giving up of some time ‘belief in the existence of such generation matize any science as godless.
Let Science everywhere do its proper and true science never can:
honored interpretation or the rewriting, lingers, itis said, in only one great man’s
of our most venerable creeds.
¢ mind, I shall not try to show hew the work, let us hold it to its own professed
The thing we do need to fear is that
Religion, I think, in later days, is in- doetrine 6f immortality might survive the methods of building upon a basis of abso- wen will make the teachings of Science
lute fact,by a progess of logical consecutive an excuse for inattention to "Christianity
clined to accept proven things. Ido not shock of its discovery.
admit the charge of blindness or of hosLet everything be granted respeeting reasoning, and let us be watchful to de- and, torough that, for unbelief. Here is
tility towards demonstrable truth, which evolutien which the most advanced seien- tect, and quick to expose, any departure the great danger, not from attention to
and Science, but from neglect of Religion.
is sometimes made against the church. tist claims, and we could still hold the feom this- method by its supporters;
We are loyal toward the truth. We only distinction made by a neted scholar of then if the work and influence of Science There is no exewse, but mien wickedly
ask that it shall be clearly identified as nature aud the Bible, ¢* that Science dis- is not identical with that of religious make one. The great practical truths of
the truths which imposestu- the truth. And in past ages the fault of closes simply the method “of thé “world teaching, it will certainly be in the same Christianity,
never one of them been
the church was not so much in rejecting but not its cause, while Religion discloses direction, to bring men nearer to the truth ties, have
and God.
changed, and pever can be,by anything
proven things as in’ refusing Science the its cause but not its method.”
Bat
you
may
ask,
Will
not
the
religious
to
which Science can reveal.
The old gosconclusions
hold
her
opportunity to bring
But, once more, religion should
belief of Christians, their views of the Bi- pel of the Jewish lawgiver, of the prophthe proof. A true judicial attitude cor- toward science an attitude of friendship.
roots” {his fault. It gives the hearing
At heart, and in the truth of each, they ble, their creed, be changed by the ad- ets, of the Messiub, the gospel requiring
vance and power of Science?
I answer
it
as
not,
love to God and love to men, brings its
does
it
But
justly demanded.
are not enemies, but allies. The true sciis not bound to, always aecept the conelu- entist and the true Christian are alike frankly, I have no doubt they will be demand to every soul, and there is no
sion to which the so-called seience of any seekers of the truth, lovers of the truth, changed, but I am sure they will not be seience, no research, no logic which ean
time may come. It is to be like the re- conservators of the truth.
They should changed by facts of science in any essen- abate the demand one jot. We are to proto
balance,
chemist’s
the
and
fire
finer's
not be ranged in two parties, except as tial point. They have been changed al-. claim this demand, to enforce it, and press
Ihe ready, and, we all believe; not for the it upon all men’s eonscience, until they
try the quality and weight of each conela- different corps of the same army.
worse.
The discoveries in astronomy,
leave their refuge of vain excuses and
sion.
conflict between Religion and Science,
geography
and physiology have changed seek the refuge of willing obedience.
men
A distinetion must be made here, be-" about which one of the most learned
them. But all that was true in religion a
And to the very end, it is not Science
tween true ultimate science and the par- of our country has written a volume,
thousand
years ago is true to-day, we are to fight against and fear, but it is
and
place,
taken
have
to
ought
sometimes
which
never
science
tial tentative
are some whenever it has broken out, it is not a and All that is true to-day will be sin, the evil in men's heart which mars
claims, equal honor. Therp
true a thousand years hence.
What: the life. Toward true Science and all love
sciences, like Political Economy and Geol- conflict between true Science and true
do
we
wish
to
keep
in
religion
be- of truth, our attitode should be that of
imperfect
between
only
but
mere
are
Religion,
ogy, most of whose comtlisvions
sides
the
truth?
Whag
do
we
wish
to entire confidence aud friendliness, but
opinions. These opinions have weight forms or misrepresentations of these, and
bring
into
it
if
not
the
truth?
And
if
by
have
who
men
toward false science which misleads men,
accordingto the extent and accuracy of sometimes only between
if by the new and toward sin which enslaves them, the
the knowledge by which they are fornsed taken it upon themselves, unwarrant- the discoveries of Science,
light which breaks upon the world out of only possible attitude which a Christian
and the soundness of the reasons whieh ably, to speak both for Nature and for
the
word of God or out of his works, any can ever take, is that of unwavering, per-’
with
support them ; but we can mot call such God. Those most deeply imbued
sentence
of qur religious creeds is re- sistent, eternal hostility.
least
are
gospel,
Christ's
muss,
the spirit of
opinions science. For that there
quired
to
be changed, wé may be sure
to
a
ready
most
and
overthrow
men
its
all
of
among
afraid
unanimity
be
at least,
A clergyman had been invited to fill 8
that
our
creeds become thereby more
the
and
truth,
equally informed and equally competent. welcome new indubitable
vacant pulpit, and was to preach his trial
conclusion, unsupported by this men most thoroughly representative of thoroughly imbued with the real mind of
Any
sermon
in anticipation of a call. At the
see that it does not dishonor its Christ.
unanimity, is not science as yet. It may
house of a leading member, where he
de

BN. ..

spiration of God in the Pentateuch wong

science with its own peculiar field which
still believe that it is his power which. we do DOL ask any ather science to occu- to bring home these truths to the hear
of “men. Christianity i
makes the’ change whenever it is made. py and which no other can trench upon, and conscience”
not a science merely, but a life. It doe
¢| I'should count a present miracle, what
and until some science is found which not cal! upon men simply to believe, bal
| the sceptics clamor for, the very manifes-

oH
SA

means it has farnished of preventing

For geology,

instance, some men think that proving
evolution of species proves that there is

hear-

PH

|

is

thority has do place; demonstration

but conjectures: which would pass for
truth, inferences which lack a logical support,all bypotheses which claim the respect

an axis

touches, it uses the language of the time, more clearly, but ‘at present it is only
the language of the people in all times, - what a few men take for science. Religwhich describes the appearance of things,
In
and may not always fit the reality.
common speech, everywhere, the sun

An

our Master.

I hold it absolutely

the earth turns upon

quired in those who profess a religio

What

it marches, side by side

others,

cient to touch'them.
proved that

We must require proof.

and use it.

suffi-

human soul, through

Scienice is the same unchangeable truth.
There is no occasion, then, to be afra,

men who would be reputed scientists are
disposed to do,—it is certainly fitting that
the friends of Religion should be on the
alert, that they should re-examine its
foundations, should define its position and
its claim, should show how firmly as yet
it holds its ground against all attacks,

are

imagine

heart open to conviction, a more
willingness to receive truth, is justly

All that

comes, any-

religious belief; in view of what" some

doubt, there

not

is the truth of God-made known by inspiration of hely men, or revealed in each

Science is the truth of God planted in Nature, and discovered by human faculties of
observation and reason which God gave.

thing will be left which the present gen-

soever dares to

I can

weight of scientific. demonstration

is to have a hearing, a candid full

son.
All that is essential in it, all that is
valuable in it, is utter, absolute truth.

strained to inquire, Where will this end?

tion of religion ,and do battle against whom-

all our hearts, that

must be

We

an established doctrine.

Church has always resisted such a sifting,

tade of corfidence and of fear.
Some friends of Religion are inclined to conclusion, according as itis proved or
be afraid of Science. They look With fails of proof. The quality which we resorrow upon its advancement, as though quire in_ a judge is utmost candor; and
it might one day undermine the truths of religion, with respect to doctrines affectn destroy its power. This fear ing any of its own supposed possessions,
Religioand
implies a wrong view both of Religion is to be-such a judge. This is in accord
and of Science. Each of these, so far as with authoritative teaching.
We are to
it is worthy, or in the end can haye any try the spirits. We are to proveall things
power, is impregnable truth.
Religion and hold fast that which is good.
A

years, waking to-day, would find almost

snd how evenly

of

that

seven

rests back upon indubitable facts, and is
built up, from these by careful unprejudiced logical reasoning, the attitude of
Religion, represented by its followers and

ries are everywhere giving way. The sci-

£ration counts sacred.
Jo view of what Science has already
done io modify Biblical interpretation and

Sceva had” t@*eorjire ih “the name

the

Toward true Science, the Science which

with a carefulness

and whether, when the end

of

than

Christ.

of learning, and old

which doubles their prodtct.

soms

in

tivity. , Research is going on in every
direction.
New fields are explored in
fields are re-examined

to produce . piety

An opinion, a conjecture, a theory, backed
by whatever respectable names, can not

It pleads in the interest of fairness and
eourtesy, which should mark every man

every department

meant

and

heaven,

toward God, and brotherly love toward
.
men.
Nothing is worthy
Science is truth.
is not established.
which
the name

and accepting

.of the Bible to show what God put into

apostles.
In their own view, the
because it has not been able to see any
elders and judges who make up this notreliable means of making it go that God's
>
able council were defending sacred truth
part of Bible could be separated ffom
and working for the suppression of fatal
man’s part. But if Science can furnish
geologyan impious pre- .the
heresy, but the view of Gamaliel, ‘the the ‘study of
means of absolute discrimination, the
enough
“There have been sins
wiset man among them, they were not sumption.
true
spirit of Protestantism ought to be
kind against the candor and cau- ready at once to lay aside from the truth
working in the right spirit, even grant. of this
which Gamaliel advised, abundantly every admixture of error.
And when
ing the worthiness of their purpose. tion
inquiry.© What is our duty
warrant
to
They were violent, bigoted, bitter, while
that is done, we who love the truth and
toward the true science of to-day?
love God may be assured still that;in
he added candor and calmness, advised
By Science, when it is mentioned in reeeiving the sifted Bible.we are receivthat this apparent ,heresy should have
mean a body
fair examination, to learn whether it was contrast with Religion, we
ing God's full word, and are proving.
discovered by men
truth
Bystematic
of
error to be condemned, or truth to be aeourselves his true servants in. serving
By Recepted. This advice of the thoughtful, and relating to secular interests.
the truth.
But there are great fundawith Science, we mean
~ candid Rabbi deserves the attention of ligion, in contrast
mental
truths
of religion and the Bible.
part from
every moderfftime. It is applicable to the body of truth revealed fn
so fully proved, so absolutely certified to
men, of whatever name, who are disposed

the whole civilized world. -Medieal sol
ence, in the discovery of anesthetics, in

ligion requires it to be disputed.

JB

1y, the settled pastor often meets with 1{k¢
And sure I am thatit is better to b¢

sick, providing Christ comes10 the bedsid®
and draws by the curtains and says, ‘Cour
age!

I am tby salvation,” than to be Tasty

I»

twi

blu
the
P

and strong, and never be visitedby Christ
— Rutherford,

a.

MELE
“wt

va

SNE

8.

a juan: has yielded who

thought himselt, and whom the world
thought beyond the influence

tion.

of tempta-

* Let him that thinketh he stand-

eth take heed lest he fall.”
GOLDEN TEXT.—For as often as ye eat this
bread, and drink this cup, ye do show the
Lord's death ill he come, 1 Cor. 11: 26.

. MARK T4:89— 31.
( Revised Version.)
92

an

And as they were eating, he took bread
and when ‘he had Br
he brake it, and

© to them, and said, Take

ye: this is my

y. And he took a cup, and when he had
given thanks, he gave to them: and they

34 all drank of it. And he said unto them,
This is my blood ofthe covenant, which is

25 shed for many.

Verily

I say

unto

you,

I

will no more drink of the fruit of the vine,
until that do

olen 1 drink

it new

in the

kingdom of
26
And when they had Sune a hymn, they
271

went out unto the mount of Olives.
And Jesus saith unto them, All
ye shall
be offended; for it is written, I will smite

the shepherd, and the sheep shall be scattered abroad.
Howbeit after [am raised
28 1 will go before You into (ialilee, But Peter
29 said unto him, Although all shall be offend0 ed yet will not I. And
Jesus saith unto him,
Verily I suy .unto thee, that thou to-day,
1

Link.—After Juda§had gone

nouncedto Peter his own sad fall, soon to take
place, instituted the memorial supper, -and
pronounced
his farewell discourse, after
which they *“ sung 8 hymn and went out.”

REORUITING OFFICERS.
There are in almost every congregation
some earnest men and women who are
really anxious to do some active work for
the Lord. But their circumstances or
their abilities du not permit them to teach
{in Sunday-school, or to engage to the extent they would wish in any of the various departments of organized church

Parallel accounts, Matt. 26: 26—36;
2:19,20,

31-34;

1 Cor.

Luke

11: 28—26.

I. The memorial service. The simple
and beautiful service which our Savior
instituted during the last Passover, and
which, in the Christian church has

taken

the place of that feast, was designed to
be a memorial of him. Luke tells us that
when be gave the broken bread to his
disciples he said to them, ‘* This is my
body which is given for you: this do in
remembrance of me,” and Paul in writing
to the Corinthians(see parallel passages)
confirms that account. ‘* The bread is
intendedto bring te our recollection the

body of’ Christ, which was wounded

wine was to remind us of the ‘ blood’ shed
to cleanse us from all sin. The whole

service should awaken within us recollections of the work that Christ has done

The benefit to be derived from

the Lord's Supper depends entirely on the
state of mind in which we partake of it.

There must be a right

such

now

who,

tematic manner, but who would be both
able and willing regularly to spend. one
or more afternoons or evenings during
the week in evangelistic effort.
eg
Now why could not these willing workers be organized into”a Sunday-school
missionary band ? Let them be made
auxiliary members of the school. Let
them be fully organized and have a definite plan of werk given them. Let the
be

districted,

and

one

or

two

of

these missionaries assignedto each district. every house and family of which
they are to visit once a week if possible,
to speak personally with the children, to
read to them, sing with them, pray with
them, and by every proper means bring
them to know and love the Saviour. They
can, in most districts, gather the children
of the neighborhood together in one
place, and have interesting little meetings, little mission schools. Then they
will soon be able to induce one and another, and in course of time probably all
of them,to go to the regular Sunday-

school on Sundays.

Thus they will be-

for .come mostivaluable * recruiting officers”

our transgressions.” Ir like manner the

for us,

There are many

talents to the full in any definite and Yys-

field

preparation of

heart, one which will enable us to * discern the Lord’s body,” and suth a prepa-.
ration seems to be the only one required
by our
. Savior. The elements of which
we make mse have in themselves no power to do us good. Nu consecration of
them by the servantsof God will cause
them to convey to us any blessing if our
hearts are not prepared to receive them
aright. The blessings coming to us
through this ordinance are purely spiritu-

al and must be gained by a“spiritual: ap-

for school and church.— Selected.
0-0-6
4+

MANUSCRIPT COPIES OF THE NEW
re
TESTAMENT.
:
. The Revised Version has awakened an

unusual

interest

in the

sources

from

which the New Testament text is derived.

The most important source is the ancient
manuscript copies of the books; the two

other chief sources are the ancient versjons and tlie works of the Christian fathers.
The New Testaraent authors wrote in
the Greek language: it is possible that
Matthew wrote his Gospel in the Hebrew
also. The original copies penned by the
sacred writers are not known, ner supposed, to be in existence.” They were
doubtless written on the brittle papyrus
then in common use,and all the originals
were probably early worn out by con-

prehension of its significance and purpose.

stant use in the churches (see Col. 4: 16),

It may be helpful in other ways, it is,

ples of being ** raised up,” and of *¢ ris-

and perished or were lost in the persecutions which fell upon the early Christians.
Vellum or strong parchment was in occasional use in the apostolic age, but the
cheaper Egyptian papyrus was chiefly
employed. There are no ancient’ manuscripts of the New Testament in the form

ing from the dead,” and now, in the

of rolls kmown

and must be, but chiefly it is a service
sacred to the memory of our dearest
friend and only Redeemer.
II. The resurrection foretold. Jesus
had more than once spoken to his discisol-

emn silence of the upper chamber, where
he diseoursed of the most sacred things,
he gives another distinct prophecy of his
resurrection, saying, ‘* Howbeit alter I
am raised up. I will go before you into

Galilee.”

Very

likely they had,

even

then, but a dim sense of what he meant.

They did not easily grasp the facts that
he foretold ; indeed, after

these

foretold

facts beeame real the disciples came only
slowly and by degrees to understand the

meaning of his prophecies.

He spoke to

them plainly but the words seemed to be
thrown away. No one remembered them,

or appeared to attach any significance to

them.

In the midst of the calamities that

soon followed, they were in despair forgetting what he had so many times

told

them, and when he actually * burst the
bars of

death

and

triumphed ‘o'er the

grave,” they would not, for a

long

time

believe the story of it to be true. So
dull of heart were they and slow to com-

prehend the great truths of which they
were to become the heralds

ers.
IIL.

and

defend-

:
A
The self-confident disciple. Peter,

‘ardens, impulsive

himself, felt

and

sure. that

overconfident in

nothing: could

cause him to ran away when the Shep‘herd should be smitten, and made haste

to declare his loyalty to his Master. ** Although all shall be offended, yet will not
I" And even after his Lord and, Master
had said plainly, ‘* Before the cock crow
twice; thou shalt deny me thrice,” he

bluntly declared, ‘“ If T should die with

thee, I will not deny thee in any wise.”
Poor, weak man! Little did he then
know what would take place before the
rays of the fising sun should again light

to be in

existence,

the case of the Old Testament.

MORE ABOUT LYNDON MATTERS.

| ring about it. Of course there must be a |
Missi onary Society in each “congregation,

as in

Ata lat-

and

the

skins of sheep, goats,

or

calves. Sometimes these sheets have
been used a gécond time, the first writing
having been erased and another work
written over the first. These are called
palimpsests. Paper made from cotton
came into use

about

the

tenth

century,

again and again by copyists for fourteen

in

dollars

a

fact

churches

multi-

plied, and many would be wern by
faithful reading perhaps daily, as
Bereans searched the Scriptures, to
assured of the truth.—Rev, Edwin

the
the
be
W.

Rice in Sunday-8chool\World.
Hr

pri

ens

Let prayer ever be the key of the morn-

ing and thé bolt of the evening.
|
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few

any

longer,

are

Postage ig paid by the
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Star aud
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AND

ing interest is gone, or is fast going, and
| i

mistake, and even the formal organizations dropped as out of date, : and utterly |

ation;or the next, but Missions voted a

void of reason or the first appearance
utility.

Now,

as

a matter

of fact,

labor or give less, it does

indicate

most

the

‘ever efficient—not, in short, *‘ by might

fountain. upon a hillside, from which
treams flow in different directions to

or by power,” but above all and before
all, by * the Spirit of the Lord,” that this
work is to be carried to a speedy
and suc~

and will be if properly cared for, is like a
bless many localities far from their source.
diffuse

Missionary

sions in Egypt are represented as in a deplorable

fluences may reach. Many of the students

of this school will go into other and, per-

haps, distant states, carrying with them
characters built up and acquirements made
here, so that it is impossible to define

condition,

in'

many

instances

homeless and without a means of livelihood. - An appeal is made by the Board
for help to relieve their necessities.——
Two American Seventh-day Adventist
missionaries were Killed in the Alexan- |

one can tell the extent to which these in-

dria riot. —— Central. —Mohammed Ach-

the.

complete master of all Egyptian Soudan,

school, but one under the control

closed to commerce, civilization and for-

which has thus been lost to Egypt,

ered” This is to be not only a Christian

of our

and

of our

own

It is stated that he already

ourselves ; we can not afford to lose them,

and if we would keep them we must

If it i3 soon put

again into working condition on the basis
proposed, it will become a powerful agent
in building up our interestsin all the conntry around it. We hope to hear before many
weeks that the work is fully accomplish-

To be disposed of under the hammer—a
tack.
Constipation, ver and kidney

of

are

in Foreign

Some have said that it takes only three
generations to exhaust an idea, or what
many would call an enthusiasm.

The

generation who become possessed
missionary idea, for instance,

may

scription of one of the best female

physicians

.nngkes in the United States, and has been
for forty years with never failing success

lions of mothers for their children.
child from pan, cures dysentery

the

AND

No other disease is 80 prevalent in this counEY a4 Conipation, a
dy
han vel
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brated Kidney
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however obstinate
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it.
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before failed.

(@If you have either of these troubles

J

$a

Charge.
the patient

| fortably.

druggists generally,

ry of modern missions, can doubt not only

). LANGELL,

that Mission enterprise not in many cases
bécome a mere tradition received from
the fathers to observe? The very sugges-

OPIUM

ly taught.

with all the effort and affected zeal, the
wheels drag heavily. The consuming fire

Big

burns low.

land, O.
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LESSONS for Every Sunday, ,
postage S02
STORY of Jesus,
WONDERFUL, Works of Josna 3%
a2
Douglas’s Address
Jobin Brown.
By Frederick Douglas at the la ng of the corner stone, Anthony
Hall, Storer College, Harper's
Ferry, West Va
Pricels cents. All the profits go to the college.
Sermon
REV.
JAMIN RANDALL, preached in 1808,
at the drath of a child, and printed by
uest.
The only published sermon by
.
Price

Operators need 100k no farther.

Costiveness,

Wooster, O,, Pron.

BROS.

Home

Golden Sheal by
!
Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindoo life
and Christian experiences of Bal, a converted
heathen, Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents. .
Rules of Order.
%

For all the Purposes Of a Family
Physic.
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STOPPED FREE
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by mail $1.

Printing
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AUTOMATIC

Address
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of Foreign
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Morphine Habit
Cured in 10
0 (1
2
ays « No Pay until Cured.
$0 KPUENS, M. D., Lebanon, Ohi

causes

Lectures

woud

Expenses reasonable.
Send for particulars
Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H.

tion of giving it up would be thought simp- |
ly shameful. It would never do not to prcs- |
ecale it with all epergy.
But, somehow}.

the

I'he Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and every Christian

elphia,Pa. Seeprincipald,

coming Telegraph

4 Toany suftering win Catarri,
or Bronchitis y+ho earnestly
desire relief, | can furnish a
means of Permanentand Positive Cure. A Home Treatment.

6 cents,

cents.

- SAKAM, MASS,

Is

of the pos#ibility of this, but of something

much more practical and real than a mere

embracing

Price

| very concise and well ast anged; stating in fifteen
pee 8 all the important parl amentary rules of dey
i berative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 78

1y36

atthoNew hod Com:
mercial College.
The
only place in New Eng.
land where Telegraphy is practically and proper.

It relieves instantly,
so
can rest and sleep com-

Full size box

in

cents.

;

Mrs. W...2 Brown, Monroe, Texas,
writes: “ I suffered with Asthma 30

Your Gireat Remedy

covers,

Theatise.

ws

n
Experience, and an Argument,
175
pages. | Price 20 cents.
C
ian Baptism
;
a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; possage 3

ORT:

(EY) | years.

Me.

and

jE) | pletely cured me. I wish all” Asthe
pris matic Sufferers to send their ad-:
| dress and get a trig) package Free of

i
i

Address P. 0. Vick=
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D. Langs Abo aad Gulamh Remedy
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and expenses to agents.
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by mil-
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FOR THE PERMANENT CURE OF
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Hip, $1.25,
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:

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel
lent book for all who would “search the Serip
tres ? Twenty-two lectures on the most im.
portant points of Bible study, 1.00; postage,
9
ots
Mindster’s Mans al
desi ed especially for ministers,
but useful for all church members. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions ; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestions.

AND GRINDERS

1vi9

20 cents;
Arey

excellent help for Sabbath schools and famiy.
reading. 88 cts. per vol.; postage, 12 cents,

wear,
W. B.
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FRANK A. BROWN, Treas.
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Augusta,
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. Butler, com
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and
i
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It if af
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AND MANUFACTURERS

It relieves the
and diarrhea,

riping in the bowels and wind colic.
feaith to the child it rests the mother.
cents a bottle,
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z, $1.50; Coraline

PURE WHITE

cur-

Forty Years’ Experience of an Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP is the pre-

of the

comes the
second
generation,
with
less of what is called enthusiasm. The
fervor has sensibly cooled, but there is
more orgdnization, better planning, more
learning and more cash. The leaders of
that time are inclined to look with com-
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ages.

first
have

A

Outfit free.
ery.

CORRODERS

make the freizht and the horses make the car go.
People who wonder why men’s hair turns gray
before their whiskers should reflect that there is
about twenty years difference in their respective

Missions.

our work

cord.

SALEM LEAD

* Wha is the difference between freight and car0 ? A horse.car conduclor says the passengers
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Enthusiasm

Yeva

carpet
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Centennial Record.
A ycl. of about 300 pages, reviews the demominational oro
8s for the century, gives a history of

WARNER BRO’S.. 372 Broadway, N. Y.

“ They tell me you have Lad some money left
you,” said Brown.
“ Yes,” replied Fogg sadly,
4 jt left me long ago.”
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Butler's Theoto
:
discusses briefly,
but clearly, all the questions
ef dectrinal theology,
and the
author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage. 12 cents,

merchants.
Beware of worthless
imitations boned with
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Views

is a small book

the Corawith six

Misses’, $1.00.
For
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d by Brown’s Iron Bitters, which enriches
ings sure to gow from a prosperous school | ©plood,
and strengthens the whole system,
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or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.
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months ordinary
Price by mail,

ad

of the General Conference.

the first 44 pages of the

(coutill), 32.50; Abdomi-

Excessive use of alcoholic drinks cured by
Wheat Bitters, prepared by solution and not by
fermentation.
.

bless-

have spoken are enjoying the rich

$10

QUIPS AND ORANKS.

50.

eos
volume0:OT 30)
con taining twenty.to
enty-three
sermons, by as od cape Bar F.
Baptist Ministers
Price $1. Pos
11 cts.
i
Butler's Commentary
3.3

set in which
Aine breaks

GENTLEMAN (by. request of lady) : * Conductor,
put that lady off at the next corner.”
POLITE
NEW CONDUCTOR : * Excuse me, sir ; seems as
how she is behavin’ of herself ; don’t seem no occasion for proceedin’ to extremes.”
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will be paid for any
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BROTHERS.

CORALINE

The

The
great superiority
of Coraline over horn or
7 whalebone has induced
us to use it in all our
leading Corsets.
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Missions, Education] Sunday Schools, Temperance and Anti-Slavery. It also has articles en the
General Conference, Literary Institutions, Publeations and Aged Ministers.
i
~The Pahles, tWeuty in number, are of great va
ue for reference.
ere are steel engravings o
Buzzell, Stincbfield, Colby, Marks, Cheney,
Day
Knowlton, Phillips, Hutchins, Burr and Quinby.
Price $1.00. Postage 9 cents.
The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pauphles form at the close
of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
the Drodsedings of the first rixteen sesgions.
$1.00, including
postage.

Manufactured by

— Baptist Missionary Magazine.

every such one in Northern Vermont, has
a great interest in the permanent prosper-

of whom

ey

;

tracts of country in the name ot France.

that every lover of our people, every one
desirous of seeing the denomination we
love-grow and prosper, and egpecially

ed and that all the parties

above

thorwy

Lady Agents wanted.
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Morocco,

the public.

ingle, § bby

Doctrinal

PRICE BY MAIL, 81 60.
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falls, and has acquired pessession of large

vide schools equal to the best, in" which
they can be educated.
So it comes about

ity of Lyndon Institute.
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Very

Small,

The Racvred sMeledy
:
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected papeoially for prayer meetings.
20
cents; postage, 2 cents.
HRstory of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes wi‘h censiderable
detail, the early events of our denominational
bistory.
$1.00, including postage,
The Memorials of the Free Baptists
PL
the rise and progress of this Dogg. °
stians in New York, till the time of
the
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00,
X'he Treatise
:
ih
containg- a brief statement of thé docirines
held by
the denomination,
and our
general
usages in church-building. It 18 published
by au-

Physicians.
a
For sale by all leading dealers.

has French

vessels floating on the Congo

pro-

Abrig.

Is Approved by the Best

eigners. At the latest intelligence he was
children, who would otherwise be educat- | said said to be marching to-Eower Egypt,
ed under different influences, and, of at the head of his followers, to join Arabi
course, would be affected by them, will Pasha, —— Western.— It is stated that
be gathered here and will receive their Couht de Brazza has discovered a way to
training under influences which wilserve reach Stanley Pool much more practical
to develop and strengthen their attach- than by following the Congo from the
ment to the denomination. Hundriids of mouth. He ascends the Ogowe, a river
our brightest and best young people have north of the Congo, as far as navigable,
gone away from us through the ~ “pls of crosses to the Alima, an affluent of the
other denominations. We neew. them Congo, and then descends to. the Pool.

- Many

each.

the kind now before

Is made Perfectly Adjustable
to any form by a new and novel
arrangement in
construction,
and is the most COMFORTA+
BLE and PERFECT FI1T.
TING corset known.’

met, the false prophet of the Soudan, is now

limits of its influence.
;
:
There is still another fact to be consid-
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edition is a selection of just one-half ofthe hymns
and more than hall of the tunes found in the
book, and is for the vestry and social
worship,but is often used in shurches,
TERMS: Single, $1.50, dz. or more
$1.20. Postage, 0c.

& CO.

Christian

°

Spiritual Songs.
:
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churches asthe best of all books of

Baltimore, Md., U. 8S. A.
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, printed alternatd
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any instances extend themselves to a
great distance. Such 8 school will be an
attractive center to which young people
will be drawn from many localities. No

own denomination.

fi iE PANS

them-

selves into all surrounding towns, and, in

Whe

ion on earth
$7. JA0088 OTL 28 & SAFE,
SURE, SIMPLE and oHEAP Ex
Remedy. A trial entails
but the comparatively trifling outlay of 50 CxnTs, and every
one suffering with pain can have cheap and positive proofof

unmistakably the pressing obligation to
pray more, and to feel more powerfully
than ever that it is not by organizations,
however complete-—not by agents, how-

most apparent benefits of the school.
But a school such as this ought to be,

will

AND

the

Missions—our own as well as others—is |
not far off, if it has not already come ; and
while that time does not call any one to

such a place and healthful influences will
gather in and about it. So, we repeat,

The good influences

TOOTH, EAR
HEADACHE,

of

| testing, trying time of modern Protestant

best class of citizens will be attracted to
will receive
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dry traditions once more living realities,

publisher.
Jyrtle

S8abbath-school

'| weeks, on superior paper,
utifally Jluscrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LiTrLe
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
:
Terms: single copy, each, $5 cents. °
Packages of ten or more to one addregs, each. .
85 cents
Payment always in advance, discontinved when
time expires, and nc commission allowed on moxey sent,
Sample copies sent free.
8S. S. Quarterly.
3
This Magazine of 32 pages; contains the Inter.
national lessons foi thrve months, dictionary,
maps and various other helps. It is intended
be equal bo! the best. ~
o
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a
r the
year, or 20 cents to single Be
aa
for
one copy,
Lesson Papers
of the International Seri
for both adults
and | hildren, are printed mon!
, at the rate of
100
copiesto one address for $5.00. Payment
in advance. Discontinued
when time expires.
Sample copies sent f-ee.
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if there is not another and a mighty rebaptism which will make the old dead,

tends also to promote material prosperity.
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school that is contemplated. Whatever
enlarges knowledge, and fosters religion.
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BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.

year to keepup appearances,

or fifteen centuries, until the invention’ possibility.” By the time the third generof printing. Many copies would be re- ation takes a true held of the work, has
quired as Christians and

little

what will be the issue in the next geaer-

and linen paper about two centuries later. passion on the ruder instrumentality and
No autograph copy of a New Testament less efficient plans which formerly prebook is mentioned in the works of the vailed. The agents are better educated.
early Christian writers, but this by no The schemes are more Seomprehensive.
nieans makes it certain that the early The appliances are more compléte. EvChristian fathers had not seen the origi- _erything, in short, is apparently more efnal copies. Only mere fragments of their ficient and more workmanlike, The feelworks have
reached us, and some of ing apt to be engendered by all this is,
these fragments have been preserved by that with such appliances success far
other and later writers only. As their greater than has yet been achieved is insacred books, like themselves, were oft-' evitable. And no doubt thert''may be
en ‘eagerly dagired for destruction, they something in all that is alleged. But is
would be careful not needlessly to expose thére not the danger of there being even
their treasures by too frequent mention too much of man, and too great depenof them.. Like ‘other ancient works, the dence upon efficient instruments and
books of the New Testament ‘were pre- agents? No one, in looking over the histo-

served by making written copies of the
originals, --and.these were multiplied

mipd

there, but there is none

conse-

God, mighty results are achieved.

fourth centuries, copies of the New Testa-

little naturalness,
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Copber and Tin forChtche
WARRANTED. Catalogue sent Free. -

There is little sponta-

ngity,

thin they could otherwise do.
It not
only increases the intelligence of the
people around it bat it promotes virtue

the people of Lynden

TTY '8 organs,: 27 stops,
S , #135.
Pen

still there. But the languid interest gradually dies down, and the grandchildren.
wonder at and perhaps pity the excite-

quently to do better work for the world,

Farms will be worth more and all business willbe safer and more prosperous in
a community well supplied with educational and religious institutions than in
one destitute of sdkh privileges. The

3

Washin gton, RN. J.

It fosters broad and generous culture, it
awakens a spirit of inquiry; it~ diffuses _ment their forefathers yielded to, and ‘the
knowledge, it enables scores of young practical efforts they made as well as the
men and women to get a better prepara- unwearied prayers they uttered. The livtion for the business of life,

7

| GREAT GERMAN

like the boulders on some high hills
which seem to say there was once ice

tit. The maintenance of such a.school as
is proposed, in any community, tends to
promote the welfare of that community.

ment books were written upon parchment

and

! THD

all, the interest in the affair needs contin-

The people of Lyndon will receive the
first, the most direct and immediate bene-

made from

period, certainly in the third

S.

and Missionary collectors, and a yearly
missionary meeting
and all that; but with |
ngl “prodding.”

BIg

TF

distressingly’ small. The joy over Missionary success begins to have a" hollow

comparatively little learning, or wealth,
or even the organization, but they have
consuming earnestness and burning zeal
and through these and the blessing of

er

sis

| allya very languid, mechanical affair. | ¢

and piety as well, for it is a Christian

simply by their peculiar circumstances,
are debarred from using their time and

Connecting

%

a
The dangerof self-confiflence.

shall deny me thrice. But he spake exceedIng vehemently, If I must die with thee, I
Il not deny thee. And in like manner
also said they all.

out, Jesus told his disciples of his departure
and gave them a ‘‘ new commandment,” xn-

’

per.
II.

work.

‘Notes and Hints.

1

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
I. Spiritual food has been provided
for the disciplesof Christ.
~~ =
II. Noman is strong enough to trust
in his own strength.
or
TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY. I. The true purpose of the Lord's Sup-

even this night, before the cock crow twice,

Torio§—The memorial service.
¢ resurrection foretold.
Ga
| self-confident disciple.

ni Ag

| The interestin Missionary intelligence’ is |

spicuous in denying him as Peter, none of ~ In a previous-article we stated the facts
them were more courageous to stand by in regard to the present condition of the
Jesus and face the fury of She ‘rabble. affiairs of Lyndon Institute as we under*“ Pride goeth before des
on and a stood themat the time of the Yearly meethaughty spirit’ before a fall.” No man ing. Now, what will be gained by savhas a right to boast of his strength. Hu- ing the institution to the cause of educamility ought to characterize every one of ‘tion as proposed? ‘Who will be benefited
us. In an evil hour and under severe by that course aetien?.
of
;
pressure many

17-30.
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ants

A Specific for Hever and Ague,

Matt:

Emam

Conducted by the'Re¥: G. O. Waterman.

and though, perhaps, no one wis'so con-

Observed by the Apostles. Acts 2:37—47.
Observed by Paul. ,Acts20:6-7,
©
‘A symbol
of Christ. 1 Cor. 10: 16—21.
A memorial service. 1 Cor. 11: 23-34.

a
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Instituted by Christ.
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his brethren, though more demonstrative

READINGS.
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HEADACHE,

DAILY
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oe: Daven

than they. ** Likewise also said they all,”

The Lord’s Supper.
Mark 14: 22.31,
The Bapper prefigured. Ex. 12: 1-14 ;1 Cor.
5: 7,8.
.
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Missions,

up the gilded pinnacles of the temple.
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Are the mild

‘Nor was he much different at heart. from
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Bowels.

Sunday School.
For Questions see Star Quarterly and
Co.
_ Lesson Papers.
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The Morning Star. | following
C. A. BICKFORD, Editor.
CYRUS JORDAN, Assistant Editor.
All Communications desIghed 10F PUBIICHLION
ad be addressed to the’ Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher, Dovel, N. H. Contributors will please wile only
as ene ide of
and

paper

not

%

ro

ey They must send full name and pe! Selly not
for publication. We cannot return
necessarily
manuscripts unless stamps are sent for that purpose. We need at least a week in which to decide
whether we can use contributions of any length.
We have a large corps of paid editorial and special

i

i

A few more changesare made in the structure
of the Star. The second page is cleared for the
occasional publication of a sermon,as in the present number. The Mission column will hereafter

appear on the same page with the Sunday-school
department.
Attention is called to the department headed * Correspondence,” on the fourth:
- and fifth pages,and to the note there printed. We
wish to afford the amplest opportunity,consist-

‘ent with the best interests of the Star on the
whole, for brief and appropriate individual utterances from all parts of our wide field. The

of the ¢ Book-Table”

into another

corner of our * room” will give space for sufficient matter especially appropriate to
the
“ Family Circle” and relating to Temperance:

invite the attention of alit6" Professor

Stanley’s able presentation of a most impertaut theme. The sermon will soon be issued
from this office in pamphtet form.——
We hope
to give next week full reports of the annivers®
sary exercises of our benevolent societies, now
in session at Great Falls.

Excitements
means,

aroused

by

extrareous

fostered by appeals to passion, kept

alive by unnatural and unscriptural
ods, are

dangerous

meth-

or, at least, worthless:

plants grown in hot-houses will bear ‘neither heat nor cold!
Mr. A. covets the! position and the possessions of his neighbor B.; but we very
much doubt that if A. knew all all that he
would get by exchanging places with B.,
he could be induced to consent to the exchange.
Fle

‘A lady passing along the street was
attracted to a portrait which hung in the

window of a fine art store. It was a striking
picture, that of
feeling,

a woman’s

expressive.

The observer

face full of fine

of profound

emotion.

gazed intently, became

mo-

tionless, absorbed, rapt.
All unconsciously to herself, but how noticeably and how

naturally !—her face took on the precise
look of that in the portrait. The features
were indeed different,but the same subdued
light of the soul, speaking through all- the
diverse

lineaments,

notwithstanding,

made

the two

wondrously

faces,

alike.

Up-

on the canvas, as into a mirror, the observer gazed inthralled, though only a
picture was before her, by that mysterious
power of sympathy which all they especially know who have passed throngh the
same deep griefs. And what a power it is!
Used for base ends it is the source of the

=

itim

abject

of

prayer, of course always supposing that
the prayer is offered in the spirit of humble confidence in the wisdom and
d
ness of God. And we believe that
is

able to answer the prayer of faith for the

ag

fr

RT

mp-

.

“iy
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The medical work during the past year,
on account of the prevalence of fever, has
been unusually onercus. Dr. Bacheler
reports that the ‘ usnal monthly average

of patients had been about two hundred
and fifty.” ‘‘In September and October
we registered

two

thousand

month, in November three

for each

thousand, in

December two thousand, and in January
one thousand, making ten thousand for
the five months.” What a record of work
is'that ! Dr. Phillips puts in this statement, which is a further contribution to-

patient

will

recover

“faster on medicine he has paid tor, perhaps because he has more faith in it!”

The ¢ Annual Keport of the American
Less than usual has been attempted. in
Free Baptist Mission in Southern Bengal, making preaching tours among the outfor the year ending March, 1882,” merits lying villages, for the double reason that
an extended notice. It'is in the form of a the workers have been too few and the
neatly printed pamphlet of more than
demands upon them very large. Little
fifty pages,—the work of the Mission
energy or time was left for this important
press at Midnapore, which is now ufider
and hopeful kind" of effort, yet much, comthe able supervision of our veteran misparatively, was-accomplished.
sionary, Dr. Bacheler.
It gives such a
The Mission press is rejoicing in a new
wide view

of

our

Mission

work,

With

statistical details and telling incidents,
that it is cause for regret that a copy can
not be put into the hands of every one of
our pastors.
' ,Fhé Census of'1881 shows that the Balasore district contains 942,421, and the
Midnapore district, 2,614,672 souls,—so

and substantial building, and

plished - a large

amount

has

of work.

thousand, four hundred copies

publications have
during the year.

The churches

been

accom-

issued
:

report an

Ten

of various

from

it

addition of

nineteen by baptism and twenty by letter.
These additions are offset by dismissals
that nearly three and one-half millions of
and deaths,so that the aggregate memberhuman beings are dependent upon our
Mission for the bread of life. We hope ship remains, as last year, 545. The
these figures may seem startling. They numberof Sunday-school scholars is reought to speak to us with. thrilling elo- ported at 1247, and the native contributions amounted to 323 rupees. . The total
quence.
{
number of day pupils is reported as 2858.
Several changes have occurred during
We have endeavored to give a glimpse
the year among the little corps of misof this stirring report, for the benefit of
sionaries. Mrs. Frankie Willard Lawsuch of our readers as will not have the
rence died at Midnapore a year ago, after
privilege of reading it for themselves.
a brief illness, greatly beloved by all who
We had marked many choice extracts for
knew her. Her bereaved husband, who
quotation, but find that our space is exhad efficiently superintended the mission
-hausted
all too soon. And now, what is
press for several years, left the field shortthe leséon to us at home to be gleaned
ly after the death of his wife, and is now
in this country. Mrs. H. C. Phillips, the from this report? The workers over there |
widow of the venerated Jeremiah Phillips, are failing and dropping by the way.
The dying Lovina Crawford wrote,ahd
the"
and daughter, Miss Nellie M. Phillips,
pen almost dropped from her hand as she
reached India in November, and located
at Dantoon ;—and, while the report was in wrote: ‘* We dre not doing half we wish,
press, that noble and heroic woman of but rejoice to know that the work will go
on after we are unable to do anything.”
God, Lovina Crawford, finished her work,
Shall we see to it that it shall go on, now
and she was not, for God took her!
The facts of the report are grouped un- that she has entered into her rest? Miss
der eleven captions as follows: Prefa- Hooper writes: * ** A Turkish pasha once
tory;
Stations
and
Workers;
The
Churches; Schools;
Woman’s
Work;
Medical
Work;
Preaching;
Mission
Press; Donations
and
Subscriptions;
Church Statistics; and Educational Statistics.
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sick, in ordinary cases, without the need wards the settlement ot this question of
of a miracle.
| self-support : “I have,over over and again,

ed by others unless an understandingis had to that .
effect before publication.

——We

which we|

for articles contribut-

eontributors and cannot pay

removal

confession of faith

have found in the columns of the National
Baptist :
:
‘We do not believe in the existence of
miracles at the present time, because we
believe that miracles are designed to
authenticate a new revelation. But we
do believe in answers to prayer. And it
appears to us that the recovery of a sick

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1882.

their

THE
Trott
:

>

remagked, ‘ When a girl has come back
from the American
Mission school, ‘say

not a girl; but a school has come!’ ” Shall
we
send
many educated
Christian
*¢ schools” among the heathen?
It is true
that we have accomplished but little over
there in India, yet once more in the

.

‘

x

z

:

=

:

=

Our responsibility extends also to the | well for Congress to put a check on Mormon, | from 18 miles farther up the
having as well as Chinese, immigration?
River were on the train ‘with me. _ -3
Q. M. extends at least fifty miles above
the complete natural endowments, but
It: is one of the consequences of the war in
‘lacking
in the spiritual element. We Egypt that Mohammedanism is greatly weak- Minneapolis. Think
of that, you wh,
havea right to demand of them improv- ened before aggressive and advancing Chris- can’t get away to Q. M.
in Ney
ment and renovation. Also we have right tianity, Egypt now is, and will hereafter be, England because it is so far off! By rid
other seats of learning—to those

to demand that the secular schools of all
grades shall be set and maintained on a
better moral and. religious basis. Itis a

subject of vital importance.
THE ENGLISH IN EGYPT.
There seems to be much shifting of base
in discussisg the merits of the Egyptian
war and in deciding whether we shall rejoice or be sad over the result. If friends
of England mention the benefits of English
occupation, it is objected, technically, that
the English have no rights there; that they

are intruders.

Butif England

technically, it is said that

is justified

she is making

use of a technical right to oppress a weak

more under Christian control. than ever before,
and more open to all the benevolent agencies
of the ‘Christian church. The Ottoman Empire has suffered -another btfow, and draws
nearer to its ultimate overthrow.
The Crescent is waning. The Cross grows brighter in

the Orient. The hour is speeding on when the
kingdoms of this world shall become the kingdoms of our Lord, and of his Christ. The
prevalent skepticism of this age is undoubtedly:
one of the influences that have weakened even
Islamism. From this influence Christianity
will recover and go on to greater strength.
But false systems want the recuperative energies that are always immanent in the truth of

God.

"A

writer in

the Agantic for September

speaks very hopefully of the work of Southern

The
people. Stillagain,if the oppression is shown . women among the ignorant classes.
to be such as the good Samaritan inflicts work is a personal missionary work by women
of leading families for the advancement of both
upen the needy, there is a return to the

technigal basis.

:

‘Teghuically the Khedive is the ruler of
Egypt, with the right to raise armies, to
make non-political treaties and to control
the country, with duty of paying a tribute
to Turkey and the privilege of asking help
of Turkey in time of need.
Bat the right
to raise armies involves the right to seek
help from England, and there is no doubt

that he has been very glad to seek this help
and thankful to receive it at this time. It is

the ruler of a country suppressig a rebellion

and

inviting

England

to

aid

therefore, technically, England's
clear.

And, moreover,

him;

right

is

the right of ¢ con.

trol” wassecured to England andFrance by
treaty, and it is not upusual for nations to
go to war to maintain their treaty rights.
We

wonder,

therefore,

that all international
this action.

at the

law

statements

is violated

by

The moral right to'make war we do not
here discuss; but that good will result to
Egypt we have no doubt.
It is admitted
that for ages Egypt bas not had a govern-.
ment so just and so helpful to the prosperity of the country and to the happiness of
the people as that of

Eaglish and French

no reason

the Khedive

with the

control !~and there is

to suppose

that

without

this

control so good & government could be
maintained a day.
Again,it is a mistake
to suppose that the people of Egypt, as we
would speak of *‘ the: people,” have ever
wished Arabi Pasha to take the place of
the Khedive.
As we intimated some time
ago, and

recent

events

coofirm

it, the re-

bellion was instigated by the former official

class and

their natural successors,

who

were dissatisfied becausdh they could mot
hold the offices and oppress the peeple
with unlimited taxes collected with the
stock and koorbash.
Not very long ago,
the best collector in Egypt was the one
who could extort the most money. With
the Boglish control, all this was changed.

races in their own communities.
The writer
says: “1 have rarely found, anywhere, earnestness greater than theirs, or a clearer sense
of the dangers to society from ignorance and
immorality. The appalling magnitude of the
evils against which they contend, and the pa-

‘thetic tenderness of their. means of warfare,

ing all night'I shall be at home for m,

Sunday

The more

A

Northern

Methodist. minister

the following card

per:

publishes

in a Birmingham,

Ala., pa-

:

;

EDITORS AGE:

In view of certamn occur

rences and a Wisapprehansion which exises in
the minds of some, 1 desire to make the follow-

ing statement through the columns of your papelt The First Methodist Episcopal church
n this city, of which I am pastor, is for white
persons exclusively and colored persons are

not invited or expected to attend.
E. H. KING.
Rirmingham, Aug.

Rev. E. J. Keeville is the pres.

ent pastor, and he is much beloved

people. I visited the place and held bya fey

meetings three years ago, in June, by the
‘request of one family, and took in my Q.

M., ‘at Castle

Rock

church

forty

miles

homeward, on my return. Bro. Haskell
came, by direction of the Mission Boarg,

in the fall following, and the church
is a

part of the fruit.
towns

all around

There are many, many
us

where

like results

could be secured, and, as here, souls led to
Christ.
Oh, for movey and men!
We
hope and expect the Home Mission Socie-

ty and the Woman's Mission Society wi

do move for the great West in the ‘year to

come

than ever before.

The

flelds are

white and the laborers are few.
:
A. A. Suita
Mazeppa, Minn., Sept. 22.
Phd

54

—

Mrs. J. L. Phillips's Letter,

1

pected, but WHICH Mr. B. Was masta por that was ex.
My DEAR Mgrs.
HAYES :—One year ago, or
nearly that, your letter concerning a Sanita.

riom cameto hand and was bailed with de.
light and’ gratitude. The project was pro-

nounced practicable by those who had the best
possible

means

of knowing.

But

one

little

“Fear has brought its sad changes in the Mission,

and Darjeeling openings are not possible now.

Every site, every available spot, is put far beyond the reach of our poor little sunken-indebt mission. Hence, we could not draw up a
plan for a house. Hence we hud to say,
** There is now no opening.” And we said it
with less sorrow

22, 1882,

Now, it can not be disputed that thie Mcthodist church has a good grip upon its ministry;
and, in the name of our civilization and Chris-

Permitting

good congregation, and are a warm-heart.

‘ed people.

who could observe and measure them, as I had
one studies this Southern question the more
deeply is he impressed with the fact that slavery was a blighting and withering curse.

Providence

old, but the brethren have a fine chapel, 5

would deeply impress any thoughtful person
opportunity to do in many places.”

work,

The church in this placésts but two year,

than

you

might expect

from

what you have heard of our desire for this same
Sanitarium, with its sublime views, and, far

better still, its life-giving air. With less of sor-

tian right, we ask if this offense is to pass without some ecclesiastical action?

row 1 say, for something seemed to fairly thunder {no our ears and hearts, * Seek ye first the

A colored preacher down South took for his

-added unto you.” Since coming down to the
plains with renewed viger, the cry is all the
mora distinct. While with unfeigned gratitude
we acknowledge the wisdom and kindness that

text, ** We are made a spectacle unto the world”,

1 Cor. 4: 9, und explained the passage to mean

4Mt

Christiany” are

the spectacles "through

‘which men of the world

gaze at

God

and

sa-

kingdom of God and all these things shall be

prompted you to give us the

hope

of

a Sanita-

cred things.” This leads the Baptist Review to

rium, and while we

remark that * this ingenious use of the text,
while foreign to its meaning, was after all, less
of an accommedation than is characteristic of
many better educated preachers, who presume
to draw subjects from Bible phrases that are

cherish that hope,yet we ask you to wait a little,
before you draw the attention of the supporters

entirely opposite to their design.”

:

The N. H. Congregational Association, at its
recent session, in the adoption of a resolution
introduced by President Bartlett, of Dartmouth College, recorded its earnest desire
** that the ministry should wisely, practically,
faithfully, affectionately present to their con-

“4

beg of you to%let us still

of our ‘Mission $oo strongly in that direction.
First, as a band of women who will not let
go a righteous undertaking once firmly begun,

will you not undertake to send

us men, real

men, with Jive, loving wives! From one end ‘of
the Mission to the other, snd:
gi slong its
borders, there
need of help.

is this very minute
Women
have come

a crying
here, and

worked bravely and efliciently, and are still
doing so, but more than anything else to-day
we need men, aid a man well married ir
double mau in the fullest sense of the

We have. already noted the changes words of qur lamented Sister Crawford :
gregations all the great doctrines Leretofore
among the missionaries, and the stations:
| * Where
we once get in even the smallest
cemmonly known as evangelical.”
This is Who bas not learned that be is way
7"
remain as last year. The reports from end of the wedge,
we hate to let it slip The people were encouraged to labor and well. Loose speculation in the pulpit has single ones? Hence send three men
af!le¢
the several churches mention no striking out.”
wrought no small amount of mischief during
!
permitted to enjoy the results of labor and
wives to begin with.
:
Fre
:
changes. The usual amount of work has
oF
There are a few solid facts that
Fah
just ppodes of government were comiug in- the last ten or fifteen years.
greatest peril to the soul. Used for good been done and some progress has been
of sophistry can drive away nor conceal, ..
to ussh—not perfect, perhaps, but a vast
- We call special attention to the timely propo_| made towards self-dependence.
ends it may draw all men into heaven.
RELIGION AND THE SOHOOLS.
Itis esimp
ment on the old.
The common sition of Bro. A. Losee, under “ Correspond- we bad better stare them in the face before it.
too late, though we are now on
pecially gratifying that our missionaries
It is a deplorable fact that religion does people were quiet and happy sb far as their ence”, relating to our Foreign Mission. The is altogether
the last half of the eleventh hour. First, these
recognize the importance of cultivating a not occupy the place it should in the relations to the government were con- hour certainly calls urgently for some such ef: |
out stations or places that ever since wecame
FAITH CURES.
‘self-dependent spirit on the part of the schools of our country. Atfirst it had a cerned. The rebellion
was the attempt of fort as this.
here (uearly 20 years ago) have been presestThe subject of falth cures, as they are native Christians, and that they are so permanent and controlling influence over those who loved the old ways to resist
4d
to the home friends, time after time. Withcalled, is up” for general discussion. ' It
in this large circle, and pearer, are the little
promptly and cheerfully taking upon them ; butgfterwards there was a decline, the new and to stand up against the tide of
is, indeed, fairly forced upon the atten- themselves the responsibilities of self- and the Dr element prevailed. We Christian civilization flowing
churches, so far apart that one man could
ia,
:
tion of the public; and especially of the
hardly do them justice were. he to give them
The action of England seems meddlesupport. A sadly interesting statement, do not say it is worse now than ever be=F"In addition to the usual denominational
his whole time, while now, they can receive
church, by the many remarkable cures
some;
just
as
does
the
action
of
the
policein view of the great loss that has befallen fore; we think there has been improvematter, this department is open to brief and
only a monthly visit of a few hours, from one
currently reported and vouched for, and
otherwise
unobjectionable
communications
man
who
takes
the
drunken
man
by
the
the Mission, is found in the report of the ment, on the whole within the last half
with double home work pressing upon him
alleged to have been wrought in answer
collar and helps him to his feet and leads from all parts of our field.
;
Jellasore
church: ¢¢ Miss
Crawford's century.
constantly. Again, and fidarer still, are our
to prayer and through the exercise of
principal ports. The Bachelers and Marshalls
Northwestern Notes.
school furnishes ne small part of its mem- | Our colleges and other seminaries are him home. We think little of the technifaith. The publication of the Rev. Dr.
finish their last decade in less than a yegr. The
bership, and thus the entire church is es- so important, and religion is so essential cal right, but more of the good to the man.
Northwestern news is not plenty at the
A.'J. Gordon's work, *¢ The Ministry of
So, now, we will thank God that for Egypt,
Bachelers must have a furlough. Mr. Marto
their
highest
prosperity,
that
they
pecially under her judicious mapageHealing,” reviewed some time ago in our
as we trust, there dawns a better day; when, present time. The people are too busy shall has now been'prostrated with fever more
ment.” The following sentence
from should be guarded in this respect with
than a month, and, in brief, ten years in the
industry and virtue can be protected and a ‘gathering the harvests to give attention
columns, and the meetings of Dr. Charles
the interesting report of the Bhimpore the greatest viligance. What must be
Even politics would have
heart of the tropics, and in the heart of heathmodern Christian civilization
can bless the | to other things.
Cullis at Old Orchard, have had considerchurch gives us a glimpse of the great the effect, not only on morals and religto go begging for a listening ear, were it endom,is quite enough to sap the very life.
able influence in calling attention to this difficulties to be encountered im ‘‘ making ion But-upon literature and science, to land.
not for the temperance tidal wave.
As it blood out of both soul and body. . . . For the
subject. Our exchanges are giving con- men out of the poor stuff ” found in India: have a first class university with a low
sake of the cause, and for the sake of those,
is,
it
comes
to
the
front
and
will
be
heard.
NOTES.
siderable space to it. Eminent preachers «I had failed to find, except in a very, state of piety, and governed chiefly by a
beothishere and at home, who love. it and work
Just now, while the Indian horizon is dark- The victory in Iowa last spring has ‘en~ for it, more attention should be paid to the
are discussing it, some contending for very few cases any deep sense of gratitude ' worldly spirit? Andsuch there are. The
couraged the temperance sentiment in
ened by a few squally clouds,—the Apaches in
health of missionaries, and a better policy
the reality of such cures, and others ques- for favors received, or
the sense of shame
unfavorable effect must
bé felt through New Mexico and Arizona, the Cheyennes near other Western states, and at the same should be adopted by which they may not mentioning, doubting and even denying their over wandering from the path of rectitude every department of society. Of course, Kansas, and Red Cloud of the Pine Ridge time aroused the opposition almost to des-

@Corrvespondence.

occurrence, or, rather, the truthfulness of

the claims in regard to their being miracnlously wought. And, finally, several
articles have been sent to us for publication bearing on the subject.
We commend Dr. Gordon's book to all
who desire a thorough and able presentation of the argument in support of these
cures.

The strongest counter

statement

which we have yet seen is that of the
Rev. Dr. Spear, published in a late number of the Independent. Dr. Spear roughly
classifies all believers in the faith-cure
doctrine as follows: (1) Imposters, (2)
¢t The Lord's silly people,” and (3) * The
Lord’s singular people ;” and adds that if
we take oul from the faith-cure school all
persons belonging to these classes, ¢* there
will be nobody left either to preach or believe the doctrine.”

neither wise

nor

But,

really, this

witty.

Some

of

is

the

clearest heads in the church, in all gener-

© ations, have believed this doctrine; and
to-day, such men as Dr’s Gordon, Withrow, and many others, can hardly be
fairly

considered

imposters,

fools, . or

lunatics. We have said before and dare
say again that no one should be regarded
as the proper objects of sneers and insults for finding it somewhat difficult.to

understand why the miracles and sapernatural gifts of the apostelic period

were

discontinued, nor even for. positively be.

lieving that especially miracles of healing

have

been continued to the present hour,

and duty.”

Here is another sentiment, in

the report of the Babaigadia church, that
is worthy of consideration :—*¢ We shall
never have a strong and self-supporting
church in India till native converts learn
to endure hardness as good soldiers of
Christ.” That is very happily put, and
we rejoice that the native churches. are
being hurried along in the way of self-support. We hope immediately to learn that
all our native churches have ative pastors of their own choice, even though
they be not so well equipped as we could
desire ; “that these pastors are entirely
supported by the churches to which they
minister ; that, moreover, these churches
are beginning to do something towards
carrying the gospel to others more benighted.
3
One of the most interesting sections of
-the:Report relates to the. schools. It is
truly said that *‘there is more to be hoped
tor in the evangelization of India, through
the thorough discipline and Christian ed
ucation of the children, than from any
other one

source.”

We

upon this most important

can

not

work,

dwell

only

to

note that it seems to be thoroughly done,

But we donot question that with

a con-

to mention honesty,

others

may. do

so.

Let us, at least, on both sides, in a" question of such delicacy, difficulty and importance as. this, avoid the impeachment

of ‘éach other's common ‘sense, and the

calling of hard. names. The special subject we have not the time just mow to
discuss. Bat, fonour part, we like the

Thanks
to God and

good

men, we

have

such institutions whose blessings are felt,
and which have done much to counteract

evil tendencies from opposite

sources.

Our great desire and labor should be to
multiply such schools, and renovate the
others. This ie a most practical and vital work for the good of our cguntry and

the world—u work to long delayed.
Fifty years ago the present autumn,
Parsonsfield Seminary,our first school, was
opened. ' It was founded amid prayer and
tears, and consecrated in faith. The blessing of God was on it, manifest in those revivals whose effects remain and ever will remain, Our people were encouraged and the
work went forward. Now, we have one of the

best collegesin New England ; and another
at the West,surpassed by but two at most
in all that region. Our fifteen or twenty
seminaries are scattered over the extent
of the denomination. In all these schools,
without exception, there has always been

a good measure of piety.

Not that their

and to promise the most gratifying results
in the near future.

gracious influence has been

"The work] womin aming

all, or constant and active in them gener-

the

women

of India,it seems tobe increasing in interest
and promise from year to year. Thissection

contains our

beloved

Miss Crawford’

a
ant
“We do ourselves
not
affirm that (hey have, “last Yepory, written + with: great weari-

_ siderable degree of sanity and reason, not

the more such institutions we have the
worse the results.
On the other hand, who can compute
the influence for good of-a literary instiution-pervaded
with a religious element?

the same

to

mission!

|

less hostile,—it will be easy to get the impression that the leaven of uneasiness and hostility
is pervading the whole” Indian population.

The truth is that the marauding-disposition
has been confined

to exceedingly insignificant

numbers, and that
classes in civilized
centage of lawless
years the average
been less than one

the percentage of outlaw
society far exceeds the perIndians.” For the past ten
of marauding Indians has
out of a thousand.
In the

City of Brotherly Love, the number of criminals in actual confinement, Sept, 80, 1880, was
2,400, or three out of every thousand.
Said
Secretary Schurz in his report for 1879: “It is

but just to the Indians to point out the important fact that disturbance and hostility is the
exception, and
peaceable conduct the rule;
that a very large majority of Indian reserva.
tions are in a condition of uninterrupted quiet
without the presence of coercing force, and the

equally significant experience that the mgre
civilized an Indian tribe becomes the more
certainly can its peacable and orderly conduct

depended upon.”

Among

be

the 271,000 Indians

reported in the United States, there are 219
churches and 30,000 members, a percentage of

peration.

In

has

carried

been

some

localities,

the

into business,

strife

and in

social and business circles men have to
choose between the trade and friendship
of the saloon,and that of its opponents.
This commenced on the part of the liquor
interests, and it will work their injury. It
is a tyranny the people will not be content
to see

enforced,

and

woe

to

the

saloon

when the people see its: true spirit and rise
against it! But this conflict with beer is
no child's play here. The Northwest is
largely the home of the German in Arerica, and he is not a German without his
free Sunday and plenty of beer. But of the
final victory there is no question. Prohibition is to trinmph.
It is the next great

national issue.

Minnesota and Wisconsin

are fast hastening to join Iowa, as prohib.
itory States.
Political parties will not
long ignore this question. What can be
carried in these new States can be carried
in all other sections.
The harvest has been a most bountiful

population.

one. All crops are exceptionally good in
almost all parts of the West. Wheat is

The Utah Commissioners are making arrangements for the helding of an election next
November for a delegate to Congress. This

the best for years, and even corn, that
promised almost a failure up to August,
has come forth with more than an average

membership but little below that of the white

is

in

accordance

with

the Act of March

22,

1882, under which the commission was created. It is thought that this Act will disfranchise about ten thousand Mormons because of

yield.

With good markets and fair prices,

the farmer of the frontier has reason to be
grateful,
ie

The religious outlookis at Teh fair,
The season of worldly prosperity is pot

tally starve.
A Sanitarium, or its equivalent,
is a most desirable object in the direction ef

the

former, the

health-preserving; but this

dark land has little spiritual or mental food

to

offer, and ten years is as long as one can profitably stay here at one time.
:
With the blessed hills all around

and

above

me, I wrote you, as best I could, of Darjeeling
and its glories. Now

keep in mind that the half

can never be told, and
their wives, and then
are not moved. . . to
them, where they can

send
see if
build
now

ustthree men and
some kind hearts
a Sanitarium for
and then catch 8

breath of life and invigoratiop with which to
do their work. During the last year, three of
our number have left us, and the thought that
five more must soon go makes us forget everything else. And well nigh in despair, we turn

to the Woman's Board, and ask you to send us.
help and that at once. . . . And where are the

names of those ready to come? There are
young men—you will find them—who would
gladly come. I beg of you, let your best efforts
go to send us men, Meantime, keep the Sani:
tarium in view for the new

comers.

We

are

ready to say with our beloved Miss Crawford,

“ the plains are large places to work on. We'll
take mountains by and by.” Worse than the
heat and fever are closed schools dnd broken
churches. Send us strong hands and wise
loving hearts to save the young all about us,
who may make such shining lights in this
darkness—and ‘then build the Sanitarium 10
.help those following us to do better and faster

work.

Should therebe an opening dr piece

of land, not beyond
shall hear of it, and

our mission purse, you
that at once, or should

you receive money for that, do keep it. All
ally as what might be desired; but it has their polygamous practices. The voting popuaccording to election returns is about
often a time of deep spiritual, grobth, things are possible with the Lord. But your
done much for them, and through them has lation
twenty-three thousand;
deducting
the ten
men.
greatly blessed the churches and society thousand, there will remain thirteen thousand Still, church work goes on, and the Mis- first work is to sendPwus efficient
ee
5
BE
¥
Ey
|
stonary—is—sedking
new
contests
ror
“BE JAPRO: rw
simcined
—————
Voters, of whom not more than five thousand |
Our
Mission.
Pray, then, for the schools, now in their are anti-Mormons. This shows’ that the pow- Christ. The September Quarterly Meet.
opening terms. Let prayer ‘and faithful er will still remain with the Mormons, if they ings among our churches, as far as no- No one can read Dr. J. L. Phillips's last let:

ness.” How soon thereafter did tke pen
fall from her hand to be no more taken
up! This, whole-section abounds in fresh counsel go with the youth who attend
and telling incidents which show the them, encourage and strengthen them jn
great importance and blessed results of [every way to combine piety and science,
this great work for the women of India that.from them great fountains of. culture
which only woman can do. May she and purer streams may ever issue both

who was ‘‘ last at the cross and first at
the sepulcher” not fail to fulfill her great

Agency in Dakota, assuming attitudes more or

of intellectual

and spiritual blessing.

Then will they be truly successful,
ever an increasing good to all.

and

choose to keep it. Doubtless the *‘ First Presidency” is laughing in its presidential sleeve
over the futile attempts of the government to
put a stop to Mormonism, ; Meanwhile it is not
very” pleasant to contemplate the fact that re.
cruits are constantly

pouring into

Utah

from

«the Old World, and that these recruits are
mainly from the lower classes, Six hundred
and sixty-eight Mormon converts Janded at
New York week before lus’. ' Would it not be

i

ng

ticed, are hopul.

This month is the sea-

son for more of these gatherings than at

ter in the Star, or Mrs, Hill’s solemn appeal in

the

same

issue, without

feeling

somewhat

any other time, unless it be f’Fune. TI fm “moved. My mind has been runming up and
writing this while at the sessionof the down every line of possible resource hitherto
untried, to see how this pressing need may %
Hennepin Q. M., waiting for the Honr

of
meeting, It is the Q. M. with, which the
Minneapolis church is connected; and yet
I had to come 181 miles by rail yesterday
to reach this place, and other delegates

met, and I am reminded of a report of a’Bene’-

olent institation which

I reud some time ag0:

In this report there were gifts of jewelry 8
knowledged, the sale of which brought # good
sum into the treasury, Now, am I fanatical

|

HE

HE Th

5

was sold

for $2,000 and is

: soon to be vacated.’ A fine lot was given to the
than he does of us?
Ii is expressing it very feebly to say that I church, worth about $1,000. A subscription
felt ashamed when Mrs. Dr. Phillips's “letter ‘has been raised amounting to over $2,000, and
was read at Ocean Park, asking us to suspend a house is in process of erection. It is to be of
“ll efforts for the Sanitarium until men’ and
brick, 45x84 feet, having an auditorium 38x60

women were sent to takeup the work that has
from worn-out hands and must soon fall
others. The thought came to me at once,
do they feel called upon to make this sacunless they have strong suspicions that

‘we expect sacrifices of them,or at least are
very willing they should make
than deny ourselves of luxuries?

them rather
Will we not

make small Christmas gifts this year, and give
‘the balance of the money usually spent to the
cause? and can we not make a few less yards
-of lace and less feathers answer for our hats
just once andbe quite as happy?
ACHSA.

feet, also a basement with

. The fourth session of the Indiana Y. M. con-

- ,vened with tbe Franklin church in the Dear.
born Q. M:; commencing Sept. 9. The Y.'M,
conference was to have convened on the 8th,
but on account of a funeral and the failure of

delegates to arrive, the meeting

did-not com-

mence until the 9th. There was but little business done as there was not a business quorum

present. The Y. M.isina low condition spiritoally, It is composed of 1wo Q. M’s, viz.,
‘Dearborn and Ripley. The Dearborn Q. M. is
composed of three churches; Franklin, Provi-

;, dence und Sparta. The Ripley Q. M. is composed of three churches; Union, Zion and the
Pleasant Grove.
The churches of the Y. M.
are scattered over an ares of 75 miles, and are
pot
gaining
in numericgl or in spiritnal

strength; hence I think we’are losing, and we
will have to rally or we shall fail asa Y. M,
There was a committee appointed on the state

The

of the Y. M.

were,

present

ministers

Rév’s Asa Plerce (from Northern Ind. Y. M.),
A. M. Simonton (from Ohio) and Wm. and D.
The preaching was done by Rev.
A. Tucker.

Asa Pierce which was practical, spiritual and
“timely, and made a good impress. Spiritually,
the meeting was a success.

Davip A. TUCKER, Clerk.

The Maine Oentral Yearly Meeting.
p This Y. M. held ite last session at "Bruns
was chosen

Rev. C. F. Penney

Bs rk

D. D., who gave the principal address, and the
Rev. Thomas K. Beecher. senior pastor of the
city of Elmira, who gave a brief address and

The Indiana Yearly Meeting.

Moder-

offered prayer.

In the stone were

deposited

several copies of denominational publications
with local periodicals and statements of histerical interest 'to the church. Fourteen ministers
were in attendance, seven of whom were Free

Baptists; and. the others represented different
evangelical denominations.

2

It is hoped that the outside of the church
will be completed and the basement finished
for occupancy before the close of the present
year. The managers prepose to pay as they
go, and itis hoped they will have the sympathies, prayers and comtributions
of their
friends for the happy and complete consum-

mation of their cherished

plans.

The whole

expenditure will -be about ten thousand dollars, one-half of which is already provided, and.
the remainder is confidently expected.

D. B.
Oneonta, N. Y., Sept. 25.
EE

Ee

Central Association Notes.

The usual reports

of delegates to other bodies Were presented,
and delegates were appointed as follows: Rev.

Rev. C. F. Pen-

to N. H. Y. M.;

H. J. White

Rev. B. M. Edwards

ney to Penobscot Y. M.;

to M. W. Y. M.;

Rev. J. J. Hall to Maine

Methodist Conference; Rev. O. D. Patch to
Rev. W.'H. Bowen’

the Baptist Association;

to the Congregational Conference; Rev. G. 8.
Hill to Nova Scotia Conference.
The annual sermon, rich in spiritual insight

and full of quickening power, was preached on

‘Wednesday afternoon by Prof. J. A. Howe, D.
Other sermons were delivD.,of Lewiston.
ered by Rev’s C. F. Penney, J. B. Jordan, and
J, F. Smith, delegate from Nova Scetia.

in Maine was very

Home missionary work

effectively presented by Rev’s Hutchins and
White, and a collection of about $40 was taken

interests

Educational

4n aid of State work.

were considered by Rev’s W. H. Bowen and
XK. Bachelder. Rev. J.J. Hall presented ForWoman's work in Missions
eign Missions.
was presented in a very happy manner at the

meeting on Thursday

P.M.,by & number of

speakers.
It was
ment
Resolved, That we give our hearty endorseHome
F,B.
to the work and aims of the Maine
Missionary Bociety and earnestly recommend to

a sum equal
.our churches that they raise annually
for
to, at least, twenty cents per resident member

this work,
Resolved, That in the work of our Education,
, we find
Home and Foreign Missionary Societiesresults
alabundant reason for gratitude for the ities for
ready gained; also multiplied opportun them our
pledge
future usefulpess, and that we
hearty support.

Thanks are retarned to the Maine Central R.
R. for reduction of fare, and to the Brunswick
for its abundunt and cheerful hospitalichurch

W. H. Bowen, Clerk.

ty,

thin
ih EE

Qorrection.

Bh

|

pee

"

sey

was

Clerk.

chosen

Our

and

Moderator

Association

‘the writer,

reports an

increase

this year over last of about 40.

The preaching during the session was by
Rev’s -Woolsey, DeWitt, Johnson, Fowler,
Cure, Bell, Ramsey and Headrick, On the
Sabbath Bro. C. A. Brooks of Clear Creek
___&hurch was ordained according to the following programme ; Sermon by the writer;

by Rev. W. B. Woolsey;
‘DeWitt;
Fox,

hand

prayer

charge by Rev. J.

of fellowship
\

by Rev.

I..D.
»

or

even

triple

Some may ask, Where

soon.

are

this

the men

Yours for the cause, .

:

A. LOSEE.

Sherman, N. Y., Sept. 28, 1882.
——
r—————
rt

W. M. 8. in the Oswego Q. M.

Our

little

community around it. With proper effort it
can again become an effictent church. Bro.

Y., Treasurer of the Central Association, to whom
all its contributions should be seat.

Donnockér

I write to inform your many readers that the
Woman’s Missionary Society connected with
the Oswego Q.M. is not a thing of the past,
but is alive and striving to make itself felt—
though ever so lightly—among the many other
and greater societies,

band, at present, numbers

with

the Q. M. convened
by

Mrs.

C.\

worker for

ure for India,
their

she

is

present

about

to

her

with
the

one

undertake.

%

token

great

work

The

call

rison Sept. 24, and

The

was

After a brief illness, at his home

(N.
Spafford
church, Sept. 9, 10.
erator.
ing.

A most interesting series of meetings is in
progress at Boothbay under the pastor of the
New cases at
church, the Rev. F. A. Palmer.

ounded

Bro. Palmer has

November

the

the

Rev.

A.

H,

Hanscom, is looking for a gracious work.
+...The church at Edgecomb is in want of

hi

it

f

\
ou ie

“ oy

der

long

been

the

most

famous

F. M,
Mane.

«
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annually

his display of peaches atthe ‘Massachusetts
fi
ticultaral Bociety’s exhibition.
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Bruns-

Ch W Lebanon

Senator

the

FM
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5.50

Ch Pascoag

in

M

2.00

Gray

Mrs 8 Whitmore
wick

have issued a new catalogue, adding a number of
new styles tO the Wore than one undred they
have made before. They now furnish an organ
apith sufficient Zover and compass for ordinary
oy for $23.00, from ‘which the prices increase, by
small atditions to $500.00 or more,
Co. is
The reputation of the Mason & Hamlin only
the
sufficient to insure that they will produce
work.
at
ristian
very best instrumenits.—C
fresh laurels by taking a prize

Missions

Preqsue Isle for Z
Teacher Yessie
Mrs A G Whitman (deceased) Bowdoinham
Church Garland
4“
N. Lebanon

Sergeant Mason, who tried to shoot Guiteau, is
still confined in the Albany Penitentiary. He. is
looking vhin and haggard, and is evidently very
!
in spirit.
much depressedeim
pk ai
i nhs
aI
pra Hogg Ti ve Er
NR
A tv
‘Wd aA
Organs and Planos.
The Mason & Hamlin Co. whose Cabinet Organs
have

I can no longer endure the earnest, solemn
helped to form
the sea a pastor, These old churches
pleadings of our dear missionaries over
having been gath1795,
in
M.
Q.
b
Edgecom
the
those.
for new recruits. Quite a pumber of
.
nearly ered by Randall early in his ministry
who have long been in the field are
M, Lowden has so far recovered
J.
Rev.
The
unless
longer
little
but
worn out and can last
to resume his
ns are re- his usual health as to’ be able
some of their far too heavy burde
connection
In
Portland.
in
work
pastoral
appears to me that it would be
and

Milwaukee,

Home

Do per Boston ch
Woman’s Mission Soc

5.

Dr. C. C. OLMSTEAD,

few weeks since, and the fn- |
a year Wan |
yen rising lor

pastor,

wedding

Y

WATERMAN,

C L F North Leeds

Miss Annie Barr ie to take place

« 1 use several bottles in my family,
+ lemonade’; I prize it highly.

specially quickened and the blessing began....

and

per M.S.

>

one

extracts

of

2

as it does not stimulate the brain or irritate
system and leave deleterious effects. On
furnishes

Benevolent
Societies.
Receipts for September, 1882.

|

come

is

and

Wisconsin,
M 80¢10.00 for

with re-

Horsford’s Acid Phospnate
©
Lemonade.
°

ise. Rev. J. Boyd is spending a few days with
them. The Edgecomb Q. M. held its 343d ses-

ened

best

Social gossips gay that the

David Davis and

Two to three
churcheis. the best for years.
hundred gather nightly, the interest is deepening, and If Bro. P. is helped by the older members as he should be, 8 great work is in prom-

nt quick
Tha church at Georgeistow
somewha

of the

concentrated

H M

RHODE ISLAND.
Calolina Young People’s Soc
Providence—Greenwich
St Young
ple’s Union
“"
—Tiverton ch

TYLER, Clerk.

Balsam

Botanic

A POSITIVE TONIC, ALWAYS
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE,

York.

FM

Dover, N. H.
gi
For
Taunton, Mass

ark, roots, and _gumsin the world. It is a safe
and reliable medicine, pleasantto the taste, and
cures coughs, colds, asthma, and croup. Price
85 and 75 cents. Trial bottles 10 cents.

Palmer keeps the mission causes before them
constantly, to which” the" members cheerfully
The present outlook for this old
respond.

How to Save our Foreign Mission.

moved;

JOHN

for
FE

for Miss H
Ragged Sch

$1.50
L. A. DEMERITTE.

prayers and

sise their own judgment on articles advertised.

L. A. DEMERITTE, 7reas.
©

backslider wae inclined to return’ to Father’s
house and all could say it was good to be there.
Bro. H. Payne did the preaching. Dea. E.CranNorwich; was with us. He sanf*aud’
dall, from
prayed and exhorted as no other one can. Bro.
was with us. The above brethren add*rancisco
té'the interest of the mediing.
ed much
Next session with the Virgil & Dryden church.

_ Adameon’s

‘put in two years of most earnest labor here,
Mrs.
and a good number have been gathered.

wilh them a
ion
terest which h

People’s Society
Hattie’ Bip

Total,

blessed spirit in the meet-

Patrons.

4.00

Champlain—Aux for F M and.te--censt
, Mrs C L Russel
LM

Beetings,

requested

To

“No further guaranty-concerning advertisements
can be
given than the above.
Readers must exer-

Phillips

Towa.
rs E A Dudley for
or
FM
Minnesota.

Agency City.
Wilton—A

But half of the churches were represent-

Sinners present

Miss

and 8.45 for Harper’s ferry

a is proposed to honor the memory of Roger
Williams by naming alter him the princi al streets
in several towns and cities of Rhode Island.

Maine.

and
filled by those who were his personal friends place
©o-laborers ; and thus his departure leaves a
that cannot be easily filled.

« Young
~ Miss

Ch Pittsfield

when for any reason it shall seem well to do so,
matter thus furnished.

each meeting come forward.

«

Grand Prairie—W

course, reserve the right to condense, and to reject,

in Providence,

«

others of their

with the Fabius
Y.—Held
Rev. T. Day was chosen Mod-

There was a most

ed.

F M

12 for Miss Franklin

for

old the laborers are few.

Advertisers.

Har-

ers’’ 38.00 for Miss H

New

Next session with the Little Blain church.
GEOROE W. BUTLER, Clerk.

To

ol

25 for Inc and Lit Fund

vivals. We have four churches and two hundred
and eight members. Another church will probably be organized by next meeting. Our opportuour borders are continually
nities for extending

wife

PIR

-

he

—Tiverton ch 5.00
Phillips 1.25 for

July 22, 23, with Thom’s
n
(Ky. —Held,
Johnso
Creek chureh. Elected Rev. T.S. Williams and G.
R. Walker delegates to Ohio River Y. M. All the

of Denver, 11,

Phillips .50 for Lit and Inc
Fund
—Roger Williams ‘Busy Glean-

G. P. L.

must be accompanied by the addresses of the writ.
for publication, and should
ers, not necessarily
reach this office before Saturday night in order to |
Star. We, of
get into the next issue of the

Board,

ah

for

D., Mr. Albert T. Graham,

No advertisements will be admitted to the ¢olumns of- this “paper, of whose pure and truthful
characfer satisfactory evidence is wanting. If at
any time it shall appear that the managers have
been deceived, the deception will be expose.

—and for Inc and Lit Fund
Rhode Island.
Arlington ch for Miss Franklin’s salar
Carolia Young People’s Soc 2.50 for
Miss H Phillips 1.25 for Miss
Frapklin’s .25 for Inc and
Lit Fund
Providence—Greenwich St Young Peopies Union
2.50 for Miss
franklin 2.60 for Miss Ida

City, Towa,

May the Lord add his blessing to the
munity.
efforts of the dear brethrea of that place.

[We invite the sending from all our churches of
These items
items for this department of news.

At the recent meeting of the Corporators of
the Printing Establishmeat, the following report ou the death of the Rev.J. M. Brewster,

‘presented and adopted.

Taunton—Aux

have been blessed

for

Blackstone—*"Miss
Band”
Franklin's salary

hundred and is situated in a good farming com-

increasing, but as uf

loy, D.

and Miss Jennie Copeland of Chicago.

M

W Meeting

per’s Ferr,
—Mrs B. F Carter for

ad

were

Redfield, in the Oswego Q.

churches but Concord

IWavried.
Graham—Copeland—Sept. 28, by W. T. Me-

3

Amesbury—Mrs J M Lamprey

community, bave bal a neat little church, and
a&a union house on Wednesthey dedicated it
day, Sept. 20,at 2 P. M., Rev. G. P. LinderOn
man, of Phenix, preaching the sermon.
Thursday A. M., Mr. Linderman baptized two
ladies, one of whom was the pastor’s wife (the
A good
pastor is not an ordained minister).
time was enjoyed and the brethren seem much
The house will seat about two
encouraged.

Ministers and harches.,

. Mesting of the Oorporators.

—Y M col at

:

Malaby, Malaby O

Rev C Cain Box 221 Clinton ia
Dr 8 McDonald, Beaver Pike Co O (3)
E'S Williams Floyd’s Creek Mo

East Williamston—Aux
So Strafford—Aux for Zenana work

The church is greatly revived.”

Quarterly

La (2;

Vermont.
East Orange—~Aux for F M
“

C

R W Collins E Atbauy Yt
P Cummings Guilford
Me
Rev W W Kerr, Severy, Greeiwood Co Kas

FF M

H

Rutherford CoN

Rev Geo K Pratier Paw Paw Mich
RevGF Ingais East Buck Me
B F Haley
New Market N H
Rev D W Atkins Ramseytown Yancey Co NC (2)
Rev J Blackstone 371 St Claude St New Orleans
John

:

and 3% FM
Danville—Aux
Dover— Washington St Aux

The serwith Christ in baptism.
conducted by Eld’s Howells and

bpeghren of

The

STEPHEN KRUM.

and myself,
Wolf Lake, Ind.

for

\

A Williams & Co Raleigh N C (2)
John T Nanny Cuba

Gathering”

New Hampshire.
Alton—Mrs Lucy Y Thompson }

¥

BY MAIL.
Lizzie Martin, Bellevernon Pa

Franklin’s

Mite

:

Books Forwarded

towards the

for Ida Phillips’ support

the Lincoln (for-

M., N. Y.,in connection with

thank ny heavenly Father for the prospect of
# heaven 7 home. I ask the prayers and sym-

beloved

“

Russia—Mrs A Coon % for

tired and weary in

brethren for my

““

Dedication.

away from me. All looks dark to me in this
world, but there is light above the clouds. I

4+

was

Briggs.

10.00
16.24
E. N. FERNALD, F. Sec'y, | -

E Perkins—E R Perkins—L 8S Renwee—A N Rogers—W J Randolph—J G Ricker—E M Smith—Mrs

Massachusetts.

of Sac

Ho

3.04
1.20

5.00

R Smith—H Sherman—L L Sweet—M H Tarbox
—L D Wilmarth—C Woodruffi—H Whitcher—A J
Wood—A A Woodman—B F Zell

:

‘West Falmouth—Aux

rtain time and place.

pily buried
vices were

We have received a letter from the Rev.
Stephen Krum, adgfessed to our people in general, of which we give some parts as follows:
DEAR BRETHREN: I have been in the min1
istry with you for more than fifty years.
love the cause of Christ and am as deeply atever
I
tached to our beloved denomination as
was, and would be glad to be doing active
work, but alas I can now only look over the
Iam
past and the fields of my former labors.
now an eld man and for nearly four years have
The
bad a great deal of sickness in my family.
past season has been the most trying time of
all. My wife was taken sick and for four or
Poverty stared us
five months was very low.
in the face, yet we had some good neighbors or.
I do not know what we should have done.
But on the 9th of last month she became ill
again and quite deranged and bad to be taken

pathiés of my

5t Aux 94

40.00 of Miss

“"

« There has been a glorious revival here in the

body and mind, we sek rest.
0. T. and C: A. CLARK,
Mission workers, Northwest Kansas,
Lenora, Kan., Sept. 24.

It is easy
women eager to hear the gospel,
to’ such audiences. ‘The service
preaching
closed with the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper. We shall long remember the pleasant asgociations of the Cattaraugus Q. M.
J. H. DURKEE, Cor. Sec.

seven years a member of the

“

° Arkensas.
wh.—Di}
Bro. 44. W. Pelley writes from Ft. Smith:

Any church or Q.M.
can on our journey.
that weuld like to have us visit them and give
them an account of our interests in the West
can notify us by card. We have been in Kansas almost five years, and have been in the mis-

By this time the house was filled with men and

extra

Steep Falls— Aux for Mrs M Bachelor's
support
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. - Missouri.

if he can
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y
support *
Rockland—Aux for native teacher
Sebec—Q M Aux 6.25 for Anganee
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16.22 for general wor!

He will atfend any Q. M. there,or visit churches,

in Towa and Illinois and will labor as best we

ThLUS tlie day was filled up

—Maine

support
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My:
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Maplewood—Aux for * Gouri”
New Portland—Aux
No Boothbay—Mrs F A Palmer and her 8
Sclass for Miss Ida’ Phillips

will visit [Northwestern Missouri this autumn.

six months, we shall be compelled to seek rest
for a time,at least. We think of visiting friénds

Sunday morning opened
,
profitablytoo.
and rainy, bat still the people were early
A prayer and conference meeting was
at half-past nine o'clock which continued
eleven, the time for preaching service.

~..

”"

of Kansas

merly Orchard) church, Sept. 17.
heads of different families.

I wish themto be assured that I shall

Ay
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for F M
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ett and towards const Mrs J
a
BJordanL M
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te
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Baptism was administered by the Rev. R. A.

The
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M

E

Towa.

Hayden,
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M Aux

Higginsville— col

F. B. church. There have been twelve conWe wish to say to the brethren through the
versions to the Baptist and eighteen to the
Star that on accountof poor health for the last Methodist. Sunday, Sept.
3, eight were hap- |

have seldom

or’s support

Hartland

Bro. D. very much.

R.

Gould

Fort Fairfied—Aux for native teacher in
ragged schouls
Green—Aux for‘hative teacher

the church before long....Bro. Darling. of
Waverly, has entered upon his new pastorate
at Ortonville. The Van Buren Q. M. will miss

Notice.

In ‘the
been in a more enjoyable meeting.
held;
evening another. prager-meeting was
then a sermon by Rev. Cornell, closing with a
and
dark
astir.
held
until

:

Doughty Falls—Aux
Farmington—Q

hand of fellowship to seven happy Christians.
A pumber of others are expected to unite with

(

G W

L M

Cumberland—Q M for Miss Mary Bachel-

F. B. church, the Rev. W. C. Burns, gave the

always hold them in grateful remembrance.
:
EMMA L. SMITH.

sion field all of that time;

to const Mrs

M 25.00to0 const Mrs

Cofjnna—Aux

* Sunday, Sept. 19, the pastor of the Paw Paw

Coats

Missionary Society,
Maine.

White

Q.M....Rev. T.

Michigan.

Int.
12.50

5.

Brown—S3 Butler—8 D

Receipts for: Sepienter, 1882.

;

to preach one-fourth of
year for the 1st Kyger

He returns to his old field of labor at
field.

N.

Bowdoinham Aux for native teacher 8:00

pastoral labors with the 2d Rutland cburcb.
quite interesting,
beginning to feel
a reality in, the
brothers and sis-

Miss L. A Ball New York N, Y
H E Middavgh

(8130)

Bangor—Aux

delivered a very interesting and able address
in the college chapel at Rio Grande, Sept. 20,
on Temperance and Prohibition.
The Rev. R. J. Poston closed, Sept. 17, his

NEW YORK, Sept. 22, 1382.

“faagus Q. M.
At eleven o'clock a sermon was preached by
Rev. Wm. Harrison from the text, *‘ Let us
seek for the things that make for peace”, etc.
It was an earnest plea for unity among the followers of Christ.
The afternoon service began with a prayermeeting, followed by a short sermon, and then
About one hundred
the covenant meeting.
It was intook part in the covenant meeting.

social meeting.

He is preach-

Mrs. Viola E, Lunsford
church....

A Card of Thanks.

Clexk of the Q. M. was also

a profitable season. We

F. B. Woman’s

them and one by

Petrea ‘churches in Jackson

ters right from our own midst take up their life
work in that far-away land, it brings a reality

made a committee to correspond with an evangelist with a view to securing his services
among the churches. The interest manifested
in behalf of these struggling churches speaks
well for the determination of the Q. M. to
thrive. There is a brighter day for the Catta-

deed

is

The little vine is stead-

E. Pedén , bas agreed
the time the coming

Me

"

Poney Letters Received.

ily growing, its meeting-house is nearly completed and its members hope by Christmas to
worship in their own church edifice... . Rev. O.
H. Denney has taken charge of the Milton and

In a public manner I wish to thank my kind
the tithes into the storehouse” etc. It was an friends for the very pleasant visit they made
earnest plea for consecration to the work of me just before my leaving home (Greenville,
Mich.) and
for the substantial evidence of
saving souls.
In response, after the sermon,
about forty spoke of their willingness to ‘bring’ ' their regard. Also to my friends of the Oswego Q. M., who presented me with money for a
all the tithes into the storehouse of the Lord.
watch, I extend my most hearty and sincere
at Rawson, with Bro, Markbam,

be revived.

received

letter into the church.

nobly responded to, and $15.15 was soon raised
toward purchasing a watch.
Our meetings are generally
and we trust the people are
more of a nearness to, and
mission-work ; and when our

thanks.

the Master's cause.

J M Pease No Lebanon

St., ‘Bos:

.

Ohio.
"The Rev. R. M. Cloud baptized two at Har-

by Rev. N. H. Plumb from the text,” Bring ye all

The church

He

late
was

P.S. The $40.00 from the estate of the
benezer Allen of East Dixmont, Me., which

of

Rev. J. C. Steele, North Parma, Monroe Co.,

he may prove a blessing to the chufches and
lead many sinners to Christ.”

at Constantia, Sept.

of

also.

31.02

Sept. 30, 1882.

ing three timeson the Sabbath and holding

ock, recitation, select

appreciation

there

79.34

E. N. FERNALD, F. 8:C'y.
:

the Iowa F. B.
Home Missions.
:
Rev. Charles 8. Perkins, 18 Appleton
ton, Mass.

several meetings through" the week. May the
Lord sustain him and keep him humble—that

reading, duet by Prof,
Merrill and Mr. Linderman.
Four united with the society. Rev. G.
P. Linderman then gave a brief sketch of the
life of Miss Emma Smith and suggested that
the Q. M., in view of her approaching depart-

of

preaching

Iowa, Treasurer

>

the Home Dep’t Iowa Yearly Meeling, to whom
all Home Mission funds are to be sent.
n, Toledo, Towa, Treasurer . of
H. H. Within

attends his appointments, and is an earnest]

2, consisted of prayer, singing, report, original

essay

is

Toledo,

——i rl a—
262.01

Freedmen’s work.
BIBLE SCHOOL FUNDS.
Prin.
;
3
+;
F H Blondell Topsham Topsham Me

all’ money for this Soc. should be sent.
H. H. Withington,

4

the

H. M. 80c. of No. Kan. & 8. Neb. Y. M., to whom

mostly déprived of eye-sight, yet he punctually

bundred and twenty-five members.
We have
some grand good workers among our number,
though many need to be taught the idea that:
they have work to do as well as money to pay.
Our last regular meeting, held in connection

‘R.1., Rev. J. M. Brewster passed from labor to reward, June 2, 1882.
Bro. Brewster's connection with the Star began
he assisted
as early as May, 1864." For five years
in the editorial work in the office, ahd till the hour
Society credit for only fifty dollars. The of
his 1eath was a regular contributor to this dewas e ected on the board of Corporpledge made by them was one hundred and partment. He which
position he held at the time of
ators in 1875,
ed.
receiv
duly
fifty, and was
his decease. ' Concerning his relation to the Star,
it became to him a force, an
said,
it canbe truly
Mgrs. O. 8. CLARK,
object of aol: ~mate interest, for the prosperity
aa>
and good name of which he was always Jealous,
and vs the improvement and circulation 0 which
Onion Association.
he gave his best thought and endeayor. Alert for
work, from which he never shrank because it was
Union
the
of
session
ty
annual
The eleventh
hard and dificult, he rejoiced in the opportuni
gifts to enrich its columns,
Association of Freewill Baptists was held at of bestowing his best
deand so make it the able representative of the loyCedar Creek, Tenn, (Mt. Zipn) , Sept, T—8.
nomination to which he was so unfalteringly and
Owing to slmost incessanl rains, there were
al. In all his work he was characteristically $
faithful and painstaking.
not as large delegations and .congregalonsas patiently
denomi‘His deep interest in all the affairs of the
|
ion
was expected, though good congregat
ation, and in every social and benevolent cause,

ey

double

to go? Let-us furnish the money and God will
furnish the men. Let me hear from others

It was our privilege to attend the Sept. session of the Cattaraugus (N. Y.) Q. M., held at
Rawson.
The opening sermon was preached

for py

Lenora, Kan., Sept. 21.
Mz. Epitor :—I write to correct a mistake made in our reportin the Star of Sept.
6. 1see we have given the Woman's Mission

amount.

to

the Western Education Soc. jto whom contributions
may be sent in. ai -Qf those preparing for the
Gospel ministry.
Treasufer of
Rev. 8.F. Smith, Fairbury, Neb.

O-0-O-0-0
+o

the pastor, seemed fully alive and in earnest in
One, on the previous Sabbath evenand
the work.
now
with
,
prosperity
*ad the usual
oh some special reasons for gratitude and re- ing, had found Christ.
On Saturday morning the conference conolcing.
for business. The letters and reports
vened
resident
per
cents
three
of
An assessment
of weak and unsupmember was made upon the several Quarterly showed quite a number
An effort is being made to seplied churches.
Meetings.
H.Whitcher amongRevi
es-of
Rev. J. H. Smith, delegate from Nova Sco-| “eure the servic
of these churches. We sincerely hope the
tia Conference, presented the salutations of some
will succeed. With Bro. Whitcher’s large
that body. Rev. Mr. Rodgers was present us a effort
coupled with his earnest presentaexperience
Methoof
ce
Conferen
Maine
delegate from the
Dudley reported, as dele- tion of the truth, we believe these churches can

dists. Rev. C. D.
gate, the N, H. ¥, Meeting.

for us

80 an increasing interest in supporting the gospel among us. Rev. G.Donnocker is preaching once a month on the Sabbath, with some
evening appointments, with a good acceptance.
+ss«Also the Italy & Naples church is coming
into new life. The congregatign is on the increase, This was once a strong church, but
through trials and neglect of the means of
grace, il has become somewhat discouraged.
The meeting-house is good and there is a large!

with much
greater force. May God
bless
them and our workers at home, whoever they
may be.
CLARA J. KLOCK, Sec.

Reports from the Quarterly Meetings in*

in &

well

lecture room, par-

lors, etc. Opposite, the new church is a fine
_school-house, costing $100,000. There is no
“other church within the limits of the same
ward, thongh there is a large and increasing
popujation, important business, a free ucademy and public schools of various grades.
The exercises at laying tbe corner stone last
Thursday were of a specially interesting character. The principal services were performed
by the pastor, Rev. J. 8. Harrington, who formally laid the corner stone, Rev. G. H. Ball,

ro

such a benevolent move. Indeed, it would be

40
2.90

5.80
:
6.00

The money will be ap« Freedmen’s Mission.”
propriated, according to the wish of the Somer, to

(1362)

Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdate, Mich., Treasurer of

8

The old church

and
s

the result of

N. H.

Ab -

La

Home
credited in my last monthly reporc as for ¢
"been credited as for
Missions,” should have

=

to be? “Does the Master require more of them

undertaken

to us as

Societies,Concord,

There is al-

NS

‘Sept. 30.
5

88

cordingly the enterprise was
now promises success.

te come

meetings have

1.00
Sir
2
140

22

Are they more consecrated to. the Lord—more
interested in his great work than we all ought

be sure

Sabbath

2.00

83g

would

that

Our social and

since been more largely attended.

2.00

2

bly located on Lake St; and bence it was an
imperiitive necessity to arise and build. Ac-

need, as the reflex influence

aged.

pa

Rev.N. C, Brackett,
Harpérs s Fe
rt
Fer y, W. . Va.
Treasurer of Storer College and Agent of ‘Shenandoah Mission.
S
§
Treasurer of the Freewill
Moses
“B. Smith
Baptist Foreign, Home Mission and Education

Walker and others, witnessed some revival
interest. ' Eight or ten persoms professed to
find the Saviour, and Christians were encour-

—

any of us
Why not?

80 much

Bro. L. Warner writes: “The 1st Naples
church through’ the earnest labors of Bro.

4.00

Canada.
Friends per J W F Ply-

of

the little and uninviting house, most unfavora-

success in

ma

pastor baptized two young ladies recently.
The finances of the church are getting into
good condition, and the last payment is to be
soon made for upholstering their beautiful
church.

;

Ss

B'S

400 |
4.00
2.00
2.00...

Henry
Creek
Womans’ Miss Soc of
Dale ch Dale

8&8

dollars

could give the church permanent

.

The

Bus

has, by the blessing of Gud, opened up to the
church a brighter prospect.
But no possible
amount of expenditure of money or labor

8 MeConkey
Oostburg
8 School Fairwater
8S E Harwood *
J
D W Edwards Beloit
Miss Augin Kilbourn
City
Ch New Berlin

888

faithful members,

tiously feel that this proposition will be met by

nineteen others. This money, shall’ be paid
‘when needed and the Foreign Mission Board
shall determine this. Come, brethren and sisters at large, let us take hold of this work in
earnest. Our churches at home need such a

volotWe Societies
Doeleliag should
sony

ol

nest labors of pastors and

the ear”

only. to

move as this to renew their power for good. I
know of nothing more sure to bring to our
famishing churches the precious revivals we

from twenty. to sixty
ornaments, would
them ‘eonsistent?

Association, with

be used

in
1850

All money contributed for the Maine State Mission should
be sent to Rufus Deering, Portisna N
Me. - 3
Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohlo Free Commanion Baptist Associatio a, Marion, Ohio. (3238).
~ReveA.E Wilson, Lansing, Mich., to whem all
money contributed within the bounds of the Mich,
Y. M., should be sent for F. M., H. M.
tion Societies.
Rev. J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer
of the Minn.Y. M. Mission Society, to whom all
(10128)
sent.
money for this Y. M. work should
Waupun, Wis., Treasurer
Rev. J. H. Walrath,
of the Home Mission Board, to whom all money
Should be sent for Home Missions within the Wis.

ok

care of the Central

This $2,000 shall

pay the new recruits, while those who are already there shall be supported in the same
way they have been heretofore. I conmscien-

tributions

FS
mo
w, on

worth of gold
have thought

necessary.

;

This struggling church has had many discouragements during its history of about
twenty years, and its ultimate success has been’
shrouded in grave doubts. But the fostering

his wife and sister Julia, who so timidly went
into our pulpits to plead for the poor heathen,

displayed

edifice

OHFou rose.
du Lac Q M

6.90
Wisconsin,
~~.
‘19985
k & Dane Q M

£288%23

and Division Streets.

If

with perhaps a seal hung from his watch?

being the

of the corner stone of the new

which is to be erected at the corner of Benton

his finger, or a heavy gold chain

upon

flashed

mira (N. Y.) church, the occasion

fre he cereal
Dar
Me
be sent) Lew aL

Sunday, Oct. 1. There was a
at’ the communion "than for

will be bne of twenty to raise $2,000, for the | years.
.
express purpose of sending out new. recruits
ofl.
York.
men or women, or both, as it may
med
The Pheenix churchis still prospering.

‘ Sept. 21st was an important
day with the Ei

(to whom

7:

-~

funds for the Bible School, would the brethren
have thought him consistent if a ring had

in the Star of Sept,20, I could endure it no | converts og)
| longer. Now 1 huveé a proposition
to make. I| larger n

FERNALD

Seid

QM

Bbo Sw
28

churches to interest us in missions snd secure

0-0-9

Post-Office
Addresses
3

"Rev. E. N.

Calhonn & No Brauch
¥

Se
88

our

was among

send an entire new corpsor giveup the field.
I bave been considering this matter for some |
time,and when I read the appeal
of Sister Hills

Botices

with, the communion service last Sabbath, appropriate, resolutions were passed relating to
the recent decease of Bro. Thomas Cobb.

La l=

~
:
Dr. J. L. Phillips

ones.
When

Log

Reape

—

some prominent

pers of our churches, and

;

oS
288

ger rings almost innumerable, and much of this

‘worn by those whom I knew to be good mem-

aie

BE

SEM

T

very poor policy to continue to inerease their
work till they ean de no more and we have to

Pilot Hil, Tenu., Sept. 20.

laying

: 8

L-E=3

' tached, bracelets, ear-rings,and expensive fin-

3

doa

REA

RE

LONI
=888

nation ‘was there. There were heavy watchchains, neck-chains with lockets and crosses at-

ER SRI

moon

Our next session will be held with the Bear |
Creek church sometime in Sept. 1883.
:
3
W. A. HEADRICK, Clerk,

it established, for I know I saw one thousand
dollars worth of jewelryat Ocean Park, and,of
course, only a small partof the whole denomi-

Gi

MOS

=

to grasp the idea and believe that we may have
=
such a sale to aid our Mission? .
n that we haveno treasure
We can not
with which to furnish sucha repository were

“fallen
from
‘Why
rifice

Si

i

o

————
————

had

ORNING

ROARIEA

THE M

5

A

—

yu
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558 and 560 Washington St.,

BOSTON.

84

2.00

avgiumhuitissrimyw ad sun sittin

Q M

2.90

Woman's State Migs Soc

25.00

Cleveland

Ashtabula *
Mrs 8. Hooper

{

3.76
1.00

8.76

* 1.50

1.50

1.87

Indiana.

Ch Union

TEAN

Illinois.

Mrs M A Hubbard
McHenry
Mrs Gates
McHenry
Mrs Calley McHenry
Faony Hosmer Bruce
Fridd a Bates
hos
Juve Koon
’

8.00
1.00
© 1.00
Michigan. ,
5.00
6.00
2.00

I

EVER!

"MOTHER. HOME AND=400 best authors, Prose and PoeMEAVEN.
try Introduction by T. L. Cuyler, D. D. This ele-

ant Home Book made

intire new
authors.

Syslopedia,
REAT,

Plates:

$2.75.

$200

Pub.

40

mere beautiful,
pages

Onthis,

added.

Bibles,

month to Agents,

New

York.

Revised.

mew

34

our

and

:

x

new

B.

)

The wind,we say, will drive away
The vexing clouds and leave the day
‘Without a canopy so bulky.

you shall soon know.

the wind with quickened breath doth
flow,
:
And angry seems, impulgive striving,—

He isin the habit

of spending his evenings at Rollins sa.
loon, and when he goes-home

ally rather tipsy.

he is usu-

Last night he started

Like fable old by sop told,

for home at a late hour.

To make the traveler’s cloak unfold —

ing along, the snow suddenly gave way
beneath him, and he tell into a pit several feet deep,breaking his leg, and other‘wise injuring him. He was quite drunk,

His efforts end alone in striving.
Then the clouds are driven, but not dispelled ;
Existing still$hey flock to other places.
. A change to bring, the only thing
Is sunshine, and the clouds take wing;

but the fall sobered

‘When a soul is sad, with gloom o’ercast,

His sky to clear, bright kindness muster;
A cheerful word, whenever heard,

owe tame ii i

When all around is bright and gay,

And let the gloom of some to-morrow

‘When Summer’s sun is on us shining,
And flooding all the land with light,

‘We teach ourselves with scornful sadness
That it is vain to seek for a
There is no time for glee and gladness
In such a weary world as this.
us,

They take no thought for each to-morrow,
They never dream of doubt or sin,
They fear no dim forthcoming sorrow,
‘¢ They toil not, neither do they spin.”

same old story in vain for ease,
his glory
like one of these.”

he over-

took Roy, * where do you keep yourself
evenings? I haven't seen any thing of
you for a week.”
‘“ At home, of course, Will,

by Sam

Mike

Derry.

Who's that
:

most

where

P Ihe: pisiag]

*

be

the

influence

over ‘he,

liberty, and I always

will have

it, too.

—

G.

* No, thank you ; I don’t care for any.”
have a of gar?

what's the matter P"

why, Roy,

“a

“ Nothing ; only I promised my

are

one,

and one

and

>

the brothers Cortenal, and afer them
Hugh Willoughby, in search

Sir

of the Indian

|P3558&¢.

made

Re was drivéninek from Nova

more

important

accessions

to a

knowledge of the Polar seas,

and

the strait bearing his name.

Among the

passed

sister | ["30Y voyages

Roy Tot like knockin g ; the the fell
fellow over,

bat restrained himself, and answered quietly,
‘Yes, Tdid ; and I'll keep my

3

word, too.”

“Now that's too bad, for we are going to

.

and

reached, and in all probability it will

be,

want

rest of it to music, games, or conversation, to suit their various fancies.
After

®time they

adopted the

plan of taking

subscribers.

on the

to do the things which he or she preferred.

;

* Oh, Mabel ! have you heard what
happened last nightP” asked Roy one
moruing in early winter, running breathleasly into the parlor, where Mabel was

busily engaged in dusting and putting the

room in order,

shiped at the Foundry Church,

upper crust of tire: idarth, and we hope |
some Yankee will
”

near

the

White House, in preference, for some rea-

son, to accepting an invitation to occupy
the ** President’s pew”
at the Metropolitan
Church, where; aswell as

at St. John's

Episcopal Church, a pew has always been
set apart for the Presidents. Mr. Garfield, as is well known, was a member of
the Disciples or Christian Church.

Mr.

Arthur

is an Episcopalian

and

worships at St.-John’s, a little Episcopal
near

the

Executive

Mansion,

functionaries

Adams, Jobn Quincy Adams and Garfield

Probably General

Mr. Seward, near the close of

remarked, ‘‘ After all

views, his personal

character

was never

impeached. Mr. Adams appeags to have
regarded him highly.) The YUnilarian
Review contains the followin’
extracts
from the journal that Mr. A,
apt till

within a few months of his deatw’ ** Tuesday, April 12th, 1812:

The

trinity,

the

divinity of Christ, the whole doctrine of
atonement, the immaculate conception

of

Jesus, und a devil maintaining war
against Omnipotenge, appear to me all as
contrary to human . reasoi?™u8" the real

presence of the

1829:

Eacharist.”-

¢‘ Walked

to

April

the

Church ; heard a stranger,

18th,

Presbyterian
from

John

i:

hook, as well as in the neighboring
Dutch villages on the Hudson River, near
Albany, where he passed his early. life.
Mr. Fillmore was a leading membeér of
the Unitarian Church

at

Buffalo,

and

at

Washington daring his official life.
President Harrison in early life belong-

ed to an Episcopal church in Cincinnati,

the abuse

‘Was one who would
ceived as a member

not have
into any

been

re-

of

our

one

MRS.

field's Presbyterian church

Rev.

Mr.

at Cleves,

1n‘his'ingugural speech, March

4¢h, 1841, he said *“ he deemed the occas-

ion a fitting one for the announcement
his belief in the divine origin and

tions of the Christian religion.”

of

obliga-

He was

dole-

*‘What's up now?” asked brother Jack,
looking up from his evening paper.

“Why,
nothing—only Miss
Damon
has been, here. She is going clear out
West on a sort of mission, you know,
and she is so full of work and plans that
it makes me feel so insignificant, so utterly useless; and I don’t want to-be useless,

Jack.

I used

to think

I

would so

like'to go as a missionary.
It would
make life worth living if one could be
the means of saving even one poor soul.
But there were Philip and the children.
And now they're gone, there's you left.
I do not see how I can go.”
:

Brother Jack
two

spite

big.

furtively brushed
that would1

teardrops

away

come

of him, muttered something

ini

about

caught a sudden cold,

go?”

“Oh,

no;

bless your

satisfied where I am;

thas if
enough
side of
Mrs.

and

then,

heart, no;

I'm

but it's my opinion

you are in earnest you can find
genuine missionary work on this
the globe as well as the other.”
Archer dropped ‘her work, and

brother’s.

‘‘Please

tell

mean, Jack,” she said

me

what

you

wistfully. “I am

“Well, I was thinking of one thing,
Graham, one

in from

of the

the country.

There's

under

young

clerks,

If I'm not

just

very

much mistaken, he’s going down hill.
Cheap boarding-houses are not very pleasant places to spend long evenings in,

and so he is drifting into bad company

Whenin Washington he worshiped in the of a happy home fireside to keep them
rear of pure and true.”

Willard’s Hotel, of which it was afterward
an adjunct, and used

as a hall

for

con-

pggident Lincoln's family worshiped at
the New
. York

~ Avenue) Présbyterian

Church, but he Batsrtained/tte
eral religious views himself.

mosk is
Like
his

E. Lempster, N. H.

3 ‘sweetly tilling dew of bis Spirit. ;

+

-

; WEA

\

.

“bln

‘

0

44

3

Jack’s

used

new. Western

views?

to

He

laborer

eR
A

represents

that draws no pay—in cash—but manki
nd
would be a much meaner race if all such

had

labor were turned into a hireling’s (agk_

some finetones.”
;
- It was not much—perhaps

hardly any

The true wife and mother could not re.
spect herself if all her service at home

guests, who received

close of the

Temperance,

at the

evening a cordial invitation to come ‘free- |
ly and bring any friends

to

their own

they

homes,

pleased,

went

rity of the'home fireside had given

BY ARTHUR BE, COTTON.

We

Archer had found her mission without
going to China or Japan.
* I'm lending a hand up,” she thought.
*¢ It's just as noble and grand here as it
would be there,” thought Jack, looking
on.— Christian Intelligencer,
%
00-00

foolishly seek

of

their

quarters

at

national liabilities; of free labor, hima

million dollars of the precious metals,
Yet,in face of this apparent prosperity, a.

cancer is eating at the heart of our country with restless energy. War, famine
and pestilence with their carnage, suffering and frightful mortality entail less

life

boarding house or hotel.

own,

misery upon humanity than intemperance + nd its train of associated ills. It is
an evil which has its dead in every graveyard; which has its inmates in every

mad-house ; which has its infirm in every
hospital ; which has its pauper in’ every

alms-house ; which has its criminals in
all penitontiaries ; which numbers its suicides by thousands; and which has had
its condemned on every gallows. These

they

some

public

Itis all meant

i Soe

in kindness, we admit, but it is neverthe- |

less a grievous error.

a

of

equality and popular education. Last
year we raised over two and one-half bil.
lion bushels of cereals and mined seventy

which is fraught with so much solicitude
and responsibility as the hour when vows
are spoken and faith plighted and the
twain become gne—one in sentiment, one
in purpose, onejin all that pertains to
life.
At this juncture,one of the most Serious
mistakes is made not unfrequently.
Instead of going forth with the blessings of
friends, and at the high tide of conjugal
afféction, to a home

acreage

for travel and the communication of
thought; of the rapid extinguishment of

And Helen

YOUNG MARRIED PEOPLE.
There is no epoch in American

boast of the unlimited

the public domain; of the unshackled:
freedom of trade; of enlarged facilities

them

an unconquerable aversion to the haunts

they had freduented of late.

gag

PROHIBITION IN NEW HAMPSHIRE,

forth

with a strong sense of purification, and
better fitted to meet life's temptations.
There had been nothing said, but the pu-

1s ig grapes fusgended ”

[ proceed to arraign the alcoholic traffic

for reducing 200,000 persons to the work-

The new-made wife, if she be a true | house yearly, and I also arraign it for in-

woman, does not ask for a life of idleness.

carcerating 100,000

She would much prefer making a home
of her own attractive, even if it should be
a rented one, than to sit with folded hands
waiting for her lord. Her ready wit and
willing hand would rather be preparing
some surprise that would awaken pleasure
in the heart of him with whom she has

I arraign it for making 600,000 drunkards

And "this

would

in

the

penitentiary.

yearly, and I also arraign it for carrying
60,000 souls to premature graves. I am
prepared to say that it causes nine-tenths
of all crimes in the United States. It is
needless to dwell on facts so obvious in a
Christian newspaper.

_ The adoption of a proper remedy for a

only beget within him & strong desire to given evil depends upon a correct ascer
render home as attractive and lovable as tainment of its extent. For a reme’
his ‘means would allow and his affections some say license. Such should be et
dictate.
na
fanatics. Others say constitutional
Itis an absolute unkindness to the hibition. Such’should be called Sun.
young wife to deprive her of the pleasures If we would save succeeding generptions
of early housekeeping, and to doom her from the curse from which we are suffer-

to a life of idleness in a crowded boarding

house.
healthy
more a
man’s.—

The danger
lies in want of
duties to perform. Idleness is no
woman's normal gphgre than a
Selected.
++
+3
HOW CAN THE BLIND SEE?

A company of blind

men

sat

talking

together, seeming well satisfied with their

discourse.

*‘ The world is square,” said one.
** No doubt,”) said anotother.

ing, if we would

build

WY

fewer jails and

work-houses, we should unite in lending
our support to this sovereign measure of
relief. Sound morals underlie good government ; just and equal laws flow from
moral legislators,whence the happiness of
a people. The control l&w of progress is
preservative additions. Itis the imperative =~

duty of government to protect itself. from

internal destructive agencles. We should
for the present operate through the old
parties8; ; but
act with concert and
b we should
»

-

“ And grass—Ilet me consider—grass is | Organization.

It is useless to dwell longer

red,” said a third.

ful mistakes,

and

agreeing

another most cordially.
But, suddenly, one of them

with

one | Wheeled magnificently

gained his

was light wherever the sun
he ran to tell his friends.

shone.

So

“Well, well, little woman !” laoghed
more than half in delight at the look

RESON,

dope.

his sister's wan,

od?

Granite

State,

whose

conceivable consideration vote for a party

candidate who is given to drink,

or who

“Poor deluded fellow!" saida fifth.

“ Believe it!" was the answer.

** Cer-

tainly, I expected no other. If you want
them to believe you, you must see about

getting them eyes for themselves. They
n't see out of yours. You forget
what you were when you
Selected.

were

blind.”—

we must constantly hurl phillippics at the
common enemy. Lel every pulpit become a Sinai, thunderous and aflartié, and -*
from every cross-road school-house in the
State influences should proceed 10 checkmate and destroy the iniquitous traffio.

Sic Garnet Wolseley Is another of the
travelers in the East who manage to get
along

without

from

the

tone

wine-drinking.

of his

Judging

dispatches,

and

from the work he has dispatched, he has

|

| not felt any lack of spirits while adhering

|

“DON'T WORK FOR ANYBODY,"
[to his practice as a total abstainer.
How that phrase can mean the same | 10ere is no place in this world where
than

wine 18 so safe a beverage as water, to an
It is appetite, |

O Jack. do one understands, until a reference to the | °1d resident or sojourner.

Jack, half at the delnge of questions, and

on

old

mis-

“+ All cant!” said a sixth,
‘ Would you believe it ?” said the astonished man to one whe, like himself,
could see.

duties

eager interest

Let not the

is not a steadfast believer im prohibitory
take when we settled all those things, I legislation.
More
prohibitionists are
assure you! It arose from
our being needed in Congress to co-operate with onr
blind. I can see now, and
Wish ' you to own Blair, and Dingley of Maine. It
profit by my experience.”
=
is only by
endeavor
and
reiterated
“Do but hear him!” said one’
continuing agitation that great movements
‘“ Ha, ha, ha!” laughed another.
have been accomplished. Oars can be no
** Conceited knave !” crieda third.
: exception. Weury not, then, in well-do« Impudent impostor !” said a fourth.
ing. .Through the medium of the press,

you think Leguld P”

!

into the line and

added itself to the temperance column.

sight, and he saw that the world was traditions on the subject are glorious,be far
round, the grass was green, and that if] in the rear. Men of New Hampshire,on no

as “works for everybody,” is more

away from those places?

of

sad

of Mr.- Lincolo was noticed before the | wien Mrs. Apcheryinehpg.deop mourn-*
“4.

~ This wife of a day

a large class of hard-working Women,
There is more ‘than one * labor of love”

little village.

. “Would they come here, do you suppose? Could I make if pleasant and
home-like for them, and so keep them

Many of the thoughts of Mr. Parker can for they are not bad yet foun dritting
be found in the writings of Lincoln and that way, because it’s the’ asiest way" to
Seward. The identity between the clear, | drift, and they do not see the danger.”
transparent style of Mr. Parker and that|
There was a little stir the next day

Lag

home ? . She

+

re of State, Mr, Seward, he was a face.” ‘Yes; first, I think all they need is
great admirer of Theodore Parker, who an invitation ; secondly,l know you would
God feeds the wild flowers on the lonely ‘corresponded much with Mr. Seward, and
make it pleasant and home-like; and
mountain side without the help of man,
some with Mr. Lincoln, in 1850-1860. thirdly, I've no doubt it would save them,

and they are as fresh and lovely as those
that are daily watched over in our gardens. So God can feed his own planted
ones without the help of man, by the

tell her aboyt his

live in just such a pleasant

- “Oh, sirs, we were in a strange

an educated gentleman, of exgellent per- —and ways, too; He's no friends in the
sonal character, and a thoroughly honest
city, you see. Denholm isin the same
patriot of the old school.
situation.
In fact, there's half a dozen
John Tyler and General Taylor were
at least, just in our store, Nell, and T
probably Episcopalians.
presume each one of them knows another
President Polk was a Presbyterian.
half dozen like himself that is drifting
President Pierce belongedto the Ortho- | down hill because no one stretches out a
dox wing of the Congregationalists. kind, helpful hand, and lends them a bi

little Presbyterian church in the

see her

But thers

upon facts and sentiment, Itis time for
2 moment or two afterward, dropped his | *¢ Certainly,” cried a fourth.
an advance against the enemy. The bal‘ And there is darkness always,” said a lot is the proper weapon for American
paper, exclaimed briskly: “Why
not
freemen to use.
kill two birds with one stone—do your fifth.
Public opinion is right
‘“ There can be no question about that,” for a change.
missionary work, and take care of me
Noble young Kansas, first
to bleed for liberty, is foremost to adopt
too?”
wih
“But, Jack, you wouldin not wantto| chimed
i
And soinatheysixth.
went on, making2 wonder- | Constitutional
prohibition. Iowa, too, has
having

at the store, yesterday.

the

come up and

coupled hi#f* destiny.

AROHER'S MISSION.

“Oh dear !” sighed Mrs. Archer
fully over her dainty crocheting.

Bend

near by.

never

Churches.”—Sunday Magazine.

in earnest, I think.”

worshiped at

life,

heaped

‘upon our various Presidents, there

of which he was a vestryman more than
fifty years ago. After removing to North
he

his

he

‘Whatever

[.certs, lectures, eto.
&
dreaming of the possibilities of that ex-| “President Buchanan worshiped bt the
panse beyond the ken of dwellers on ti | same oburch as Mr. Pierce.

be the happy explorer
turns in providing entertainments for the
remainder of the evening, after the read- ose the nature of that warm northern

ing had ended: This proved to be an excellent plan, for it gave each one a chance

‘Mr. Hayes was a Methodist, and wor-

Harrison, if
ured with the theology of Jefferson, their had lived, would have been one.

Polaris, under Captain Hall, reached 81 | Dutch
Reformed
Chuitch, one
gist atdenomins
tion being
the prevailing
Kinder-

degrees 38 minutes, and Captain Hall by
a sledge journey made 82 degrees 16
minutes. If the North Pole is ever

the gates to its admission will be found
north of Europe, where the Swedish navyou to joinus. We're going"—
:
“ No, Willi; I cannot join in any of igators have been investigating.
It is many years since Captain John
your pranks. My time is otherwise oceupied,” aad Roy walked away, leaving | Symes, the author of the theory known
Will with his mouth and eyes wide open under the title of ¢ Symmes’s Hole;” died,
but it seems that his son inherited his be‘with astonishment.
Could this be Roy Lynton whom he had lief, and in an Ohio. lectore he has exbeen in the habit of making do whatever plained to some of the present generation
he pleased by a tew words of ridicule ? the long shelved idea.
Captain Symmes lived and died in the
What could have changed him so much
belief
thiat-the earth was hollow, its crust
in so short a time ?
:
1t had cost Roy quite an effort t6 speak being about one thousand miles thick,and
and act as he did, and had it not been that it was possible to sail into the intefor his promise to Mabel, it is to be feared rior space by the way of the open sea at
he would have spoken very differently. the North Pole. He held that this interior
But he prided himself on always keeping surface was inhabited, and gave an ingenhis word ; so when Mabel secured his ious explanation of the manner in which
promise not to smoke cigars, nor to be in heat and light were imparted. His son,
‘Will Mason's company, she felt sure he who has given renewed publicity to this
theory, spoke with sorrow of the fact that
‘would keep it.
Rody continued to spend his evenings the Polaris tarred back when within one
Doubtless few
+ ab home.
Indeed, Mabel succeeded in day’s sail of the open sea.
we them so pleasant that he prefer- will consider it worth the while to spend
home to any other place. They con- much money to prove the correctness or
tinued their reading, spending an, hour falsity of the ** Symmes's Hole” idea, but
and a half each evening, then devoting the such things tickle the imagination into
have some rare sport to-night,

name of Mrs, Grant) toward the purchase
of a chime of bells.

tinct. | €20ts.

made by Danes, French, 9. Iuis painful to me to hear a Calvinist
cizars.”
* | Dutch and English in the succeeding
fifty
2
Hudson’s, penetrating to latitude 75 preach from this text, and to witness the
*“ Why ! how good the baby is ! Per- years,
a
Sr
haps you promised your sister that you | 9687€es was‘the
most notable. The ex- solemn and fervent sincerity with which
are
:
ore
nonsense.”
ldn’t
b
:
peditions.of
this.
gentury are familiar
to they pour
: out absurdityandici
wouldn't be out after dark, for fear you all.
Ofthern the ons woder
Dr, Kage
President Jackson a
resbymight take cold. Say, Roy, did you ?”
terian,
certaibly
believing
in
the
** Church
“No, I didn’t promise her any thing of reached latitude 82 degrees 27 minutes,
the farthest point gained up to: that time militant.” 'He was on€ of the most posithe sort.”
“Didn't you? Well then, you did in that route; but President’s Land, which tive characters, in politics and theology,
was a myth,and the open sea, in American history. He did not join the
promise her that you wouldn'tbe in my he reported,
Church and become a communicant till
company.
It's no use for you to deny it ; which some of his men testified te, was
after
he: had retired from public life.
eae
:
not
there
when
the
Jor § tow 3 dy 80 own up like
a man, Nares went beyond #English
oo under
wiles. Capt.
oi
President
Van Buren belonged to the
saat I wouldn't smoke

been certainly of the Campbellite persuasion, and that he was at one time his (Mr.
Power's) parishioner.
General Grant was a regular attendant
at the Rev. Mr. Newman's Metropolitan
Methodist Church at Washington, to the
building of which he subscribed liberally,
besides giving five hundred dollars (in the

Monroe—were | 81 said to have been the oaly om

possibly

‘Would he not

pastor of as

in Washington,

however, speaks of Mr. Johnson as having

may be thought of Mer. Calhoyna political

The first northern voyages were made
by the Venetian navigators, who went as

Church

Of all the Presidents, Washington, John

Mr. Jefferson's immediate successors—

| list of original

Won't you have a cigar ?” he asked, after | 2embls ‘by ice. In 1576-78, Frobisher
they had walked onin silence for a few | Madehis three voyages and discovered
sinotes.
Hudson Bay. Twu.-years™later ‘Davis
* «What {not

Athanasius, that three

pears next to that of Mr. Adams

TOWARDS THE NORTH POLE.

The Rev. Mr. Power,

Disciples’

where many high public
have always attended.

i bee Mi th | presidents Madison
He

litical.

Church

of St.

‘Yes, he was,” he frank-

Of Andrew Johnson, accounts are vari- one would think of callingit missionary were count
ed at a price and settled for in
ous. He has been classed as a Lutheran, | work ; just a fine pleasant evening by a
day's or week's wages."
a Methodist and as a Campbellite, the home fireside. And yet the two invited

who cannot percéive'the geometrical log-

three.”

| to keep me out of mischief ;” said Will |.13F 8 Labrador. _ Then the
Cabots penemockingly.
Lr
to the hope
Rig's Favs flushed, but he did not an. trated Davis Strait, which led
| °f ® northwest passage. Next followed
swer ; so Will continued, «I suppose it’s
a nice place to be, but I'd rather
‘have my'

ning a chaplain in the army.

ic of Euclid in the demonstrations

1 JOUnAdnoL | oopayle Episcopalians,

from Will's influence.

BY G.B.

«Oh, how good I'm getting to be !
Mamma keeps me tied to her apron string

rian. It was, and still is, commbn among

k
was very hard at first for me to riend and idol.
John
Quincy
Adams
was
a
decided
his ridicule. - Only think ! I might
been under arrest now. This will Unitarian, and one of the earliest supporters of the Unitarian Church at Washinglasting lesson to me, I hope.”
ton. (Mr. JohnC. Calhoun's name ap+09

andit
stand
have
be a

all

good boys should be.”

stepped on

Rey Soswinted, after 3!

was fast gaining an

the speaker-as

‘was content to settle down upon the Sermon on the Mount as a perfect code presented to man by a mortal teacher. Fur:

killed,’ answered Mike.
.
letter to a Quaker friend, dated Septem.
This frightened them, and they quickly ber 13th, 1823, Mr. Jefferson said; ¢ Of
descended, and helped him to his feet ;
all the systems of morality, ancient. or
but he couldn’t walk, so they were obligmodern, which have come under my obed to getasled and draw him home.
servation, none appears to me so pure as
‘| He sent them for a doctdf, to whom
that of Jesus. He who follows that steadhe told his story, and this morning they
ily need not, I think, be uneasy, although
were arrested.”
:
he cannot comprehend the subtleties and
‘ But I don’t understand, Roy, how he
mysteries erected on his doctrines by
came to get such a fall, or how the pit
those who, calling themselves His special
came there.”
followers and favorites, would make Him
** You remember
that place where the come into the world to-lay snares for all
great shbw bank was last winter ? Well understandings but theirs: Their metait's there now. They dug the snow away, physical heads usurping the judgementmaking a large pit, then covered it with
seat of God denounce as His enemies all

kept me away

continued

life had driven him from the ministry, the
prominent doctrines of Calvipism, the
trinity, the atonement and eéledtion,
he

his political and religious opponents to
call him “an infidel.” Sixty to eighty
years ago Unitarians of the most exemplary lives frequently had the same opprobrious epithet applied to them. In a

a

EARLE,

grandson,

Seek JS Week. Bony ye ha Bow. he
ee:S,

on bi, abe)?

‘‘Halloo, Roy !” called a voice, as he was
barryingpp the street one morning.
«I

the war in 1864, he appointed Mr. ‘Chan-

his

it he died with perfect resignation.”
Mr. Jefferson may be classed as:a Unita-

snow, and when

Sr.

with the independent spirit which in early

character,

" “Lonely?

Why, she don't work for

ly admitted. ¢¢ Boarding-houses weren't | ‘Oh yes, for us she does.
homes, by any means.”
ain't any money into it.’

And would not Mr. Denholm like to-see

Charles Francis Adams, says : “Rejecting,

religious

‘Mother!

body...
¢I thought you Said she worked
for al}
of you.’
:

some evening—say this very night—and

ning, and expressed much satisfaction at
his being settled over the Unitarian Socie-

ty in Washiogton ; and when the church
was c¢loséd and used as a hospital during

his

son was saying.
:
‘1 wonder if the fellow is hurt ? Probably he is soberer ow
than he has

| place, it gave way and he had a fall.)

A SISTER'S INFLUENCE

of

was very
H.- Chan-

the

see

weight, then‘ 'covered them lightly with

Sih

Speaking

sake of all,” ete, Mr. Lincoln
friendly to the Rev. William

the

ous natare of his mission. In this fait: he
lived with uninterrupted severity, and in

to

slender sticks that would not bear a man’s

— Sunday Magazine.

was a decided Unitarian.

known,

labor, government over all, by all, for

throw up his arms, when he fell, and call

though,

«Help me out of this hole. I'm

‘Why do we waste our time repining,
os
That near and nearer creeps the night?

John Adams, as is equally well

page 99: ‘Freedom, which leads at
once to Industrial Democracy, respect for

ther he declned to analyze the mysteri-

it fun,

So they called, ‘Halloo !
groaning ? Any one hurt

The snare of doubting thoughts has caught
And we to grim forebodings yield,
And fail to learn the lesson taught us
By all the “ lilies of the field.”

As

almost unan.

imously elected one of the vestrymen - of
the Episcopal church near Alexandria,
and he ever afterward was‘ devoted to
his church.
i
:
|

him

* Wasn't

IS was said

Eclipse the gladness of to-day? .
:

CECIL

instantly.

on the saints for protection »* Will Ma-

rote

settlement

latter sect being numerous in the Southwestern States. Perhaps he chaaged. his
religious views as easily as he did his-po-

.

The heart doth touch ;—emotion stirred,
Then victory’s won, but not by bluster.

BY

him

he lay there groaning, and trying to rise,
he heard voices approaching. They came
nearer, till at last he was able to recognize them and understand what they said.

They vanish quite and leave no traces,

a

As he was go-

/ Just as easily
. and

naturally: she found, in the five minutes’s

and, in fact, from the | etc., was a.thought of Mr. Parker's, which | conversation at his desk, that he was a
of the State.
When occurs in his ** Experience as a Minister,” stranger in the city. = - +

scarcely twenty-one, he was

‘¢ Have patience, my dear sister, and

When

Yet still they tell the
To us who crave
That “Solomon in all
‘Was not arrayed

first

with

troduction to Graham.
am.

people,”

SN

ft beh bE

do

the people, by the

3

wd

to

for

fa-

A

he

of | ernment

Ee

OS

has

planters

two dollarsa :
two dollars a day.’
Gr
much does your mother . goth
a bewildered look, he. gai
ws

Oo

what

Virginia

—
i

ak

; but

the

‘I get
ther gets
* How
With

knew ‘how, but very

easily and naturally, she obtained an in-

that being the prevailing | guage is speken, the expression, “A gov-

the last century,

what happened last night ?”

Howno one quite

2

Some-

Se

EN

‘Yes

know | Episcopalian,

into the store.

:

oN

:

the village ?"

‘When nature fretful seems and sulky,

you

2 mile out of | church among

ing. robes; came

”

ee

th

WA

‘When the sky with scudding clouds is dark,

*

ya

=

Sh

Roy,

Cov
=

~

BE

began

-

4, 1882.

Iatter was. president. In Mr. Lincoln's
Gettysburg speech, which has been read
with admiration wherever the English lan-

was an

ws

Et

“ Well,”

Mikeé Ryan, a

OCTOBER

;

A

OF OUR

Box
PRESIDENTS.
Washington, as is well known,

—

Bat

I

this morn-

=

EE

I, when

MORNING STAR,

THE RELIGIOUS VIEWS

ing P" she answered, laughing merrily.

:

—-— RING.

Xa

could

.

ash

“ Why - no ; how

| haven't been out of the house

=

EE

SKY

:
{+

=

a

shot
@Cixcle.
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=
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say,”
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:

|

AT

i

a Cape

{

Rh

hh

y

and

all-day

caresof a hose. | 2Ot hygiene, that makes wine so opus

wife and mother explains the paradox:

+ | 8broad or at home.
— Sunday

The Women's Journal says: * A little | mes.
boy, on his way

semieasiis

|

School |

to build fires and sweep | Mr. Blaine says: ‘‘Intemperance has
offices in Boston, while the stars were yet steadily decreased itf the State since the |
in the sky, told the’ writer:
‘My mother | first enactment of the prohibitory law, |

.gets me up, builds the fire

and

[breakfast atid dends me off.

‘gets my | until! now it can be

said with

‘Then she | there is no equal number of

truth

that

people in the |

gets my father up and gets his breakfast Anglo-Saxon world among whom so small 4
and sends him off. Then she ‘gives the | an amount of intoxicating liquor is con- |.
other children their breakfast and sends | sumed as among the 650,
inhabitants |’
them to school; and then she and the of Maine.”
baby have their breakfast.’
2}
-

‘ fo old
‘Oh, she
d walk as
ji Fig you

is the baby?’ I asked.
It is said there are 70,000,000 gallons
is ‘most two, but she can talk | Of whisky in bond in the State of Ken-|
tucky, which represents the destruction
well
as any of us.’
well paid?”
v
of 26,000,000 bushels of corn.

|

)

Giant

-

i.

4

att

The Gorham
Plate

e—

4n account by Dr. Douglss Graham of a

New

York

Houses”

will, however, probably ettract the most readers, The first is by W. H. Rideing and the
seeond by Mrs. M. E. W. Sherwood. Both
articles

are

excellently

illustrated.

Another

attractively Ilustrated paper isthe first of a
series on “ Southern California,” by W.

H.

Bishop, which wouldbe better adapted toa
magazine if the author observed and gathered
bis material with a view to literary treatment
rather than for the presenting of .a mere. .jour" nalistic statement of facts. Together with

of the

English

‘without a peer in the delicate finish of her
illustrations, &c.,” it is doubtful whether

mouthlies.

Among other papers, * Some Impressions of
the United States,” by. E. A, Fréeman;
‘ Personal Recollections about Garibaldi,” by

ed so vast a sum onthe
single

Karl Blind; an account of the Salvation A rmy
in England: ‘‘ An American
View of Ire.
land,”by E. L.'Godkin; and the lecture by
Matthew Arnold, mentioned.

paragraph.

paper

:

were consumed,

‘paper

Heir Presumpengraving of a
present

year

and

reaching

Discellany,

by Rev. A. K. Moulton.

the Royal Academy. The other pictures that |* Many curious traits appear 1a the character of the negroes under the influence
embellish the number on almost every page
of the new conditions of life, or survive
these papers, the other chief contributions are
are likewise, for the gnost part, choice work as products of the old order, not yet out
a well-written biographical sketch of the late
of the engraver. The principal articles that
They have sometimes made
D. G. Rossetti, by Miss Mary Robinson,a they accompany are: ‘“ The Normanton Ho- grown.
amusing changes in their names, by way
young English writer; a suggestive article en- |Some Original
of meeting the requirements of their new
titled ** The Rallway Invasion of Mexico,” by garth,” by Austin Dobson;
John Bigelow, pointing out the physical, soeial, and political features of Mexico, and the
probable results of American investments in
that country ; and, thirdly, a capital short sto-

ry—** Passages from the Journal of a social
Wreck,” by Margaret Floyd. As magazine
stori#®’go, this is among the best in the way
of freshness and artistic finish

that the

maga-

zine has contained lately.
The

reader
The Century

who turns
will not be

Ceramigte,”

by

Cosmo

the Herring,” by

to
to

‘ After

estate of

Aaron Watson; “ Art in

the Garden ;” and a notice of pictures

exhibited in London.

recently

Both the artistic and’

Agriculturist

comes

It has a new

cover, i8 printed on superior paper,

and

the

decide which is the better number. All that
engrayings are more carefully executed than
we have said Tn" commendation of the former . formerly, To those who always welcome its

may be heartily repeated of the latter. Pictorially the number is superb, and the frontispiece portrait of Abraham Lincoln, by Cole, is
a very notable engraving—wonderfully faith-

ful and vivid. It seems to us that none of the
many excellent portraits which the magazine
has contained have equaled the great merit
this possesses.
As to the twenty-three contri-

butions, they compose
magazine

‘rarely

a miscellany

equals.

The

that the

contribution

which occupies the first place is & profusely illustrated sketch of ** Life in a Mexican Street”
that is as well written as it is illustrated. A
deseription of the Corcoran Gallery of Art and
ite pictures, by S. G. W. Benjamin; an ac

count of the negotiations for the Obelisk now
Park;

in Central

and

a descriptive

paper

on

Quebec, entitled ¢* The Gibraltar of America,”

are the otber leading articles accompanied by
pietures. Each and all of these are entertaining. The most noticeable articles without Ii
Justations are a third paper on * The New
North-West,” by Mrs. E. V. Smalley, which
contains au interesting narrative of the writer's travels among the Rocky Mountains; and

of

a dainty

¢ The Hope Works.”

Many

other

from Spain a very clear explanation of the
Egyptian question.
The first of the set of Old
Time Papers, by Luthera Whitney, appears in
this number; it is called ** A Suit of Homespuif.” As usual, there are many pleasant
poems in
this number:
The Chautauqua
Reading Course
for the second year begins
with Miss
Harris’s
¢ Little
Biographies

Authors

for

Young

answered by a stab,

Folks,”

Health

and Strength

papers for

the

ishment.

boys.

There are also other valuable and new featyges.
an intelligent snd comprehensive consideration
One of the best things in the line of magazine
respecting “ The Growthof the United States,”
by Francis A. Walker, superintendent of the engravings we have seen for some time is the
last census. The short story of the number, frontispiece to the St. Nicholas. It is entitled
¢ Five Hundred Dollars,” by C. H. White, 4+¢ When we were boys
,”” and represents
Bs rather dull and prosy. It is much inferior ‘two old heads in an orchard recalling from the
in eharacter,

construction,

and

effet to»_the

previous stories by this author ho appears to
have received a warm welcome by the “editor.
‘Phe chief poem in length snd merit is by Pro-

“fessor Boyesen, and is entitled * The Minstrel

Finally, we must not for-

at Castle Garden.”

scenes of fifty yeurs ago

plays the power of real genius and these that
retain only the impress of neat, discriminating

talent and cultare.

It is a story that reflects,

like a polished mirror, the life that a vast majority of married people in all grades of society
are enduring, especially in this country where
marriage and divorce are both easily arranged,
and the moral effect of so strong and dramatic
a presentation can not fail of making a deep
impression on any reader. The strong characterization, the grouping and construction that
produce just the dramatic sequence desired,—
in fact, the vivid reality of the entire story
from the opening to the close is achieved only

by the skill of a great artist.

criti-

Further

ecism we must defer till the appearance
story in book form.

of the

In The Atlantic, Mr. Hardy’s rather unsatisfactory serial,‘* Two On a Tower,” still
oecupies the first place. Next in order, is a
sehofarly sketch of a ramble ‘‘ Among the Sabine Hills,” by Harriet W. Preston; then a

NOTES.

A volume of essavs on American
ets has just been published in Leipsic.

author, Rudolph

‘Doehn, gives

great

poIts

praise

Poe.

The Bookseller of London

to

ral to the

Ri) agp

negroes, and it is easy to

declares

lower room in state as a parlor.

Mrs. Ole Bull -has just returned: from
Norway with much fresh and important muterial for the * Life of Ole Bull,” which she
is preparing.

the most easily cheated people in the
world. In maby of their houses there is
a profusion of pictures and other orna-

in good

ments on the walls, and the

a~ new

undsually

steel portrait of

fine

Mr. Al-

illustrations,

style of , inding, and can
very attractive gift-book.

not fail

Wp

a

novel

to

be

of

merit—** Cicada,” by John

Pleasants;

** Fallow,” by Lucy

¢ Pligrim’s

Isle,”hy T.

W.

McCarty

Crumb, inthe 65th Jost of her age, aftera
most distressing but short sickness. The de-

ceased

Larcom;

and

Parsons—make

the number one that is well-worth obtaining.
‘Fhe story, “And Mrs Somersham/‘ is flimsy
snd interesting ; and it seems to us that a long
article concerning * University Administration” would be more in place in a strictly educations] periodical.

money

a heavy

business

and

THE SPIDER

a

ie going to be spent lavishly.

to

his

college

career:

my father that all my oollege expenses
any kind should not exceed $300 per annum,
I promised my mother I would take the first
honor in my class. I redeemed this
ise. The proudest day of my life was

olution in England,” by

an Eoglish

contribu-

tor, 'H.' M. Hyndmun, is the most noticeable.
“Though the writcr’s couclusions from the signs
of the times that a revolution is close at hand
in England are not likely to prove convincing;

his observations and statements are worthy of

——Messrs.

Cassell, Petter, Galpin,

respecting the protection of forests,

very

beautiful

and

the

man
:

AS AN

AERONAUT.

gist, and a yariety of instructive papers on various subjects, scientific and otherwise, chief

thousands of “homte libraries.

wonderfully

Among

Me mode

which are

those

entitled,

‘ Massage:

of Application and Effects,” which

No

history

in

is

better worthy of a place in even the smallest
library, and, though formerly published by

the Harpers

at $10, it is now

easily
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* WHO 1S UNACQUAINTED WITH THE CEOCRAPHY OF THIS COUNTRY, WILL
SEE BY EXAMINING THIS MAP, THAT THE

SYMPTOMS OF WORMS.

above the surface, and put a spider upon
it, he will exhibit marvelous intelligence

making

it bouyant.

When

he

him, as men often do, but he fastens it to

vehicle, while it is made fast, and tests it

and constructs it.on a larger

satisfied with’ his experiment.

will get in, snap his guy-rope,

and

within

b;

companied

his balloon finished
he does not go off upon the mere supposition that it will carry

secretion

unusual

an

throbbing of the ears;

of saliva; slimy or furred tongue; breath very
e
foul, particularly in the morning; appetit
variable, sometimes voracious, with a gnawing
sensation of the stomach; at others, entirely
gone; fleeting pains in the stomach ; occagional
throughnausea and vomiting; violent pains at
times
,
out the abdomen; bowels irregular
tinged
costive; stools slimy, not unfrequently
tururine
;
hard
and
swollen
belly
with blood;
bid respiration occasionally difficult and accough sometimes dry

hiccough;

symptoms

the above

Dever
exist,

found

to
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¢Magnificent promises

a»
sometimes end

altry
performances.” A magnificent exception
this is found in iguey-Work which invariably
performs oven more dures than it promises.
re
18 a single luséance. ‘‘* Mother
recovered,”
wrote an Illinois girl to her Eastern relatives.
« She took bitters for a long time but without avy
good. 80 when she heard of the virtues of Kidpey-Wort ghe gos a box and it has completely cured her liver complaint.”
"
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incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at all connecting points,
Fast Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WELL VENTILATED, WELL.
HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELECANT DAY COACHES; a line of the
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON RECLINING CHAIR CARS ever built; PULLMAN'S
latest designed and handsomest PALACE SLEEPING CARS, and DINING CARS
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN' THE COUNTRY, and in which superior meals are served to travelers at

the low Yate of SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS EACH.

alal

selves fforh their prison.— Rochester Deme,| |

eek

Ca

“GREAT called,ROCK
ISLAND ROUTE,”
offers to travelers all the advantages and comforts
Ag it Is familiarly

CURE

SURE

nam———

Sa

Béing the Creat Central Line, affords to travelers, by reason of its unrivaled geographical position, the shortest and best route between the East, fortheast and
Scutheast, and the West, Northwest and Southwest.
y
:
.
and strictly true, that its connections are all of the principal lines
it is literally.
of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific.
By its main line and branches It reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
‘
La Salle, Geneseo, Moline and Rock Island, in Illinois; Davenport, Muscatine,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville, Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Des Moines, West Liberty,
lowa City, Atlantic, Avoca, Audubon, Harlan, Quthrie Center and Council Bluffs,
In lowa; Callatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, in Missouri, and Leavenworth and Atchison in Kansas, and the hundreds of cities, villages and towns
intermediate. The
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will certainly effect a cure.

awayto land as gracefully and as su-

ocrat.

|.

and convulsive; uneasy and disturbed sleep,
with grinding 0} the teeth ; temper variable,
ut generally
irritable.

gets.

plan. Aspider has been seen to make
three different balloons before he became

finding a place

Nov.

,
The countenance is pale and leaden-colored
with occasional flushes of a circumscribed spot
pn one or both cheeks; the eyes become dull;
the pupils dilate; an azure semieircle- runs
along the lower eye-lid; the nose is irritated,
swells, and sometimes bleeds; a swelling of the
upper lip; occasional headache, with humming

structs a balloon. If you anchor a pole
in a body of water, leaving the pole

& Co,

cheap edition of * Green’s ‘Large History of
maining contributions to this number.
i . 4. Beli People,” which is published by
Useful Knowledge Publishing Co., New
The Popular Science Monthly contains ‘a
York, is most deservedly

for the funeral at

CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,

| MOR:US ADAMS, A. B., Principal.
pal.

the deceased dwelt in the hearts of all.
SILAS GASKILL.

the

promwhen

by Prof.Charles 8. Sargent, are among the re-

portrait of Virchow, the eminent physiolo-

by the
neigh-

and met the last enemy with heroic fortitude,
and calmly fell asleep, ¢ Till loud diffusive
sound of brazen trump of strong lunged cher‘ub shall arouse the long, long sleepers into life,
immortality,” ‘When. through
daylight, and
Jesus’ Grace we hope to eet again the faithful companion’ and mother, not enfeebled by
sickness and infirmity, but with form and
fashion like Christ's most glorious body. The
funeral was attended at the residence by Rev.
Silas Gaskill, where tears falling freely from
every eye, including those unused- to weep,told
silently, but not less eloquently, bow strongly

to see whether its dimensions are capable
of bearing him away. He ‘often finds
that he has made it too small, in which
case he hauls it down, takes it all apart

of New' York, have in press, ¢ The
Karly
Days of Christianity,” by Canon
Farrar,
which completes his important series on the
early church, commencing with the ** Life of

The

excel-

U. S.

perfoctdrevingele.
perfumed and

&c.,

R. M. BARRUS,

genuine without signature of Hiscox
& Co.

She gave directions for her funeral,

jgnation.

Mr. Green
consideration by the reader who watches witk Christ,” and _ the * Life and Works of St. -as-could well be imagined,
interest what is taking place abroad. A sen- Paul. Two vols, price $5.00. ‘Cheaper edi- gtated that he had repeatedly witnessed
sible cevsfderation of ‘ The Morally Objec- ‘tion in one volume, with notes, $2 00. Also such actions by spiders, and that he: feels
with. whichithe | .
tionable in Literature,” by 0, B. Frothingham; “ The Harmony-of the Bible with Science,” convinced thal it is reason
a eoncise account of *‘ Recent Discoveries at by Samuel Kinns Ph, D. Price, $3.00.. Com- Creator of all things endowed the ani,mals, that enables them to free themTroy” by Dr. Schliemann; and some Bug: plete catalogue of publications now ready.
gestions

uncommon

the place of worship.
SHe
with her companjon settled in Minn. when it was a territory.
It was her lot to pass through
severe trials;
having lost three sons in the great Rebellion ;
but she bore all these trials with apparent res-

promised

@f the six papers in The North American I wrote to my parents that I had taken
Review, the leading one, * The Coming. Bev- first honor of my class.”

of

bors and relatives assembled

a guy-rope, the other end of which he attaches to the island pole upon which he is
of a prisoner.
He then gets into his aerial

* I

a woman

lence of -moral character as evinced
deep feeling manifested by the circle of

Mr. Seth Green recently narrated from
his own observation how a spider con-

of

that

——— In an autobiography of the late Senator Hill, found among his papers, he thus
refers

was

the

La

a

Miss Elizabeth Stuart Phelps spends her
summers at East Gloucester, Mass.
She is
now reading the proofs of * Doctor Zay,’
her latest work, and many think her best,
which will be published early in October, by
Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

are anticipating

R. W. COLLINS.

h

1

: =

Highly Invigorating

; /Crumb.—Died in Pleasant Valley, Mower
Co., Minn., Juliette,
consort of Ebenezer

by his plans of escape. At first, he will
spin a web several inches long and hang
to one end while he allows the other to
Longfellow, it is reported, was never
float off in the wind, in the hope that it
graphic poem by Whittier describing a storm fully satisfied with his tragedy of *‘ Michael will strike sorne object.
Of course this
Angelo,”
which
is
shortly
to
be
published.
on Lake Asquam; and following this a long,
plan proves a failure, but the spider is
dry paper entitled ‘* An English Interpreter,” The Boston correspondent of The American
not discouraged. He waits until the
by Horace E. Scudder, giving an account of Bookseller says that the poet conceived the wind changes, and then sends another
idea of writing the tragedy “eight years ago, silken bridge floatihg off in another direc.
Frederic James Shields, the English painter,
on the occasion of the fourth centennial of tion. Another failure is followed by sevand his pictorial presentation of the Te Deum
;
Laudamus on the chancel windows of Eaton the sculptor’s birth.
eral other similar attempts, until all. the
points of the compass have: been tried.
The activity in the publishing line this
Hall Chapel, at Chester. The two most readable contributions are Mr...F. H. Cushing’s season in Boston is something remarkable. Of But neither the resources nor the reasonsecond paper on‘: The Nation of the Willows,” the b8oks to be brought out, a large propor- ing powers of the spider are exhausted.
and the continuation of ¢‘ Studies in the South,” tion are new creations, and of the remainder He climbs to the top of the pole and energetically goes to work to construct a
by an anonymous contributor. These are cuap- about one-half comprise reproductions of forerature. ¢ Trade orders” are coming silken balloon. He has no hot air with
ital magazine papers, and together with Mr. eign
a rush, showing that the booksellers which to inflate it, but he has the power
Whittier's peem and three other poems of iflgvith
much

oy

quality

disease or weakness, you will find the Tonica

None

suffered

Jphant and snxieusto depart and

ith Chr
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full catalogue,
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Summer ‘term, April 16th, 1:83.
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with Dyspepsia, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Bowel,
Kidney or Liver Complaints, you can be invigorated and cured by

AC

on the

ch for three years with that dread
.di
mption, When death came, it found her

Negroes

taste

mourn

to

friends

often feel - much

negro shows already-that he is‘‘a
find a brother.”"— October Atlantic.

in

market

and 2'! who are miserable

the church triumphant.
She leaves father
mipther, brothers, sisters, and a large circle of

satisfaction in paying extravagant prices
for showy articles, and I suppose they are

The holiday edition of Aldrich’s complete Poems will appear early in October.
It will have

.eircumstances

church

the

‘
sale by Jewelers throughout

:

:

New

Maine. College Preparatory, Ni
Classlcal, Scientific’ courses of study for
sexes.
Full board of teachers. JExpénses low.
Fall term begins Monday, Aug. 21st, 1882,

re-

Business men, Mechan-

1876. She remained a worthy member of this
reh until she was called by her Master to

sg2

that Americans -have ‘ shown much seuse
and dignity” in buying only twenty-six copies of Guiteau’s book.
-

drich,

she united with the F. B.

on

formely,

BALSAM.

of

:

/

Winter term,

placed

than

courses

Spring term, Jan. 29th,

ics,

labors of and baptized by, C.F. Griffin ; and

:

It is almost impossible to meet with a
negro who will admit that he ever belonged
to an unkind or cruel master. They nearly always speak of their former owners
in most affectionate terms. The virtues
of obedience and loyalty seem to be natu-

of their freedom in the future, but at pres-

Br
LITERARY

Her funeral was attended

in Wheatville, of which she remained a faithful
member
until removed to the home beyond the
river. Sister H. was anxious at first to live
to see the church of her choice built up ; but
when it became apparent that the Master was
calling her up higher, she calmly resigned all
into his bands and patiently waited for the
hour of release to come.
A few hours before
she died, I asked her if it was well with her.
Her Teply was, ¢ Yes, all is well ; I am ready.”
In the death of Sister H. her husband loses a
faithful and devoted wife, the family a loving
and kind mother, the neighbors a true friend,
and the church one of its best members.
We
believe our loss is her gain.

ent it is often an oppresion to them.
Many of them, however, greatly enjoy
doing as they please. They like to spend
money, and ‘* to have things like white
folks.” The houses of the prosperous
negroes are kept very neat inside. The
women are not afraid nor ashamed of
work. Sometimes the kitchen is on the
second floor; and the labor of carrying
all the wood and water up-stairs is cheerfully undergone, in order to maintain the

ond part of the ninth volume.
r

she sleeps.”

belonged

.

less price

HAIR

14th., her pastor, Revi C. M. Bowers, officiating, assisted by Rev. A. Randlett of Dunsia.

that many of them sadly miss and need
the control of somebody stronger than
themselves. They may rise to the height

of their

frolicsome childhood. The whole number is
a strikingly rich one, and to be appreciated
needs only to be seen. It concludes the sec:

get to mention that the serial,“ A Modern Instance,” by Mr. Howells, is concluded with the

present installment. A great deal can be said
of this novel. There is as much difference between it and all of Mr, Howell's other novels as
there always is between any work that dis-

occurrences

:

is now

8he is

be a death-blow.’ The wound was a serious one, and things looked very dark
for the champion of his former master's
dignity. But the gentleman heard of it,
C. H. Hoag.
and came from a distant part of the State |!
Dow.—Flora
A.,
daughter.
of,
Luther snd
to assist the negro ; and by employing
Lavinia Dow, died in Albany, Vt., Sept. 16,
able counsel, and exerting himself in aged
23 years.
She was
born in Albany,
many ways, succeeded in having the cul- where she lived out her short life, one worthy
prit ¢¢ let off ” with very moderate pun- of imitation. She was converted under the

the
initial paper
being a very tempting
one concerning Sir Walter Scott. Prof. Sargent of Harvard College begins a series .of

Ware

:

Co.,

Mg Bor

in

Seminary and English Coifrse. jo

the

never

.—Pike, Wyo

address the Principal.

a

T PAREER’S

of flowers, she has gone to that land where.
flowers never fade, where the eye never grows
dim. or the mental faculties weaken.” A loving Father has taken her from a world of sorrow, to dwell in Paradise, and while she sings
the songs of the» redeemed, and walks the
streets of the golden city, friends moura not
without hope, knowing that their loss is her
eternal gain, * God’s finger touched her and

white

which was . meant

:

are

SEMINARY

I

while the finish
and

:

Miki
York. This schoel was never
on for doin

very

po

patterns

memory it is but a fitting tribute to say, * She
hath done what she could.” Passionately fond

in infancy was * only a half-strainah,”
—a halt-strainer being a man not of full
blood or social rank, an inferior person,
a kind of social half-breed, merely hanging on to the skirts of the true aristocracy. This was a mortal insult, and it was

‘the political editor of the Wide Awake,” sends

Pleasant

or ‘‘ common,”

For

vacant.
faithful

friend.

and

in the designs for the Gorham

missed in her home,in the church and Sabbathschool, and by friends who-loved ber. To her

Romey
himself

the man to whom the other had

excellent short stories make this number a
very entertaining one. Edward Everett Hale,

of

wife, a loving mother, a warm

every joint,

is strictly maintained.

When able,

Par geat on the Sabbath was seldom
She was honest, industrious, true, a

highest pitch one of them asserted that

drawing by Miss McDermott, designed as a
frontispiece fora fanciful story by Susan Hale,

entitled

down,”

ago

. A. 8.
people. * Never had nothin’ to do. withy| bl e.
po’ white folks is the nniversal asseverHowland.—Mrs.
Sophronia
Howland of
ation.
on
Sept. 11, aged 70 |
Wheatville, N. Y., died
di
Two young negroes in one of the larg- years.- Sister H. experienced religion fifty
under the labors of Rev. Mr.
er Southern cities were quarreling, not years ago thisShefall was
baptized by him and relong ago, and when passion rose to its Whitcomb.
ceived to the membership of the F. B. church

appearance each month, it will be more at.
tractive than ever; and those interested in
agriculture, who do not now subscribe for it,

will be more likely to (do so.
The Wide Awake opens with

* low

much

forget them but was.ever a reader of the Star

down Perry Clees Smith ; and a boy who
was always known as Polly’s Jim, having learned to read the New Testament,
isnow Mr. Apollos James. They: still
feel great pride in having belonged to
rich and important families when they
were slaves. One might almost as well
give a Southenn white man the lie as to
accuse a negro of having been the slave

out

This

rated from the people of her choice, she did not
d a thorough Freewill Baptist.

metal (Njckel

to that of their Solid Silver,

peated in both.

tist church of which she was a worthy member atthe time of her death.
Although sepa-

or as a tribute to the

‘the'old time now signs his name
O. Jones ; Pericles Smith writes

for October in a new dress of type and with
an appearance much improved.

freedom,

25 years

at

Plate, although the same

wife of Daniel

Some

soldered

same care is taken

she moved to Clinton, Mass., and with her
husband became connected with the C. Bap-

dignity with which they now feel themselves
lv invested.
}
Thus Romeo Jones of

the literary features of this publication will be
found attractive and instructive by all who
care to know what is being accomplished by
moglish artists.

- The American
from Harper's
able, we fancy,

Markhouse;

is equal

was connected with the F. B. interest. Both
herself and husband were baptized in Lowell

STUDIES IN THE SOUTH.

at {|

B. Tufts,

hard

heayily plated with pure Silver,

Marsh, died of apoplexy in Bolton, Mass. ,
Aug. 12, aged 65 years. Mrs. M. was born in
Farmington, Me, , and at tHe age of 15 went
to Nashua, N. H., where for several years she

College.

I ¥HIKE

Silver),

hers was a life of trust in her Saviour. Ofa
quiet and retiring nature, her aim was to live
at peace with all, avoiding even the appearance of evil. Thus when called, she was ready
to depart and be with Christ, which is far better. She leaves many friends to mourn, but
not as those without hope.
2
H. P. MANSON.

to New

of hard

oe

and from that time until called to. her reward,

the” total cost o

from London

in the world, being .made

Aug. 6, aged 67 years and 6 monthe. ‘Sister
Fox embraced Christ more than 40 years ago,

the

£

There are
two courses of study, embracing the
Seriptaresy Sysienjatic Theol
, Pastoral
ology, Hom}ietiés and Church History.
Theological students have access to the classes and lectures of the college. Financial aid is renderer to
those needing it. |
J. J. BUTLER, See.
nd
—
:

offered as being the BEST PLATED WARE made in
is
ithis country and fully the equal of any produced

0. C. HiLLs.

Marsh.—Sophia

bronze statue, Teucer,” by Thonyeroft,which
the

of one

subsequent to

end to end would have made an unbroken line

.of

& Co., New York, contains as frontispieces an
York.
excellent full-page engraving of a picture by
Boughton,hung in the Corcoran Art Gallery in |

attracted some attention

publication

a number

production was $85,000;:4nd the pages if put

The October number of The Magazine of
Art, published by Cassell, Petter, Galpin,

Washington, entitled ‘“ The
tive,” and also a full-page

issue; of

Theological Department; of Hillsdale

tended for competition with such Sere. but it is

Fox. Mary H. Fox died in Milton,N. H. ,

one before referred to, over 520,0004 copies
were’ issued, and the number was out of
print in a few days. More than 160 tons of

in the preceding

2m

home. ”

any proprietorate in any country has expend.

.

2
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geeorations of ** Certain

any

?

D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.
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talogue address,
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with portraits
of a few of the leading physiclans, and another concerning the interior

appeared

Richardson.—Died in Liberty, Penn., Sept.

er

FE

aa

tant. One on “Medical Education in New York,”

of the London G#aphic, and although the
author adds that ‘ America to-day stands

The present number of The Eclectic contains all the notable papers that have recently

;
Ap
ordinary Britannia or soft metal, as it is not

16, Ernest Clyde, only son of Crawford and
Lina Richardson, aged 6 years;2 months and
23 days, Thoughtful and kind beyond his
ears, faithful in the Sunday-school, many bad
wali attached to little
Erny.”
In death
He lifted up his hands and said, *“ I am going

tion of ome of the special season numbers

should ok be confounded with the

a

o

entitled

considers the ctnsade of science against ln

SILVERSNITRS,

arship
Music
For

aa

Higginson,

h
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ck. Room, to 75 cents a Week. Bohol.
for
and Painting
$12 a term. :

NR

papers ome by Colonel

«The Spanish Discoverers,” 18 the most impor-

A recently published Directory con-

Y ros

Made by the GORHAM MANUFAGTURING Company

ip
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Of the illustrated

of thé miscellaneous public.

ature,” in which that writer deplores what

Particular Notice. Obituaries must be brief
and for the public. For the excess over one hundred words, and for those sent by persons
who do
not patronize the Star, it is expected that cash
will ASSUIpanY the copy at the rate of four cents
per line of eight words. ° Ferges are inadmissible.

tains the statement that over $70,000,0r £14,000 sterling, were expended on -the produc-

Prengsardoles

Fl

ed

taste

conld be made up any better to meet the

recen lecture

7

lous

\

fact, it might be difficult for any one to suggest
—if the first Illustrated paper, which is thin
padding, were left out—how the magazine

from an English magazine ‘fia

by Matthew ‘Arnold .on # Science..and- Liter-

€

L
of

AN

riety of their contents, but also for several very

readable articles which they contain. Harper's has eighteen contributions that together
make a number of unusual excellence. In

¢

-

Yi

phe leading magazines for October are particularly noticeable not: only for the wide va-

* The Progress of Mmerican Mineralogy,” by
Prof. G. J. Brush; “ Physiognomic Curiosities,” by Dr. Felix L. Oswald; and a re-print

ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan. Colleglaté, Scientific,
paral
"Music and Art
DT
unio both sexes,

—
cra Sa

THE 00TOBER MAGAZINES.

@bitwaries.

the reach of any one, the prices varying in the
several forms, from $1.00 in one volume, octavo, cloth binding, to $2.50 in 5 vols.,-Elze-.
vir edition, balf Russia binding. It also forms
a part of the Cyclopedia of History which is
publishing by the same house.
|
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the body as an aid to the cdre of disease;
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TRAINS each way “between OHICAQO andthe MISSOUR] RIVER.
1
“._ TWO TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAU!
via the famous

..

January

LEA

ALBERT

ROUTE.

|, 1882, a new line will be opned, via Se

and

Kankak

y between

Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Fayette, and Counchl
Bluffs, 8t. Paul, Minneapolis andAintermediate points.

All Through Passengers carried on Fast Express Trains.
For more detailed information, see Maps and Folders, which may be obtained, zs
- well as Tickets, avall principal Ticket Offices in the United States and Canada, or of

E. ST. JOHN,

R. R. CABLE,
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The whole number of students now present
in all the departments of the College is 303.
The pulpit of the college church will be supplied during the comingyear by members of the
faculty; President Durgin preaching half the
time, Judge Mills and Yrofessor Copp the oth-

TUESDAY, SEPT. 26.—The sugar refinery
of Philadelphia, was
of Havemeyer. & Co.,
burned yesterday ; loss, 1.000,000.—A. railway accident occurred pear Point Lick, Ky.,

in which three men were killed, three fatally

hurt and seven injured.—BY the falling of a
gallery in the Pittsburg, Pa., Exposition building last night seven persons were injured, two

er half,
Ob Sept.

~ of Atchison, Kan., has failed; liabilities, $250,-

experienced in St. Louis. “Shocks are also felt
and Centralia, I1l.—Six{y new
at Springfield
cases of yellow fever are reported at Pensacola
and six deaths.——A Mrs. Bush and ber five
a flood near
children are swept away by
Wallace street, Philadelphia, undermined by
the recent rains, falls, seriously injuring seven
or eight persons.—The young Republican
Club of Brooklyn, N. Y., condemns the methFolger and
od pursued in nominating Messrs.
The other nominations of the
Carpenter.

business failures throughout

ing
4

have been
the country

120
dur-

of the

the past seven days.——Seventeen

tablishments in Ridgeway,
by fe the property loss
.
A car falls through'a

ipal busi
a., are desig

Association, from Hamlet, Chatuaugua Co., N.

which ran between

Lee,

Orleans,is burned near Point Pleasant, La.,and
twenty-one lives are thought to be lost.
,. MONDAY, OCT. 2.—It is estimated that

became pastor of the
with the University

Theological School.
Mr. Musgrove, who supplies the church
Mr. Minard
Greene, is having a vacation.

class and more are expected.

explodes at Cairo, Egypt, and it is feared that

several British soldiers and natives are buried

The loss of property is estimatin the debris.
Porte thanks Great
ed at £100,000.——The
Britain for reéstablishing order in Egypt.
‘Edmond
29.— Henry
SEPT.,
FRIDAY
Knight has been elected Lord Mayor of Lonin
feeling of security prevails
don.——A

Egypt.

Eight

are reviewed.—

in Cairo

British troops

are

persons

arrested for' extending the conflagration in
Cairo.
MONDAY, OCT. 2.—A
sevare hurricane
prevailed in Ireland yesterday, much damage
—A
resulting
at
various
places.—
royal commisPe
sion has been sent to Pressburg, Hungary,
“with unlimited powers,to suppress the antiJewish riots there.

The college Christian Association has been
very busy this fall reopening and refurnishing
their room in Parker Hall. Everything
bus
- been done to make it attractive and inviting.
ore
an
purchas
to
foot
on
now
is
nt
A moveme
The prosgan for the use of the Association.
pects of the Christian Association of Bates was
COR.
never better than to-day.

Professor

Prof. Stanley, in his excellent sermon,

Personal.

%

iA
Robert Browning and his sister have
been staying at village of St. Pierre, high up
among the peaks of the Vosges, under the
shadow of the monastery of the Grand CharOR
T
ey go to Switzerland, und

Ee

at month a¢ Tsebia

and Religion. There cannot be. The author of
each isthe same. One of the apparent-cons

Robert Graham, the noted English temperance advocate, lectured in St. Louis recently.
He expects to spend some time in this country,
lecturing in the principal cities.
Mr. Herbert Spencer spent
8 week quietly in

Washington,

seeing

few

callefs,

about much.
Vernon.

He spent some hours

Frederick Woehler, the
* chemist, is dead.
:

but

going

at Mount
;

eminent

German
\

Miscellaneons.

The
frost.

Tilinois corn

crop has been

injured

by

Captain J. W. Collins, of Gloucester, Mass.,
reports the discovery of a new food fish.
The jail at Detroit City,
burned and a convict killed.

Minn.,

has

Itis a significant fact that the only
in Aarabi’s army who showed any
were

been

soldiers
courage

Bible chronology is not settled. Chronologists,
taking the Bible and such other helps as are
available, make a difference in time from Adam
to David. The Bible does not profess to teach

chronology, and there may be breaks in the
record given us. True faith rests in the" view
that when Revelation and Nature are rightly
interpreted, entire harmony will be found beIt has
tween the revealed Word and Science.
been thought that in the ‘¢ Carson Footprints”
evidence is found of the very remote antiquity of
the UniversiProf. Joseph Le Conte,.of
man.
ty of California, a man of great learning and
candor, has studied these fossil footprilts and
has read a paper on the results before the San
Francisco Academy of Sciences. “We give below Prof. Le Conte’s report. which appeared
in the San Francisco Bulletin.
The investigations of Professor Le Conte
lead him to believe that the layers of sandstone in which the footprints are preserved are
of river flood deposit, and mark the site of the
mouth of an ancient river. The evidence as to
the age of the strata was too slight to arrive at

Two more of the crew of the Arctic steamer
Jeannette have atrived at St. Petersburg.
A member of the national board of health
states that the yellow féver at the South is now
under control.

failed to hold an elec-

of man.

antiquity

regasd te the

Science is far from settled on this point; and

negroes.

The Mormons having

tells

us that there is no real conflict between Science

flicts is in

any

definite conclusion,

but the

mammoth

tracks and the prints of human’ feet, if such
they are, he believed were of the gua ternary

period, but'at all events were

tion in Utah last oil i Governor Murray appointed officers to ill the vacancies. In obedience to the orders of the Mormon leaders jthe polygamist office-holders claim that no
vacancies exist, and refuse to surrender the
records and places now held by them to the
governor’s appointees.
Legal proceedings to
compel obedience have been instituted by the

not earlier than

the upper pliocene period.
In the
quarry at
Carson where the footprints were discovered

muny fossil remains have

been found. Among

these are fragments of the tusks and molars of
an elephunt and the bones and teeth of two
species of horse.
During the quaternary
per-

jod two great herds of elephants roamed
over
the American continent, and in several por:
governor.
tions of the yard of the Prison at Carson were
Secretary Chandler has appointed & board of | elephant tracks. The impressions, two inches

naval officers to investigate the eircumstances
of the loss of the Arctic steamer Jeannette, and
the first meeting of the board will be held at
the’ Navy department in Washington on the

deep, were irregular and uncertain in outline.
A blast ip the quarry revealed a more distinct

A party of Frenchmen were attacked by
brigands in Tunis recently and a bloody fight
followed.

very

double track, the hind foot overstepping the
front. No toe marks were visible in these

- oth.

foot prints.
and

tracks

hundred

are

in number,
fail

to

be

struck with their remarkable resemblance to
human tracks, but there are several peculiari-

L ties which raise a doubt as to their origin. Profes-

The Egyptian refugees at Marseilles, France,
are to be sent back to Egypt.

great size of the impressions and to the wide

is spreading at Cape

“sAn’ American schooner

cently by
Nicaragaan
schooner, however, was
rebels were imprisoned.

was

“wor Le Conte then described the peculiarties referred

captured

revolutionists;
recaptured, and

Hundreds ol wealth

reduced

Tyrol.

to poverty

4y

the
the

This peculiarity in the tracks could

track of the feet on each side.

allow-

for indications of'double

a

awaif more evidence before
The Washington

been stricken

final

sculptor, Clark Mills, , has
Iysi

Too

morning without aglass.

ad recovery

the

Look eastward, and

between 4 and b o'clock is'\be !
this brilliant comet,
Ye lst tyme to
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to a

The Cruis comet is mow visible in
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with

is very doubtful,

end of

PCO Satu ang are. ote of Dr

coming

decision regarding the origin of the tracks.

oe

ing
creates a bad impression
invests quarter of a dollar i
3

imag-

clogging of the feet by mud. Professor Le Conte
intimated that the fair, impartial raind should

common people

ie Salts « i

tracks, and be
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If cleanliness indeed be next to Godliness, we
know of no one that is doin
more 10 promote
this virtue than James Pyle,
tion of his Pearline.
?
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ts, and
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BITTERS is invaluable.

nium will grow on earth and water alone, b vill
not bloom well. Soap-suds is splendid fof all
house-plunts. Soak the pots once a week in SOAPsuds ; the dirtier the suds are the better. Dritin
sults.”

clean.

water

note

and

re-
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at $28 @ $29 50 ¥ bbl.

a fair
BEEF. The markeycontinues steady withbeen
at
Western extra have
‘demand. Sales of
and
$17;
$1450 @ $15; Western plate at $1630 @
bbl.
¥
$18
@
baked, break open or cut with a hot knife, and | extra plate at $17 50 been a fair demand with no
LARD. There has
spread with nice fresh butter, then with thick
materin] change in prices. Sales at 12% @ 13¢ ¥
sauce made of stewed sour apples well sweetened. | y
‘SMOKED HAMs. Prices continue steady at 14}
Put together again, and set in the oven five or ten:
Bb, with a fair demand,
| 16¢
minutes. Serve with cream and sugars.
oY

W

one cup,

teaspoonful

of

saleratus dissolved in tbree tablespoonfuls of water, one teaspoonful ginger. Roll as softas possi
‘ble and bake quickly.
TOAST WATER.—Cut a slice of stale bread, cut off
the crast and toast it quite brown ; while hot pour
over half a pint of boiling water ; cover tightly’
and when cool remove the bread.
TO CLARIFY BEEF DRIPPING. —Put the dripping
into & basin, pour over it some boiling water, and
stir it round with a silver spoon ; set to cool, and
then remove the dripping from the sediment, and
put it into basins or jars for use ina cool place,
‘Clarified dripping may be used for frying and bast
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Light itself is a great corrective,

A

thousand

Wheat Gitters bave réceived the end

nents

wrongs and
disappear like
day. —James Ai
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To have a true idea of man or of life one must |
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Nothing
have stood himselt on the brink of suicide, or on
ever been lost. Best of References. Send
the door-sill of insanity, at least once.— Taine.
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particulars
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paper.
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medicines exasperate
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No. 79 Milk St. , Bostou.
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HELEN CAKE.—One cup of butter, two cups of.
sugar, one cup of sweet milk, three cups of flour,
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oven, sprinkle half a cup of sugar over the’ top. |
Flavor wih vanilla.
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the w
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fects of lifting, if they doat all. Itis betes to
take young plants this month. Then we fave
blossoms in November and all during the wiser,
until time to turn them out in the garden in fhe
spring for summer blooming. You waoi yolhig
‘healthy plants to begin with, which sot in pots: el

membered that there couldbe found no toe
marks in the elephant tracks, He bad looked

ulak across the Nile, where are stored the
choice relics of the past, Jemalus upharmed,
homes and the count

This would

count for the irregular shape of the tracks in
some ofthe series. If it be asked what animal
made the tracks, he must confess, he said, that
he did not know.
The two animals which
came into his mind were the bear and the extinet gigantic ground sloth or mylodoh; but
here there were objections. He had looked in
vain for indications of toe marks, or claw
marks, in the soft mud.
Still, it must be fe-

reason for thankfulness of that
end has comeof
lifl theor destruction
without any’

The

hardly be

also difficult to establish.
In this view, the
tracks were made by a large, clumsy-footed animal, and the large track would
be a double

ng the
men to go to thei homes at once, will
t
have a good influence;. d the humane treatment which the officers, even the leaders, are
receiving —so different
frdm
)
ptian cruelty

safe,

the

theory, that they were made by an animal, was

in occupying the country and receiving the
submission of Egyptian officers and men. The

Cairo 1

to

reconciled with the theory that the impressions
were made by human feet, and the alternative

In Egypt.

.

especially

man beings.
Pre-historic man was no larger
then modern mun. The theory that the feet
were shod with sandals was discussed, but the
most serious difficulty, he thought, was the
straddle, or the distance between the feet.

re-

As we anticipated, the time since the
bat
at Tel-el-Kebir has been spent by the Arid

—must tend to Jessen their, hostility.

referring

ing for the feet, in case they were made by hu-

land owners have been
the recent flogds in

| fog of retaining only the officers and

to,

straddlgf
He thought that the great size of the
tracks 80uld be due only to some sort of cover-
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The Czar is said to have been crowned secretly during his recent visit to Moscow; «
The Gross receipts of the Post-Office department for the past fiscal year were $41,265,357,
an increase of $5,047 800 over 1881.

wave

several

The Prussian government favors the construction of a canal for connecting the North
Sea with the Baltic.
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the most delicate stomach

The

varieties are good winter-bloomers, but some
kinds are to be specially recommended for that
purpose. Plants lifted from (he garden which
have grown to a considerable size will disappoint
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:
School.
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the Lynn High
;
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writing on this subject, says : ‘‘ Almost all plants,
to have them do well in winter, must have special
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The Latest Sunday School Song Bun.

can be used, and with more benefit
Cod Liver
secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the Li id

GERANIUMS FOR WINTER.
A correspondent of the American

1 am now using
cl

and

LEANE

~ VHEVER-DITSON & C0., Boston.

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY"
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild,

G.

.
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Any book malled for retail price,

7, 1880,

Bed

($1.0),

go ro
UNIO S813,

consume 2,200,000,000, or more than eight times th

water though cool is not ice cold. Before the winter sets in, and the stock are all io their quarters,
every ome should see that his water supply is
what it should be for the comfort and health of his
animals, and the profit which comes with such
thoughtfulness. merican Agriculturist,
Eq

made by the exit of the class of 82:

i

amouut of our production,

which is

spring

amount of food to bring it to blood heat..

of the class of '82, bas
Mr. J. C. Perkins,
accepted the position of Drivel of the LebaMe. Nearly all
non Academy, W. Lebanon,
the students who have been employed at summer resorts during the summer have returned.
The societies are very prosperous this fall.
Members are being received at every meeting
from the freshman class to make up the loss

loyalty to the Khedive.——An ammunition traia

wy wr pep

Rheumat

come back after more, I have used all your medi.
cines in my own family and find them all excellent
Yours truly,
family remedies.
J. E. CHASE, Druggist.
Price 25 cts. per bottle.
1
Sucar to the amount ot 250,000,000 pounds ie
produesy annually in the United States, while we

¢hills the system, but requires a large

It not only

Baltimore, Md.,May
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that is at the point of freezing.

and drifi®syater
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Bates College Notes,

some towns in Upper Egypt where officials
have undertaken to enforce demonstrations of

SEPT. 30.—The

COR.

wages

($1.23), and GEM

riches the blood, thus beginning at

were

Mandrake Bitters, as I have sold several gross of
them, and In every instance wherever I have recommended any one to try a bottle they have

broughtto various places in and around the farm
buildings from a neighboring hill-side. There are
very many places where pipes can be-lgid and the
very best of water broaght in to supply the wants
of the stock. There is a great loss sustained by
farmers in giving, or allowing their stock to seek

This labor of supply is in addition to that of
the regular study in the school.
There are now six students in the Junior

preseion of their views on Egyptian affairs.
URSDAY, SEPT. 28.——Riots take place in

some

that of

no

BOOK

($1.), by Chadwick.

Great Valley, N. Y.—Having sold your medicines for the past two and a hail’ years can cheer-
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Special Telegram.

a better purpose if used as & fertilizer upon the
land than given to the animals. Far superior to
the well

furnished,

were

"Explains

supply close at hand is of great value. Barn-yard
wells are convenient but are seldom receptacles of

purewater.
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1000 or more se)

people, the lash was freely used wher they lagged,
and 23,000 of them died.

half mile from the farm buildings ; but in winter a

Lewiston, and Mr. Crowell, at So, Brunswick.

Khedive

27.—The

for the trial of rebels
| signs decrees providing
before a court-martial.—The great powers
t that England will shortly solicit an exe
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bottle

One
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Its wonderful curative power is
simply because it purifies and en-

given, very little food was provided for the work

to be of so great importance. A good stream may
even if- itis situated a
be all that is necessary

Gardiner, has also been supplying the Free
Baptist church at Hallowell. Mr. Churchill of
the same class supplies tbe church at Richa healthful
mond. The church is enjoying
Of the Middle class, Mr.
Christian growth.
preached at North New. Portland,
Lowden
Sunday, Sept. 24; Mr. Rideout continues to
supply at Lisbon Falls, Mr. Smith at South

ac-

Kbedive,

tools

No

year.

pastures
mer months when the farm stock is in the

i

Canal
Ali,

order of Mehemet

“wh green fodder, the water supply does not seem

vor

the Senior class, who has care of the church at

26.——The

SEPT.

there,

Bates

terday; he met with a cordial reception on the
art of the natives; the streets were filled with
British troops.—Baker Pacha is entrusted by
the Khedive with reorganizing the Egyptian
army, and he has accepted the task.

WEDNESDAY,

epartment

orafory

the head of the TO

companied by his Ministry, went to Cairo yes-

.

, having been at

terrible.

chiidren being compelled

the
Pure water and an abundance of it is one of
essentials of every good farm. This water should
be at or near the barn or barns. During the sum-

has also been connected

of Chi

Mahmoudieh

The

@G00D WATER FOR THE STOCK.

at

Baptist church

Free

and is a man of scholarly tastes and habits.

ABROAD.

SEPT.

He

Ohio.

Marion,

the reduction in the national debt for the month
of Sept. will be about $16,000,000.—T he exress car on the Atchinson, Topeka & Santa
of $5,500 one mile
'e Railrord was ro
west of Granda, Colorado, on Saturday night,
by train robbers.

TUESDAY,

he
he

the open communion question,in which
part with Dr. Sawtelle,
took a prominent

it was

of St. Jacob’s Oil, bowever, cured

Francisco, but after the famous controversy on

New

and

Vi¢ksburg

months and at times

And hear me read by candle light,

in San

church

was once pastor of a Baptist

six

with a pain io my shoulder and arm for some

:

So knit again to-morrow night,

He

Seminary.

Theo.

Rochester

;

But when she drops a stitch and gapes,
Soon gapes again and nods her head,
1 close my book, and say, Perhaps
Tis Lime, my déar, to go to bed.

Y. Prof, Jones is a graduate of Dickinson College, and of

ears she tries to scan
her obscure appears,

Then I explain’ it, if I can.
Oh, how she loves to knit.by night,
And bear me read by candle light !

Theological School, is row occupied by the
Rev. Addison Jones, a member of the Central

aggregating $150;
draw of the International Bridge at Buffalo;
two persons are killed and several injured.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 30.—-The steamer R. E.

what
sug

i

the foundation, and by building up
the system, drives out all disease.

1 suffered

a word of praise for St. Jacob's Oil.

GOOOES

convertion sre endorsed.
FRIDAY, SEPT. 29.—There

And
When

i

Such is the term Mr. C. W. Purcell, of the Na.
tional Stock Yards, Chicago, Ill. , apolies ‘to his
He says : T, for one, wish to 8 eal
snfferings.

:

always hears,

For when I rea.

Le

.

CHORAL pA)
5

{merson's HERALD OF

sumption, Dyspepsia, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, and all similar diseases,

:

| Nashville Daily News. ]
TERRIBLE.

read by candle light.

And hear me

and Sunday of the term at the meeting of the
Ohio Free Baptist Associatioh at Rio Grande,
and Prof. Dunn expects to be present at the
meeting of the Northwestern Association held
at Racine, Wis., during the present week.
Judge Mills has been absent from the Treasurer’s office for several days, on his annual visit
to the Corporators’ meeting at the Star office.
The chair of Ecclesiastical History, in the

Russian.

EASY GLEES AND PART SONGS

abundance in Perkins’
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